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Chapter 1

Introduction
The energetics of life on Earth has evolved as a cycle of redox reactions of the elements
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen: Sunlight drives the conversion of carbon dioxide and water
into the biomass of oxyphototrophs and chemo-heterotrophic organisms re-oxidize the
products of oxygenic photosynthesis back to carbon dioxide and water, in a process in
which they transiently store reduced forms of carbon in chemo-heterotrophic biomass.
However, during the billions of years of evolution, a considerable amount of
biomass/carbon has been removed from the biochemical carbon cycle and deposited as
reduced, diagenetically converted organic matter (mainly gas and oil).
Since the beginning of the industrial revolution mankind has massively exploited
the free energy contained within these fossil sources of energy, which has led to a notable
increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. This development has generated serious
concerns about global warming. Hence, and also for political reasons [1], there is a
considerable incentive to develop sustainable alternatives to the exploitation of fossil fuel.
By far the majority of the free energy available on Earth is ultimately derived from sunlight,
and it is available in large excess of the energy demands of mankind [2]. It is therefore
rational to exploit sunlight directly.
Many ways to achieve the direct use of sunlight have been exploited since the first
oil crisis in the early 1970s. Hydroelectricity, photovoltaics, and wind energy are the most
notable examples. All of these produce electricity, which is – together with liquid fuel (and
heat) – the main free-energy carrier on Earth. There still is a need for the development of
new methods for the sustainable production of a liquid fuel in the form of solar generated
biofuel.
One may think that in the future liquid fuel will be produced by chemical devices
(often referred to as “artificial leaves”), which would convert carbon dioxide into more
reduced forms of carbon. Despite significant effort, only limited progress has been made
along these lines [3], particularly with respect to the formation of covalent carbon–carbon
bonds. Since the turn of the century the idea has gained momentum that natural oxygenic
photosynthesis would be more suitable for sustainable biofuel production. The main driver
8
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for this idea is the autocatalytic nature of formation of the devices that produce the fuel in
the first place, namely the living cells of plants, algae, or cyanobacteria.
In two forms this approach of exploiting natural biosynthesis already finds largescale application: the conversion of crop plants (e.g., maize, or one of its sub fractions such
as (ligno)cellulose) into methane via the use of an anaerobic digester and of its
polysaccharide fraction into solvents such as ethanol or butanol, via industrial acetone–
butanol–ethanol (ABE) fermentation. Yet, in a third mode the lipid fraction of crops can be
converted into biodiesel. However, all these methods suffer from the disadvantage that
arable land and valuable crops – which can also be used for food or feed applications – are
used to produce energy, in a world in which the future food supply is a serious concern.
Shifting to the use of algae or cyanobacteria would alleviate this latter problem,
because these aquatic organisms can be grown in various forms of photobioreactors.
Hence, activity aimed at the production of biodiesel through large-scale growth of various
algae has gained significant momentum. But even in this approach there is an important
element of inefficiency: The carbon fixed in the Calvin–Benson–Bassham cycle is first
converted into all the complicated building blocks for biomass formation (amino acids,
lipids, sugars, nucleotides, vitamins, etc.), after which cellular anabolism converts these
“monomers” into new cells. These cells then have to be processed, in other words they are
fractionated and/or fermented, after which another processing step (such as ethanol
fermentation) is required to make the final product.

The “photanol” concept
To further increase the overall efficiency of the process of solar biofuel formation it has
been proposed to combine phototrophic and fermentative metabolisms in a single
organism: a kind of “photofermentative” chimera. If the activity of the added fermentative
pathway can be tuned properly, one could achieve a situation in which such a
photofermentative organism functions as a photo-catalyst for the reaction: CO2 + H2O
“biofuel product” + O2. This proposed concept has been suggested as being applicable to
the synthesis of various products, ranging from lactic acid and ethanol, for which simple
fermentative metabolic pathways suffices [4], via sugars [5], to longer chain alkanes and
alcohols [6]. Elsewhere, we have referred to this concept of solar biofuel production as the
“photanol concept” and several initiatives have been undertaken to test its economic
9
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viability. The concept can be applied to all oxyphototrophs, including plants (for which the
synthesis of poly-β-hydroxy butyrate can be taken as an example), but is most easily applied
in cyanobacteria because of their much better genetic accessibility and more simple
structure.
Generally, fermentative pathways function best when oxygen is absent. The
photanol concept was conceived from the observation that organisms such as yeasts also
use fermentative ethanol production extensively under aerobic conditions, when glucose is
in excess. Nevertheless, the compatibility of a heterologously expressed metabolic pathway
with the condition of high oxygen concentration in the cytoplasm is an important element
in the design of a photofermentative chimera: the chance of functionally expressing the
well-known clostridial butanol fermentation pathway in an organism that carries out
oxygenic photosynthesis will be small. Even less likely is the possibility of combining
methanogenesis with oxygenic photosynthesis, because in this case, not only the oxygensensitivity of the methane-forming enzymes must be addressed, but also the incompatibility
of the metabolic intermediates and the cofactors.

Maximizing photosynthetic efficiency
Light, as a source of energy in biology, is rather delicate to handle because it comes in
packages (photons), many of which carry much more free energy than what is contained in,
for example, a single covalent C–C bond. Hence various forms of non-productive chemistry
are readily initiated by (electronically excited) molecules, the most notable of which is the
formation of reactive oxygen species, such as singlet oxygen and superoxide. In agreement
with this notion, many regulatory processes have been discovered in phototrophic
organisms that allow for the processing of this radiation energy directly into heat if –
temporarily – the forward reaction towards the productive biological process is blocked.
The best-known example of such processes is the non-photochemical quenching of excitons
in the antenna system of many oxyphototrophs, when – due to transient over-excitation of
particularly photosystem II – the primary electron acceptor of this system is already in the
reduced form at the time of arrival of the next electron. But such processes have also been
identified much later in the chain of events that converts the solar radiation into the
chemical free energy of NADPH and ATP (i.e. the two free-energy intermediates that drive
the reactions in the Calvin–Benson–Bassham cycle), for example the Mehler reaction. The
10
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Mehler reaction transfers excess electrons arriving from photosystem I directly to oxygen,
conserving ATP but also producing superoxide radicals, which are disproportionated to
hydrogen peroxide and water. Cyanobacteria, in contrast, possess a Mehler-like reaction,
mediated by flavodiiron proteins, in which oxygen is reduced directly to water without
formation of oxygen radicals [7,8]. Nevertheless, less energy-dissipating forms of regulation
have also emerged, such as the state transitions, in which the cross section of the two
photosystems is adjusted via reversible migration of the antenna pigments to these
photosystems, so that the rate of excitation of the two photosystems is in balance under
widely varying conditions of the spectral composition and intensity of the available ambient
radiation. It is thought that the redox state of the plastoquinone (PQ) pool, which receives
electrons directly from PSII, regulates these state transitions [9,10]. State transitions and
their mechanism is further discussed in Chapter 7.
Successful application of the photanol concept requires that the photosynthesis
process in future cyanobacterial cell factories proceeds with the utmost efficiency,
preferably so that all photons present in the spectral window of photo-synthetically active
radiation will be used productively and not be dissipated into heat prematurely.
Intrinsically, for thermodynamic reasons, oxygenic photosynthesis is inefficient and never
exceeds ~30 %. Actual photosynthetic yields in agriculture rarely exceed 1% and the
theoretical maxima for crops are 4.5 % and 6 % for C(3) and C(4) plants, respectively [11].
For cyanobacterial photosynthesis, yields of up to 10 % of the total radiation impinging on
the Earth’s surface have been reported from small lab-scale photo-bioreactors, and it is a
challenge to design photo-bioreactor systems in which such high yields will be attainable at
large scale (and at an affordable price). A significant hurdle in meeting this challenge is the
dynamical fluctuations in light intensity to which cells in such large-scale reactors will be
exposed. The two main factors that govern these fluctuations are:
the limited penetration depth of the light in dense cell cultures
the circadian and seasonal alterations in light color and intensity.
It will take intelligent reactor design to meet this challenge of optimization.
To complicate matters even further, biological engineering is also among the tools
that are available to make this optimization process a success. A clear example of the use of
this technique has already been carried beyond the stage of proof of principle: by varying
11
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the total complement of antenna pigments, the penetration depth of sunlight into a photobioreactor, and thereby the relative fraction of photosynthetically productive cells in it, can
be increased [12]. However, with this approach the possibilities are by no means exhausted.
Obvious candidate approaches are alteration of the mutual stoichiometry and content of
the two photosystems and alteration of the color of the photosynthetic pigments [13].
Optimization of the “dark reactions of photosynthesis” (such as the in vivo activity of
RuBisCO) is also among the possibilities, or even introduction of far-red-absorbing protonpumping rhodopsin into the cyanobacterial membrane(s).

Downstream processing of solar biofuel products
Low-molecular-weight biofuel products
The “distributed” nature of sunlight has important consequences for the geometry of solar
bioreactors in which cyanobacteria can be grown under ambient solar irradiation and the
optimal cell densities in these bioreactors. High cell densities cause a limited penetration
depth of light into the photobioreactor, whereas large volumes of cells in a photobioreactor
that would not receive light will only contribute to (maintenance) energy dissipation, rather
than product formation. Therefore, most large-scale facilities for growth of unicellular
oxyphototrophs have an average aerial depth of between 0.1 and 0.3 m, which can be
obtained by many different ways of arranging tubes, plates, or even plastic bags.
Solar biofuel production differs considerably from traditional ABE fermentation. In
ABE processes, fermentative bacteria convert high concentrations of polysaccharide or
sugar into solvents such as ethanol and butanol, such that these products – often facilitated
by high solvent tolerance of the fermentative bacteria or yeasts – accumulate to high
concentrations. Furthermore, the high biomass density causes substantial heating of the
compact reactors. Recovery of the biofuel products can then be achieved through
distillation, filtration and/or pervaporation techniques. The economic feasibility of this
downstream processing is inversely correlated with the solvent tolerance of the
fermentative organism selected. This tolerance can be increased by random screening or
through rational engineering. In this respect, it is relevant to note that a yeast strain was
recently described that tolerates up to 17% (v/v) ethanol [14].
12
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As of yet, the product levels achieved in applications of the photanol concept using
a cyanobacterium have led to moderate product accumulation levels [15-18]. Nevertheless,
investigations aimed at increasing the product (ethanol) tolerance in cyanobacteria may
become relevant in the future. In contrast to its conventional biofuel counterpart produced
from, for example, cellulose with a chemotrophic organism, the solar biofuel product is not
produced in a complex broth, but rather in a solution in which the solar biofuel product –
after

cell-separation

–

is

the

dominant

component.

Ethanol

recovery

after

photofermentation is probably best achieved by multistep separation, or by evaporation
(using solar heating) and subsequent condensation [19].
One way to circumvent downstream processing problems is to synthesize a volatile
or insoluble product, allowing phase separation. Various products can be used for phase
separation, for instance ethylene or butylene. Proof of principle for the production of some
of these products has already been given [20]. However, the requirements for the
maintenance of a proper gas atmosphere in mass cultures of cyanobacteria for solar biofuel
production – in other words a high level of carbon dioxide in order to avoid
photorespiration and preventing super-saturation of oxygen – makes it difficult to recover
volatile products. Nevertheless, there is hope that newly developed methods will
circumvent these problems and optimize product recovery and cultivation conditions [21].
Another way out of the high costs of product recovery from dilute solutions may
be found in the coupling of processes, so that the dilute solar biofuel product is converted
by a high-affinity biological process into a secondary product in a (photo)chemical
conversion in which product separation can be based on phase separation [Bekker, M. and
Hellingwerf, K.J., manuscript in preparation].

Macromolecular solar biofuels
A radically different approach would be to synthesize a high molecular weight compound
such as polysaccharide, polyester, or lipid. These macromolecules are easier to separate
and minimize the energy expenditure for downstream processing. Examples include the
conversion of the Calvin–Benson–Bassham cycle intermediate(s) into poly-β-hydroxy
butyrate, poly-(D,L)-lactic acid, glycogen, or long-chain triglycerides. Nevertheless, such an
approach would suffer from the disadvantage that it relies on the storage capacity of the
cell. Moreover, a high intracellular content of the polymer would be required in order to
13
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make its extraction economically feasible. In order to circumvent the restriction of cellular
capacity, a polymer that is deposited extracellular therefore has the preference.
It has long been known that certain chemoorganotrophic bacteria, in particular
members of the genera Acetobacter/Gluconobacter, are able to produce cellulose, which is
deposited just outside the cell envelope. When grown with non-limiting amounts of
glucose, Gluconacetobacter xylinus produces and deposits massive quantities of the
insoluble “crystalline” cellulose [22]. The genes involved in cellulose synthesis in these
bacteria as well as their regulation, have been characterized (see below).
In contrast, little is known about cellulose production in cyanobacteria. Although it
has been known for a long time that cyanobacteria can produce cellulose [23,24], the
mechanism and regulation of the process have never been investigated. The literature on
cellulose production in cyanobacteria reports production of non- or semi-crystalline
cellulose [23,24]. A reason for the semi-crystalline nature of the cellulose may be the
complex mixed-polysaccharide cell-wall layers produced by cyanobacteria. This might also
complicate its purification should it be used for biofuel production. Nevertheless, a genetic
approach has already been implemented to produce or increase production of cellulose
from cyanobacteria [25-28]. This was achieved by introducing the bcsAB genes of G. xylinus
together with other genes to help boost cellulose production into the cell via conjugative
transfer, with E. coli cells harbouring the cargo plasmid. Cellulose was produced in these
transgenic strains but only in non-crystalline form.
Although the mechanism of crystallization of cellulose remains unknown, the observations
described above now allow us to formulate an alternative biosolar cell for the production of
macromolecular biofuel (see Fig. 1.1). By bypassing the endogenous regulation of cellulose
synthesis or through regulated heterologous expression of cellulose synthesis genes, it
should be possible to construct a cyanobacterial cell that converts a large portion of its fixed
carbon into exocellulose. Whether the latter macromolecule can be used directly or
whether it first must be converted into a more convenient-to-handle liquid fuel remains to
be seen. One approach that may help to increase production of cellulose, albeit noncrystalline, would be to knockout the pathway of photosynthetically fixed carbon to
glycogen, the main carbon and energy storage compound of cyanobacteria [29]. The
substrates for glycogen and cellulose synthesis are similar: ADP-glucose and UDP-glucose,
14
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respectively. In this respect introduction or over-expression of UDPG-pyrophosphorylase
might also be a successful approach.

Figure 1.1 The cellulose synthesizing biosolar cell

15
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Cellulose synthesis
Cellulose structure and physiological function
Cellulose is one of the most abundant polymers on earth. It is an important component of
cell walls of plants and algae, but it is also produced by a variety of bacteria and by some
fungi and animals [30]. Cellulose is a complex compound with a wide variety of structures,
such as wood, paper, and cotton. In contrast to this complexity the basic structure of a
cellulose fibril is simple: it consists of only one ingredient, namely D-glucose. The D-glucose
monomers are linked at a 180° angle in β-1,4 glucosidic bonds to form long un-branched
polymeric chains. The special geometry of this unbranched covalent arrangement gives rise
to extended fibril structures, because all of the available hydroxyl groups upon adjacently
aligned β-1,4-glucan chains participate in inter- and intra-chain hydrogen bonding. In this
way, aggregates of many chains form insoluble layered sheets reinforced by the dispersion
forces between their stacked heterocyclic rings [22]. Nearly all cellulose isolated from
nature has a crystalline structure in which the poly-β-1,4-glucan chains are aligned in a
parallel manner; this is known as cellulose type I. This crystalline cellulose is metastable and
can be transformed to cellulose type II, for instance by acid treatment. Cellulose II is rare in
nature and has an antiparallel arrangement. For cellulose microfibrils to be assembled in
such a metastable way the individual glucan chains must be held in close proximity by
intermolecular hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces [22]. Therefore, these chains must
be synthesized in close proximity to one another. In 1964 the use of the freeze-fracture
technique made it possible to investigate the surface of cellulose synthesizing cells. As a
result, highly ordered membrane-bound structures were observed and the “ordered
granule hypothesis” for the assembly and orientation of cellulose microfibrils was proposed
[31,32]. This vision was later confirmed with freeze-fracture experiments on the alga
Oocystis, in which the so-called linear terminal complexes (TC) – multi-subunit arrays at the
end of microfibrils – were observed [33,34]. Differences in the arrangements of terminal
complexes lead to different shapes and sizes of the final crystalline product.
To obtain more knowledge about cellulose production and fibril assembly,
attempts were made to produce cellulose in vitro using membrane preparations. This
approach was frustrated by the fact that only low amounts of cellulose are produced from
16
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bacterial preparations. In cellulose preparations derived from higher plants little or no
cellulose synthase activity was observed against the high background of callose (β-1,3glucan) synthase activity [34]. Callose synthesis is induced as a result of plant wounding.
However, in vitro production of cellulose is possible: in bacterial preparations by the
addition of the regulatory compound c-di-GMP or its pre-cursor GTP [35] and in plants by
using developing cotton fibres [36] instead of plant-cell preparations.
While the function of cellulose in plants is obvious being the component responsible for the
rigidity of the cell wall, its role in bacteria, including cyanobacteria, is not clear. Bacterial
extracellular cellulose may play a role as a protective shield against environmental stresses
and external (mechanical) forcing, or it may facilitate the adhesion of the bacterial cell in
case of infection or for symbiotic interactions, as is the case with Agrobacterium sp. and
Rhizobium sp. [22]. In the case of Gluconacetobacter xylinus it has been suggested that the
massive amounts of cellulose that this organism produces when growing in a static culture,
and which forms a floating pellicle, helps this obligate aerobic bacterium to move to the
surface in order to obtain access to oxygen [22]. One interesting hypothesis is that the
cellulose sheath might protect the cell against UV irradiation [22]. This, in particular, is
interesting for cyanobacteria because these phototrophic organisms are often exposed to
high levels of UV light.
The presence of cellulose in cyanobacteria has gone unnoticed for a long time. One
of the first detailed reports was the discovery of cellulose in a new cyanobacterial isolate,
Crinalium epipsammum, which was shown to accumulate cellulose to 21.6% of its dry
weight [23], but before that, the presence of extracellular cellulose had been suggested in
heterocystous cyanobacteria, based on light and electron microscopy [37]. One report
suggested that cellulose is an integral component of the heterocyst cell wall and essential
for protecting nitrogen fixation from oxygen inactivation in these specialized cells [38], but
subsequent studies of the heterocyst envelope did not confirm the presence of cellulose.
However, genes encoding cellulose synthase appear to be widespread among cyanobacteria
and representatives of four out of the five sections of cyanobacteria produced cellulose
[24]. C. epipsammum is a filamentous, non-heterocystous, cyanobacterium from section III.
It was isolated from algal crusts that grow on the sand surface of blow-outs in the dunes
near The Hague, The Netherlands (Fig. 1.2). These algal crusts are characterized by harsh
17
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conditions, especially drought, large temperature fluctuations, and low nutrient availability.
One of the noticeable characteristics of C. epipsammum is its desiccation resistance. This
organism is immotile and incapable of fixing nitrogen. C. epipsammum does not contain
phycoerythrin and its phycobiliprotein content is low. Also, the DNA of this organism has an
exceptionally low GC content and these characteristics may reflect its low nitrogen habitat
and its incapability of fixing nitrogen.

Figure 1.2. (A) Transmission electron microscopy image of Crinalium epipsammum. The thick cell wall
with some sheath material is notable. The thylakoids and carboxysomes (polyhedral bodies) are
clearly visible. (B) Scanning electron microscopy image showing the flat morphology of the trichomes
of Crinalium epipsammum. (C) Detail of the extraordinarily thick cell wall of Crinalium epipsammum,
which is more similar to those of Gram-positive microorganisms (cyanobacteria have a Gram-negative
cell envelope). Some sheath material is visible on the outer layer of the cell wall. (D) Transmission
electron microscopic image stained for polyglucose. The glycogen granules are visible between the
thylakoids and the cell wall is also lightly stained, which might hint at the presence of cellulose. The
scale bars in A, C, and D are 5, 0.5, and 0.5 μm, respectively.

The cellulose detected in C. epipsammum might be present in non-crystalline form
[23]; the presence of cellulose with low crystallization has also been reported for other
18
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cyanobacterial strains [24]. In native form neither cellulose I nor II was detected in C.
epipsammum but in its extracted form cellulose II was found, probably as the result of the
alkali treatment. The location of the cellulose in C. epipsammum is uncertain. While in other
bacteria the cellulose is exuded outside the cell, this was apparently not the case in C.
epipsammum. It was hypothesized that the cellulose might be an integral part of the cell
envelope. The cell envelope and the genes involved in synthesizing it in cyanobacteria
reflect the environmental conditions under which the organism thrives [39]. C.
epipsammum has an unusual morphology; instead of cells that are round in cross section, C.
epipsammum is characterized by a flat, oval form. Considering the turgor, this would
require special adaptation of the cell wall, which is unusually thick in C. epipsammum.
Hence the function of cellulose in C. epipsammum could be the formation of the rigid cell
wall, although it is unknown how this could be achieved. Moreover, it is also unknown what
the function of this flat, band-like trichome could be. Another possible function of cellulose
related to the habitat of C. epipsammum could be its water-retaining capacity; this might
help the organism to withstand periods of drought [40].
In the thermophilic unicellular cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus vulcanus,
cellulose accumulates particularly under illuminated, low-temperature conditions and
results in cell aggregation [41]. It is suggested that this is an acclimation to light stress by
self-shading of the cells in the aggregates [42]. The disruption of a putative cellulose
synthase gene in T. vulcanus prevents the accumulation of cellulose as well as the
aggregation of cells [41]. Cellulose has also been suggested as being important as a biofilm
matrix [43].
In the Precambrian, the oxygen-free atmosphere was devoid of ozone and UV
could therefore reach the Earth’s surface. Cellulose might have evolved in Precambrian
cyanobacteria in order to protect them from UV light. No compelling evidence for any of
these possibilities is available.
The cellulose synthase gene of Acetobacter xylinum has been genetically
transformed into the filamentous heterocystous cyanobacterium Anabaena PCC7120,
leading to expression and production of extracellular cellulose [26]. The transgenic
Anabaena showed increased photosynthetic efficiency and growth rate, but it is unclear
whether this was caused by the production or presence of cellulose.
19
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The cellulose synthesis genes
The protein responsible for cellulose synthesis was first discovered in bacteria in 1989 [44]
and was shown to bind UDP-glucose [45]. The operon, including the gene encoding
cellulose synthase, was identified through a complementation study of a cellulose-deficient
mutant of Gluconacetobacter xylinus [46]. Subsequently, cellulose synthase operons were
identified in other bacterial species such as Agrobacterium tumefaciens [47] and Rhizobium
leguminosarum bv trifolii [48]. All cellulose producing organisms require a cellulose
synthase, which forms the β-1,4-glucan chain from UDP-glucose (bcsA in bacteria and cesA
in eukarya). Extracellular cellulases are thought to break the glucan chains to avoid
excessive mechanical stress during the crystallization process [34]. In bacteria, the gene for
cellulase, often named bcsZ, is located within, or adjacent to, the cellulose synthase operon
[47-49]. In plants, mutations in cellulase genes are known as korrigan, and can cause
dwarfism, radial swelling of root tips, and collapse of xylem vessels [50]. Besides bcsA and
bcsZ, several other genes are present within the cellulose synthase operon in bacteria,
namely bcsB, bcsC, bcsD in G. xylinus [51] and celD and celE in A. tumefaciens and R.
leguminosarum [47,48].
BcsB used to be considered the regulatory subunit of cellulose synthase because it
had been reported that it binds the regulatory molecule c-di-GMP [34,51]. However, this
observation was later questioned since the 90 kD polypeptide that co-purifies with cellulose
synthase does not bind c-di-GMP [52]. Amikam and Galperin [53] identified a novel c-diGMP binding domain in bacteria: PilZ. This domain was also identified near the C-terminus
of the BcsA protein of G. xylinus. This strengthens the idea that BcsB is not the regulatory
subunit of cellulose synthase. More recent studies show that BcsB is a periplasmic protein
that may guide the glucan chain across the periplasmic space towards the outer membrane
[54]. Additionally, BcsB anchors onto BcsA with its C-terminal domain, likely stabilizing the
transmembrane domain of BcsA and allowing the glucan chain to pass through [55].
BcsC, which is required for in vivo but not in vitro cellulose synthesis, is present in
enterobacteria, pseudomonads and in G. xylinus [56]. BcsC is related to bacterial proteins
involved in pore formation such as VirB from A. tumefaciens, Tra2 from Escherichia coli, and
Ptl from Bordetella pertussis [51]. BcsC is predicted to consist of a large periplasmic domain
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involved in complex assembly and a β-barrel domain in the outer membrane for
translocation of the cellulose fibrils [57,58].
BcsD, which is required in vivo, but not in vitro for cellulose biosynthesis in G.
xylinus [51], forms what appears to be an interior cylinder of the terminal complex pore
(see below for description) providing a spiral passageway through which four glucan chains
can pass simultaneously [59].

Molecular biology, biochemistry, and phylogenetic analysis
The most extensively researched and best characterized protein involved in cellulose
biosynthesis is cellulose synthase (Ces), which is a membrane-bound protein located in the
plasma membrane. The N-terminus of the plant- and some of the green-algal Ces proteins
contain a RING-type zinc finger that is not present in Ces proteins from other organisms.
This domain is followed by two trans-membrane domains and the central cytosolic domain,
then another six trans-membrane domains and the C-terminus, at the position where in
bacterial Ces proteins a PilZ domain is located (Fig. 1.3). Among different organisms the
cellulose synthases show low homology, with exception of the central cytosolic “catalytic”
domain [50]. This domain contains the catalytic site present in all processive glycosyltransferases known as the D,D,D,QXXRW motif [60]. This domain can be split into four subdomains, U1–U4 (Fig. 1.3), in which the first three subdomains each contain one aspartic
acid and the last domain contains the QXXRW motif in which X can be any amino acid [56].
These subdomains can be interspaced with different organism-specific regions (Fig. 1.3).
The ces genes from some cyanobacteria, green algae, plants, and the amoeba Dictyostelium
discoideum all contain the CR-P (plant conserved region) between the U1 and U2 domains
[24,61,62]. Between the U2 and U3 domains in plants and in some green algal ces genes, a
class-specific region (CSR, previously known as hypervariable region) is present. These
eukaryotic genes also contain several introns [62,63]. The presence of different types of
cellulose synthases in cyanobacteria and algae and the appearance of the interspacing
regions within the catalytic domain provide an insight into the evolution of the cellulose
synthases.
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Figure 1.3. Membrane topology of cellulose synthase proteins. Blue bars indicate trans-membrane
segments. PilZ, PilZ domain; Zn, RING-type zinc finger; U1–U4, catalytic domain; CR-P, plant specific
region; CSR, class specific region. Reproduced and adapted from [50] with permission.

In 2001 Nobles, Romanovicz, and Brown [24] demonstrated that cellulose
biosynthesis is a common feature in cyanobacteria and, most importantly, phylogenetic
analyses suggest that the cellulose synthase genes from plants are derived from
cyanobacteria [24,64,65]. In cyanobacteria two types of cellulose synthases have been
identified [65]. For example, the cellulose synthase of Thermosynechococcus elongatus
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(accession# NP_682585.1) has the same domain topology as other bacterial BcsA proteins,
while the ces gene of the diazotrophic cyanobacterium Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 (accession#
NP_487797.1) has lost its PilZ domain and gained an insert between the U1 and U2
domains, giving it the same domain topology as many algal Ces proteins. In phylogenetic
studies comparing the cellulose synthases of all known cellulose-synthesizing classes of
organisms it became evident that the eukaryotic cellulose synthases, with the exception of
the Ces proteins from C. intestinales and A. fumigatus, have a unique common ancestor in
the cyanobacterial ces gene that contains the CR-P region [65].
The appearance of the CSR domain within the catalytic domain and the N-terminal
RING-type zinc finger within the ces gene seem to be related to the configuration of the
active cellulose synthase complexes on the plasma membrane, known as terminal
complexes (TCs). By freeze-fracturing of the plasma membrane of cellulose producing cells
the TCs can be seen as multi-subunit arrays at the ends of the microfibrils [33]. In bacteria
the TCs are arranged in a straight line along the plasma membrane [22,51] but in higher
plants they form hexagonal arrays known as rosettes [66]. The largest variety in TCs is found
in green algae, which exhibit different sizes of linear terminal complexes, hexagonal
rosettes, and even octagonal rosettes in Coleochaete scutata (Fig. 1.4) [32,67]. In
eukaryotes, the cellulose synthase enzyme complexes are formed in the endoplasmatic
reticulum and then transferred to the Golgi apparatus, where they form large globules or
tetrads. These globules and tetrads are transported to the plasma membrane where they
unfold and aggregate to form the active TC [32]. This controlled formation of TC in
eukaryotes may have enabled this high variety in TC formation in green algae, which also
led to the development of the rosette. Rosettes are thought to be fully assembled before
they reach the plasma membrane [50]. In order to form a rosette TC, two units of three
different types of Ces proteins are required. These different Ces proteins most likely bind to
each other through their zinc-finger domains [68]. If one of these Ces proteins is missing, no
rosette is formed [69].
The proteins that comprise the rosette in plants are referred to by CesA followed
by a number. In Arabidopsis, CesA1, CesA3, and CesA6-like (CesA2,5,6, or 9) proteins form
the rosette responsible for primary cell-wall formation, while CesA4, CesA7, and CesA8
form rosettes for secondary cell-wall deposition. Because of the different order of discovery
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of these genes in different organisms, the numbering has become confusing. The CSR in the
catalytic domain appears to be specific for the different types of CesA proteins but is highly
variable between different CesAs [70]. It would be useful to renumber the rosette-forming
CesAs based on their CSR.
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Figure 1.4. Terminal complex organization on the cell membrane in different organisms and cross
sections of the resulting cellulose microfibrils. Reproduced and adapted from [32] with permission.

Physiological regulation
In bacteria, cellulose synthesis is regulated by cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP). C-di-GMP
was first discovered as an enhancer of cellulose synthesis in G. xylinus in 1987 by the group
of Benziman [35]. Turnover of this second messenger was thought to be mediated by
diguanylate cyclase (DGC), which forms c-di-GMP from two molecules of GTP, and
phosphodiesterase (PDE), which linearizes c-di-GMP to 5′-pGpG. pGpG is then further
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degraded to 5′-GMP by non-specific cellular PDEs [22,35]. In 1998, the genes that encode
these enzymes in G. xylinus were identified [71]. In total three operons that mediate c-diGMP turnover were identified and termed cdg1–3. Each operon encodes one PDE protein
followed by one DGC protein and all turnover proteins contain both a GGDEF and an EAL
domain [71]. These domains are named after their conserved sequence motifs and they
form the catalytic site of the DGC and PDE enzymes, respectively.
The nature and the location of the c-di-GMP receptor of bacterial cellulose
synthase, however, remained a point of discussion. There was some evidence that the BcsB
subunit of the cellulose synthase in G. xylinus could bind c-di-GMP [52], but this has never
been confirmed. In 2006, the first c-di-GMP binding domain was identified through a
bioinformatics approach [53]. This domain was named PilZ and found to be encoded within
the bcsA subunit of the cellulose synthase in G. xylinus. In recent years, interest in c-di-GMP
has increased greatly after it became apparent that c-di-GMP does not just regulate
cellulose synthesis but that it is part of a far more ubiquitous second messenger system in
bacteria (reviewed by [72-74]).
The GGDEF and EAL domains are located C-terminally from, often multiple, sensory
and signal transduction domains, including PAS, BLUF, haemerythrin, GAF, CHASE, and
MASE. These different N-terminal domains are capable of responding to a wide range of
signals: phosphorylation, protein binding, binding of gaseous molecules, or even light (Fig.
1.5). PilZ domains are often associated with regulatory, catalytic, or transport domains [53]
and PilZ-containing proteins function in a variety of cellular processes including the
virulence of animal and plant pathogens, motility, and the synthesis of exopolysaccharides,
such as cellulose or alginate (Fig. 1.5; [74] and references therein). Finally, the FleQ
regulator from P. aeruginosa (involved in transcription control) and RNA aptamers
specifically bind c-di-GMP [75,76].
GGDEF and EAL domains are abundant in bacterial genomes, but absent from the
genomes of Archaea and Eukarya [77], and the same is true for the PilZ domain [53,78]. This
suggests that c-di-GMP signalling is a trait that is exclusive for Bacteria. Therefore, cellulose
synthesis in eukaryotes must be regulated in a different way. In secondary cell wall
synthesis in plants, NAC and MYB family transcription factors are key players. Deletion or
overexpression of these transcription factors generally leads to loss or low levels of
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secondary cell wall formation and ectopic secondary cell wall deposition, respectively [50]
and references therein.
Phosphorylation sites have been identified for a number of Arabidopsis CesA
proteins. Phosphorylation may target the proteins for degradation [79]. This is further
supported by the finding that the half-life of a CesA protein in cellulose producing cotton
cells is less than 30 min, which is much shorter than for the average membrane protein
[80]. This phosphorylation signal could be part of a feedback communication with the cell
wall, where the cellulose is deposited. This could be achieved through the action of
membrane-spanning receptor-like kinases, which trigger a kinase cascade [50].

Figure 1.5. Known input signals and output of c-di-GMP metabolism. GGDEF and EAL domains conduct
the turnover of c-di-GMP. pGpG is degraded to two GMP by an unknown phosphodiesterase. Various
domains N-terminal of GGDEF or EAL receive and transmit the input signals on the left. The output
behaviour by variation of c-di-GMP concentration is shown on the right. Reproduced with permission
from [72].
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Concluding remarks
The increasing global demand for efficiently and sustainably produced forms of transport
fuel and feedstock chemicals provides ample opportunity to further develop the photanol
concept to products beyond the short-chain alcohols. The detailed knowledge already
available about cellulose synthases and their regulation, plus emerging insights into the
process of cellulose secretion in cyanobacteria make cellulose to an attractive polymer for
the application of the photanol concept in an economically viable production process. The
toolbox of classical physiology, combined with synthetic biology, provides ample
opportunities to take up this challenge.
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Abstract
A method is presented for rapid extraction of the total plastoquinone pool from
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 cells that preserves the in vivo plastoquinol (PQH2) to
plastoquinone (PQ) ratio. Cells were rapidly transferred into ice-cold organic solvent for
instantaneous extraction of the cellular PQ plus PQH2 content. After HPLC fractionation of
the organic-phase extract, the plastoquinol content was quantitatively determined via its
fluorescence emission at 330 nm. The in cell PQH2/PQ ratio then followed from comparison
of the PQH2 signal in samples as collected, and in an identical sample after complete
reduction with sodium borohydride.
Prior to PQ(H2) extraction, cells from steady state chemostat cultures were
exposed to a wide range of physiological conditions, including high/low availability of
inorganic carbon, and various actinic illumination conditions. Well-characterized electrontransfer inhibitors were used to generate a reduced or an oxidized PQ pool for reference.
The in vivo redox state of the PQ pool was correlated with the results of PAMbased chlorophyll a fluorescence emission measurements, oxygen exchange rates, and 77K
fluorescence emission spectra. Our results show that the redox state of the PQ pool of
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is subject to strict homeostatic control, i.e. regulated between
narrow limits, in contrast to the more dynamic chlorophyll a fluorescence signal.

Key words
Plastoquinol extraction, PQ-pool, photosynthesis, photo-bioreactor, LED lighting, 77K
fluorescence spectra, membrane inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS).
Abbreviations
PQ, plastoquinone; PQH2, plastoquinol; PQ pool, sum of PQ and PQH2; PBS, phycobilisomes;
LHC, light harvesting complex; DCMU, 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea, DCBQ, 2,6
dichlorobenzoquinone; DBMIB, 2,5-dibromo-3methyl-6-isopropyl-p-benzoquinone; MIMS,
membrane inlet mass spectroscopy.
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Introduction
The photosynthetic apparatus of oxygenic phototrophs consists of two types of
photosynthetic reaction centres: photosystem II (PSII) and photosystem I (PSI). Both
photosystems are connected in series, with electrons flowing from PSII towards PSI through
an intermediate electron transfer chain, which comprises the so-called plastoquinone pool
(PQ pool), plastocyanin and/or cytochrome c553, and the cytochrome b6f complex. The redox
potential of the PQ pool is clamped by the relative rates of electron release into and uptake
from this pool. Within the PSII complex electrons are extracted from water at the lumenal
side of the thylakoid membrane and transferred to the primary accepting quinone, QA, at
the stromal side. The electron is subsequently transferred to a plastoquinone molecule in
the QB site of PSII. The intermediate QB semiquinone, which is formed accordingly is stable
in the QB site for several seconds [81,82] and can subsequently be reduced to plastoquinol
(PQH2). The midpoint potential of QA reduction is approximately - 100 mV [83,84], whereas
the corresponding midpoint potential of the QB semiquinone is close to zero [85].
Plastoquinol equilibrates with the PQ pool in the thylakoid membranes, which has a size
that is approximately one order of magnitude larger than the number of PSII reaction
centres [86,87].
PQ is a lipophilic, membrane-bound electron carrier, with a midpoint potential of +
80 mV [88] that can accept 2 electrons and 2 protons, to form PQH2 [89]. PQH2 can donate
both electrons to the cytochrome b6f complex; one to cytochrome b6 LP (low potential), by
which reduced cytochrome b6 HP (high potential) is formed, and one to the cytochrome f
moiety on the lumenal side of the thylakoid membrane, where the 2 protons are released.
Cytochrome b6 HP then donates an electron back to PQ on the stromal side of the
membrane, rendering a semiquinone in the Qi pocket of the cytochrome ready as acceptor
of another electron from PSII, and reduced cytochrome f feeds an electron to a watersoluble electron carrier, i.e. either plastocyanin or cytochrome c553, for subsequent transfer
to the reaction centre of PSI or to cytochrome c oxidase, respectively [90-94].
Electron transfer through the cytochrome b6f complex proceeds according to the
Q-cycle mechanism [90]. As a result, maximally 2 protons from the stroma are released into
the lumen, per electron transferred. This electrochemical proton gradient can be used for
the synthesis of ATP by the ATP-synthase complex [95]. In PSI another trans-thylakoid
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membrane charge separation process is energized by light. Electron transfer within the PSI
complex involves iron-sulphur clusters and quinones, and leads to reduction of ferredoxin,
of which the reduced form serves as the electron donor for NADPH by the FNR enzyme [96].
The ATP and NADPH generated this way are used for CO2 fixation, in a mutual stoichiometry
that is close to the stoichiometry at which these two energy-rich compounds are formed at
the thylakoid membrane. Normally this ratio is ATP:NADPH = 3:2 [97].
Photosynthetic- and respiratory electron transport in cyanobacteria share a single
PQ pool [87,98-100]. Respiratory electron transfer provides cells the ability to form ATP in
the dark, but this ability is not limited to those conditions: Transfer of electrons into the PQ
pool is the result of the joint activity of PSII, respiratory dehydrogenases (in particular those
specific for NAD(P)H and succinate), and cyclic electron transport around PSI [101-104],
whereas oxidation of PQH2 is catalysed by the plastoquinol oxidase, the cytochrome b6f
complex, and by the respiratory cytochrome-c-oxidase [105-107], and possibly PTOX [108].
Multiple of these partial reactions can proceed simultaneously, including respiratory
electron transfer during illumination [93], which includes oxygen uptake through a Mehlerlike reaction [8,109].
Because of its central location in between the two photosystems, the redox state
of the PQ pool has been identified as an important parameter that can signal
photosynthetic imbalances [110-113]. Yet, an accurate estimation of the in vivo redox state
of this pool has not been reported in cyanobacteria so far. Instead, the redox state of the
PQ-pool is widely assumed to be reflected in, or related to, the intensity of the chlorophyll a
fluorescence emissions [114-117]. Imbalance in electron transport through the two
photosystems may lead to loss of excitation energy and hence to loss of chlorophyll a
fluorescence emission [118]. Patterns of chlorophyll a fluorescence (pulse-amplitude
modulated (PAM) fluorimetry [119]) have therefore widely been adopted for analysis of
(un)balanced photosynthetic electron transfer, and by inference, for indirect recording of
the redox state of the PQ-pool. However, the multitude of electron transfer pathways in the
thylakoid membranes of cyanobacteria (see above) make it much more complex to explain
PAM signals in these organisms than in chloroplasts [120]. Additional regulatory
mechanisms of non-photochemical quenching, via the xanthophyll cycle in chloroplasts
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[121] and the orange carotenoid protein [122] in cyanobacteria, and energy redistribution
via state transitions [10,110], complicate such comparisons even further.
Several years ago, an HPLC-based technique was developed for the detection of
the redox state of PQ(H2) in isolated thylakoids [123], but these results have neither been
related to physiological conditions nor to the results of chlorophyll a fluorescence
measurements. In this report we describe an adaptation of this method with elements of a
method for estimation of the redox state of the ubiquinone pool in Escherichia coli [124].
This modified method allows for reliable measurements of the redox state of the PQ pool of
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 under physiologically relevant conditions. The method uses
rapid cell lysis in organic solvent to arrest all physiological processes, followed by extraction
and identification of plastoquinol by HPLC separation with fluorescence detection. Next, we
have manipulated the redox state of the PQ pool with various redox-active agents, with
inhibitors of photosynthetic electron flow, and by illumination with light specific for either
PSII or PSI. The measured redox state of the PQ pool was then related to the chlorophyll a
fluorescence signal and 77K fluorescence emission spectra of cell samples taken in parallel
and to oxygen exchange rates measured separately. These experiments reveal that - despite
highly fluctuating conditions of photosynthetic and respiratory electron flow - a remarkably
stable redox state of the PQ-pool is maintained. This homeostatically regulated redox state
correlates poorly in many of the conditions tested with the more dynamical signal of
chlorophyll a fluorescence emission, as measured with PAM fluorimetry. The latter signal
only reflects the redox state of QA and not of the PQ-pool.

Results
Method development for PQ- pool extraction and quantitative estimation
Established protocols for quantitative estimation of the amount of quinone and quinol
present in extracts of rapidly-quenched intact cells, proved not directly applicable to
cyanobacteria. In principle both plastoquinone and plastoquinol can be detected with HPLC
through absorbance (255 nm) and fluorescence measurements (290 excitation, 330
emission), respectively. However, for technical reasons the maximal volume in rapid
sampling had to be restricted to 2 ml. The amount of PQ that can be maximally extracted
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from such a sample (approximately 1 nmol) gives a too low absorbance signal in our
detection system for meaningful quantitation. Therefore we switched to the more sensitive
detection of fluorescence emission from PQH2 for the analysis of the extracts. Separation of
PQH2 from the other components in the extracts was done by HPLC; the peak eluting at 8.5
min (Fig. 2.1) was identified as PQH2, via comparison with a pure standard. For estimation
of the in vivo PQ to PQH2 ratio, quadruplicate samples were quenched immediately during
the experiment, and at the end of each experiment an additional quadruplicate sample was
taken and reduced with NaBH4 before rapid extraction. For complete reduction of the PQ
pool we observed that an amount of 2.5 mg NaBH4 per µg of chl a is optimal (Fig. S2.1). The
total size of the PQ pool does not change significantly over the course of a typical
experiment with duration of 1 hour maximally (data not shown). The in vivo PQH2 content
was determined in the immediately quenched sample and the total PQ pool size in vivo was
determined in the fully reduced sample. The in vivo redox state of the PQ pool is then
expressed as [PQH2] / ([PQ] + [PQH2]) * 100 %.
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Figure 2.1. HPLC trace of a fully reduced 5 µM plastoquinol standard (black), and a fully reduced
plastoquinol-containing extract from Synechocystis (grey). Samples were reduced with sodium
borohydride (NaBH4). The peak in the extract eluting at 8.5 minutes co-elutes with the PQH2 standard.
Fluorescence excitation/emission was at 290/330 nm. The cut-off at 1000 mV is the upper detection
limit of the system.
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The relatively low midpoint potential of the plastoquinone/plastoquinol couple (+
80 mV) made it necessary to protect PQH2 against auto-oxidation. We found that the rate of
oxidation of plastoquinol in methanol is so fast that methanol alone is unsuitable for
plastoquinol extraction (Table 2.1). In contrast, petroleum ether (PE) proved to prevent
oxidation of plastoquinol, and when PE was used as a 1:1 (v/v) mixture with methanol PQH2
auto-oxidation in a 5 minute period was negligible. Therefore, this latter mixture was
selected as appropriate solvent mixture for rapid extraction of PQH2. The extraction
efficiency was tested at a chl a concentration of 3 mg L-1 by repeating the PQ extraction
steps four times and determining the PQ compound of each fraction. Under these
conditions we found that the first and second fractions contained approximately 80 and 20
% of all PQ extracted, respectively, while the third and fourth fraction contain around 1.5 %
and <0.5 %, respectively, (data not shown), from this we concluded that two extraction
steps are sufficient. After extraction, the combined PE phases (see Materials and Methods)
were immediately dried in a flow of N2 and stored at – 20 oC in 100 µl hexanol in an HPLC
vial until processing. We observed that both for storage at low temperature and for
subsequent analysis by HPLC, hexanol as a solvent showed the lowest auto-oxidation rates
(Table 2.1). Shorter chain alcohols (ethanol, propanol, n-butanol) show higher rates and
longer chains (octanol and decanol) do not significantly lower it. Alkanes and petroleum
ether generate peaks in the HPLC chromatograms that distort the PQ peak (data not
shown). Though hexanol was the most suitable solvent, it was not completely preventing
auto-oxidation at room temperature (RT). For technical reasons HPLC had to be performed
at RT and at this temperature PQH2 in hexanol has an auto-oxidation rate of ~5 % per hour
during the first three hours (Fig. S2.2). Therefore, we limited each HPLC run to a maximal
run time of 2.5 hours. The data obtained is then corrected for the time the sample spent at
RT in the auto-sampler, prior to HPLC analysis.
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solvent
Methanol
1:1 MeOH:PE
Ethanol
Hexanol
Hexanol
Hexanol
Dry
Dry

half life
0.04 hours
∞
2.89 hours
9 hours
1565 hours
376 hours
84 hours
232 hours

temp. (˚C)
4
4
21
21
-20
-80
-20
-80

Table 2.1. Half-life of PQH2 (due to auto-oxidation) in different solvents at various temperatures.
Oxidation was measured over a time course of 5 minutes at 4 ˚C, 8 hours at 21 ˚C and 24 hours at -20
and -80 ˚C. MeOH, methanol; PE, petroleum ether (40-60 ˚C). Data are from a typical experiment

The redox state of the PQ pool in growing cells
To determine the effect of redox manipulations through changing physiological conditions
on the in vivo redox state of the PQ pool, we tested both actively growing- and stationaryphase cells. We found that non-light-limited, fast growing Synechocystis cells have an
oxidized PQ pool, while stationary-phase cells have a rather reduced PQ pool (Fig. 2.2). In
between, during lower growth rates caused by light limitation, we consider a growth phase
with an intermediate redox state of the PQ pool around OD730 = 0.8. To be able to monitor
both reduction and oxidation of the redox state of the PQ pool, this latter growth phase was
selected for further experiments.
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Figure 2.2. Growth curve of Synechocystis in batch culture in BG-11 medium with 25 mM NaHCO3 (A)
and the corresponding PQ redox states plotted against OD730 (B) and growth rate per hour (µ, C) at
the four time points indicated with open diamonds in the growth curve. Error bars are standard
deviation of biological duplicates.

Redox-active reagents and inhibitors of photosynthetic electron flow
The quinone analogue DCBQ, in combination with 1 mM Fe3+, can take all electrons from
PQH2 and completely oxidize the pool to PQ; conversely NaBH4 is a strong reducing agent
that can convert all PQ into PQH2. Use of both chemicals permits one to mark the fully
oxidized and the fully reduced state of the PQ pool, respectively. Setting of those conditions
was confirmed through the plastoquinone extraction procedure (Fig. 2.3A). Figure 2.3B
shows that addition of NaBH4 raises chlorophyll a fluorescence to the FM level, while DCBQ
does not affect the chlorophyll a fluorescence signal. Since the steady state fluorescence
signal is close to F0 in cells incubated in high carbon and moderate red light intensities (655
nm, 60 µmol photons m-2 s-1), the DCBQ experiment was repeated with cells incubated in
low carbon conditions and 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 red light (Fig. 2.3C). This figure shows
that under these latter conditions DCBQ does lower the chlorophyll a fluorescence signal
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but it does not approach F0, as one would expect with a fully oxidized PQ pool, provided the
fluorescence signal reflects the redox state of the PQ pool.
The photosynthetic electron transfer inhibitor DCMU has clear effects on the PAM
signal (Fig. 2.3B). DCMU blocks the QA to QB electron transfer in PSII, which – in the light causes complete reduction of QA and yields the maximal fluorescence signal. DCMU
prevents electrons from PSII from flowing into the PQ-pool and thus would leave the PQpool fully oxidized, provided efflux of electrons, e.g. via PSI and/or the respiratory oxidases,
continues. Although oxidation of the PQ-pool was observed in the presence of DCMU, some
PQH2 still remained (Fig. 2.3A). DBMIB prevents outflow of electrons from the PQ-pool by
blocking the Qo site of the cytochrome b6f complex. With an active PSII this should cause
strong reduction of the PQ-pool, which in turn would be expected to cause an increase in
the chlorophyll a fluorescence signal. Addition of DBMIB does cause a strong rise in
chlorophyll a fluorescence, followed by a slow drop and a stabilization of the signal at a
level that is about twice as high as without addition (Fig. 2.3B). Interestingly, addition of
DBMIB does not reduce the PQ-pool, if anything a small oxidation can be observed (Fig.
2.3A). This experiment was repeated under very low oxygen conditions (N2 sparging in the
presence of glucose and glucose oxidase) and in the presence of 5 mM d-iso-ascorbic acid
to fully reduce DBMIB beforehand; these latter experiments yielded similar results (data not
shown).
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Figure 2.3. PQ redox state (A) and chlorophyll a fluorescence recordings (B, C) demonstrating the
response of Synechocystis cells to addition of a range of different redox-active substances. PQ samples
were taken 5 min after addition of each chemical; arrows indicate light on (↑) and light oﬀ (↓), the +
sign indicates addition of the chemical. A and B: Experiments conducted in BG-11 with 50 mM NaHCO3
and 60 µmol photons m-2 s-1 655 nm light (referred as high-carbon conditions); C: Experiments
conducted in BG-11 with 0.5 mM NaHCO3 and 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 655 nm light (low-carbon
conditions). Final concentrations: 10 µM DCBQ + 1 mM K3Fe(CN6); 2 mg ml-1 NaBH4; 20 µM DCMU; 0.5
µM DBMIB. PQ redox state data (A) is an average of three independent experiments, error bars are
standard deviation. Chlorophyll a fluorescence data (B,C) are from typical experiments.

PQ redox state in PBS light only, and in PBS plus PSI light
In order to achieve different redox states in the PQ pool under physiological conditions we
used different mixtures actinic light, absorbed by the phycobilisomes (PBS, 625 nm) and PSI
(730 nm), respectively. Accordingly, an experiment was set up in which cultures with low- or
high-carbon availability were illuminated with 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 625 nm light. After
25 minutes 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 730 nm light was added to the 625 nm illumination.
Samples for analysis of the PQ redox state and for 77K fluorescence measurements were
taken after 30 minutes in the dark and 10 minutes after the start of each of the illumination
conditions. Figure 2.4A shows that the redox state of the PQ pool is somewhat more
reduced in high-carbon- than in low-carbon conditions after 10 min 625 nm light, whereas
in the dark the redox pool of the low-carbon sample is more reduced. This should be
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compared with the massive difference in chlorophyll a fluorescence signals in 625 nm light
(Fig. 2.4B). The small drop in chlorophyll a fluorescence and the increase in noise after
addition of 730 nm light is an artifact caused by scattering of the 730 nm actinic light into
the PAM detector and therefore no information could be extracted from the PAM signal in
the presence of 730 nm illumination. The effect of 730 nm light on the redox state of the
PQ-pool, however, can be interpreted: It is more reduced under 625 nm illumination than in
darkness and becomes even more reduced when 730 nm light is added (Fig. 2.4B). The
latter observation is counter-intuitive since one would expect that PSI-specific light will
oxidize the PQ-pool.
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Figure 2.4. Redox state of the PQ-pool and chlorophyll a fluorescence emission of Synechocystis cells
under various illumination conditions. Black: BG-11 medium with 0.5 mM NaHCO3; grey: BG-11 with
50 mM NaHCO3. A, PQ redox states; Samples were taken after 30 minutes in the dark, after 10
minutes in 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 625 nm light and 10 minutes after addition of 25 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 730 nm light. Data shown is the average of biological duplicates with standard deviation. B,
chlorophyll a fluorescence recordings; orange bar, 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 625 nm light; red bar, 100
µmol photons m-2 s-1 625 nm light with 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 730 nm light; black bar, dark; dashed
lines, F0 and FM.
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At 77K the photosynthetic pigments are locked in place but they can still transfer
their excitation energy to the photosystem they are bound to. By illuminating cell samples
at 77K with light specific for PBS excitation and recording the fluorescence spectra we can
get some insight to the level of coupling of the PBS to the photosystems. Fluorescence at
655 nm is emitted by phycocyanin (PC), fluorescence at 685 nm indicates coupling of the
PBS to PSII and fluorescence at 720 nm coupling to PSI. Figure 2.5 shows that addition of
730 nm light triggers coupling of the PBS particularly to PSII in low-carbon medium (Fig.
2.5A), while with high carbon availability it triggers the release of PBS from, mainly, PSI (Fig.
2.5B).
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Figure 2.5. 77K fluorescence emission spectra, recorded with 590 nm excitation, of Synechocystis cells
sampled under different conditions of carbon availability and illumination (A and B) and ratios of peak
areas derived through skewed Gaussian de-convolution of these spectra (C and D). A and C: BG-11
with 0.5 mM NaHCO3; B and D: BG-11 with 50 mM NaHCO3. Black: Samples taken after 30 minutes in
the dark; orange: samples taken after 10 minutes in 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of 625 nm light; red:
samples taken 10 minutes after addition of 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of 730 nm light to a background of
100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of 625 nm light. The data shown in all panels is the average of biological
duplicates; error bars in panel C and D are standard deviations. The peaks at 655, 685 and 720 nm are
due to emission from phycocyanin (PC), PSII and PSI, respectively.
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Oxygen evolution from PSII and selective activation of PSI with 730 nm light
To further assess the effect of PBS- and PSI-specific illumination on the function of PSII we
measured oxygen evolution rates. Use of oxygen evolution as a proxy for PSII performance
in whole cells requires insight into oxygen uptake processes, to discriminate overall oxygen
exchange from net oxygen production at PSII. The membrane inlet mass spectroscopy
(MIMS) technique permits this. By adding a small amount of 18O2 gas to the culture we were
able to detect oxygen uptake in the light, more details of this approach are presented in the
Materials and Methods section. With an increasing 625 nm photon flux, addition of 25 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 730 nm light induces a large increase in the rate of oxygen evolution in cells
with low-carbon availability (Fig. 2.6), allowing the cells to evolve oxygen at a rate that is
comparable to cells in conditions of carbon excess. The Pmax and α values for this data were
determined using sigmaplot (Table 2.2). Also, oxygen uptake in the light appears
proportional to the amount of 625 nm light provided and exceeds respiration in the dark in
all but the conditions with the lowest light intensities.
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Figure 2.6. Oxygen evolution rates of Synechocystis cultures in increasing intensities of 625 nm light,
recorded with MIMS. 18O2 was added at the start of the experiment to monitor oxygen consumption
in the light. Depicted are: net photosynthesis (which is the sum of the measured O2 production and
the consumption, (diamonds) and respiration (squares). A: BG-11 with 0.5 mM NaHCO3; B: BG-11 with
50 mM NaHCO3. Orange: 625 nm light only; red: 625 nm light + 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 730 nm light.
Data shown is the average of biological duplicates with standard deviation.

LC orange
LC far-red
HC orange
HC far-red

α
0.0228
0.0324
0.0300
0.0308

±
0.0008
0.0012
0.0009
0.0010

Pmax
2.66
3.75
3.60
3.75

±
0.049
0.078
0.060
0.067

Pvalue
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Table 2.2. α and Pmax values of net photosynthesis rates as depicted in figure 2.6, calculated with
sigmaplot. LC, BG-11 with 0.5 mM NaHCO3; HC, BG-11 with 50 mM NaHCO3; orange, 625 nm light; farred, 625 nm light with addition of 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 730 nm light.
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Discussion
In this study we have developed an extraction method with which we can reproducibly
assay the in vivo PQ redox state of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Because the extinction
coefficient of plastoquinone is too small to detect this quinone in cell extracts by
spectrophotometry, we measured its concentration indirectly by making use of the
detection of fluorescence emission by plastoquinol (PQH2). To determine the PQ redox state
in a cell culture, two sets of samples were taken and subsequently differently processed in
quadruplo: One sample was the PQ/PQH2 extracted as is, and the other was first completely
reduced with NaBH4 before extraction of PQH2. The difference in PQH2 content in the two
types of sample preparations is equal to the in vivo PQ redox state. The PQ redox state of
the cells is defined as the ratio of the in vivo amount of PQH2 over the total amount of
plastoquinone/quinol, expressed as a percentage. It should be noted that because of this
approach the method becomes relatively inaccurate when the PQ pool becomes very
reduced (e.g. > 90 %). We observed, however, that the actual physiological reduction level
of the PQ-pool never exceeded 50 % in our experiments. Hence, a substantial part of the PQ
pool is always present as plastoquinone. Also, very small changes in the redox state of the
PQ-pool cannot be monitored with our technique. In the permissible domain between 10
and 90 % the standard deviation ranges from 5 to about 10 %, and technical restraints (see
Materials and Methods for more details) limit the number of parallel samples that can be
analyzed for a given condition. Our data show that we can accurately detect transitions in
the redox state of the PQ-pool from more reduced to more oxidized and vice versa in
response to changes in the physiology of the Synechocystis cells. With the data we acquired
we can also estimate the size of the PQ pool and how this size changes with growth phase.
We found that each cell contains around 1.2 fg of plastoquinone and 27 fg chlorophyll a and
that these values are stable in the range of 5·107 to 3·108 cells ml-1 (i.e. in concomitantly
measured OD730 values range from 0.5 to 3; see Table 2.3). This implies that the PQ content
of the cells does not change significantly between the linear light-limited growth phase and
the phase of growth in which carbon limitation presumably starts to contribute. Only in
stationary phase the PQ and chl a content per cell goes down (Table 2.3).
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cell #
5·10^7 - 3·10^8
4·10^8 - 5·10^8
1·10^9

fg chl a cell-1
27 ± 2.7
24 ± 0.1
16

fg PQ cell-1
1.2 ± 0.33
0.8 ± 0.08
2

n
17
3
1

Table 2.3. Approximate amounts, in femtogram (fg), of chlorophyll a (chl a) and plastoquinone (PQ)
per cell at different cell densities. N depicts the number of replicates the estimate was based on.

A basic assumption in this study has been that Synechocystis cells contain a single,
homogenous, redox-equilibrated PQ pool. Nevertheless, several studies have shown that
the distribution of protein components over the thylakoid membrane is non-homogenous
[125,126] and between thylakoid and cytoplasmic membrane there are definitely
differences in their abundance. This may cause differences in the activity of respiratory- and
photosynthetic electron flow in these two types of membrane (but see: [100]). However,
there is currently no evidence for the existence of local proton gradients. A further
complication is that literature reports the existence in chloroplasts and cyanobacteria of an
active and inactive plastoquinone pool, such that the inactive pool is located in small lipidic
compartments called plastoglobuli. The inactive pool may comprise up to two-third of the
total amount of plastoquinone in chloroplasts [123,127] and genes encoding plastoglobulinrelated proteins have also been identified in Synechocystis [128].
Many studies in photosynthesis have used eukaryotic organisms (be it plants or
(green) algae), in which oxidative phosphorylation (including respiratory electron transfer)
and photosynthesis are separated into separate cellular organelles. In cyanobacteria,
however, photosynthesis and respiration are intertwined and share PQ as a mobile electron
carrier [87,99,100,129]. From this it follows that both photosynthetic- and respiratory
electron flow determine the PQ redox state in cyanobacteria. This difference between
cyanobacteria and chloroplasts may be the underlying reason for the observed strong
homeostatic control of the redox state of the PQ pool of Synechocystis under a wide range
of physiological incubation conditions that include anaerobiosis and exposure to high light
intensities (see Results section and data not shown). The same broad spectrum of electron
entry- and exit pathways that is present in cyanobacteria (see Introduction) is not available
in chloroplasts of green algae and plants, although both some PQ reduction and PQ
oxidation systems, called chlororespiration have been demonstrated in plant and microalgal chloroplasts [108,117,130-135]. Nevertheless, the experimental procedure of PQ pool
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extraction that we present here can be applied in green algae as well, because the different
types of quinones in mitochondria and chloroplasts permits their separate analysis with
HPLC.
Our interest in the in vivo redox state of the PQ pool in cyanobacteria emerged
from the relationship between the thylakoid redox state and several of the regulatory
mechanisms that plants, micro-algae and cyanobacteria use to cope with dynamic changes
in their environmental conditions, in particular light intensity. Quite some regulatory
mechanisms and underlying signal transducing pathways have been attributed to the redox
state of the PQ pool already [91,111,126,136-138]. With a strong homeostatic regulation
and a highly stabilized PQ pool redox state, the proposed redox control of these regulatory
processes may not be as straightforward to interpret as previously anticipated. Evidence
acquired in this work includes the fact that the PSII inhibitor DCMU causes a maximal
increase of chlorophyll a fluorescence by blocking QA to QB electron transfer, but this leads
to only a partial oxidation of the PQ pool. This illustrates the active role of respiratory
dehydrogenases, and cyclic electron flow around PSI [101,103,104] in the supply of
electrons to the PQ pool. DBMIB prevents access of PQH2 to the Qo pocket of the
cytochrome b6f complex [139]. With PSII active, this should lead to an increase in the
degree of reduction of the PQ-pool. However, this study shows that addition of DBMIB does
not lead to reduction of the PQ pool (Fig. 2.3A). The binding of DBMIB shows only moderate
affinity [90,140,141] and competition for the plastoquinol binding site depends on the
redox state of DBMIB which can be modulated by the cells [90]. As the respiratory oxidases
are insensitive to DBMIB, this allows electrons to exit the PQ pool even in the presence of
this inhibitor [142]. It has been reported that DBMIB can cause oxidation of the PQ pool and
that it can stimulate O2 uptake [140]. Also, oxidized DBMIB could function as an electron
acceptor or a quencher of fluorescence [107]. So the experiment was repeated with DBMIB
in the presence of 5 mM d-iso-ascorbate to fully reduce DBMIB prior to the experiment and
in cultures that were continuously sparged with nitrogen and to which glucose and glucose
oxidase was added. Even under these conditions DBMIB addition did not cause reduction of
the PQ pool (data not shown).
Previous studies of a functional relation between the redox state of the PQ-pool
and regulatory processes in the cells relied often on the use of inhibitors of photosynthetic
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electron transport, such as DCMU and DBMIB. As demonstrated in this work, these agents
do not exactly have the predicted effect on the redox state of the PQ pool in Synechocystis,
which supports the notion that some of the regulatory processes are rather controlled via
sensing of other components like the occupancy in the QO or QA site [112,143,144], and not
by the redox state of the PQ-pool itself. However, the method used in this work cannot
monitor the PQ redox state continuously; samples are taken manually and require
immediate processing, making one sample per minute the maximal time resolution. So it is
possible that addition of inhibitors or changes in the illumination conditions may result in
rapid, but transient, changes in redox state to which the cell may respond.
Among the processes for which the signal transduction route urgently awaits
clarification, and for which redox regulation has been implied, are e.g. the state transitions
that regulate the distribution of photon energy over the two photosystems [10,145-148].
The impact of the redox active chemicals DCBQ (Em7 + 315 mV) and NaBH4 (Em 1.24 V) that have an absolute effect on the redox state of the PQ pool is also reflected in the
chlorophyll a fluorescence signal (Fig. 2.3B,C). NaBH4 is a reducing agent, which should
completely reduce the PQ pool, leaving no electron acceptors available for PSII. In this
respect it is not surprising that addition of NaBH4 results in a maximal chlorophyll a
fluorescence signal, which is essentially similar to the level to which DCMU raises this
fluorescence, which is consistent with the expectation that NaBH4 will also fully reduce QA.
When the light is switched off in presence of NaBH4 there is a steep drop in fluorescence,
this goes against the idea that NaBH4 will fully reduce QA. However, the chl a fluorescence
signal in cyanobacteria is in part distorted by fluorescence from unbound PBS [120]. This
could, in part, explain the sudden drop in fluorescence. In contrast, addition of DCBQ (in the
presence of Fe3+) takes all the electrons out of the PQ pool [149] but only slightly lowers the
chlorophyll a fluorescence signal and only when this signal is high to start with. In lowcarbon medium there is an imbalance between ATP supply and electron acceptor
availability. Generally, lack of CO2 is accompanied by an increase in QA reduction level (and
therefore a strong increase in the chlorophyll a fluorescence signal, see above) but also a
higher resistance to photoinhibition [150]. Under conditions of high excitation pressure
there is increased cyclic electron flow around PSII via cytochrome b559 [151]. It has also
been shown that in low-carbon conditions the flavodiiron proteins Flv2 and Flv4 help
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protect PSII by accepting electrons from the reaction center [152,153]. Transfer of electrons
to cytochrome b559 is much slower than transfer to the PQ pool, this could lead to
accumulation of reduced QA which would explain the high fluorescence level. DCBQ is a
general quinone analogue and it would certainly be possible for DCBQ to accept electrons
from cytochrome b559 or even from QA or QB directly. This would alleviate the backpressure
on PSII and explain the drop in chlorophyll a fluorescence in low-carbon conditions. Hence,
while chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements report about the redox state of the
plastoquinone in the QA site of PSII, the redox state of this component may differ from the
redox state of the PQ pool.
The direct comparison between the redox state of the PQ pool with the intensity of
the chlorophyll a fluorescence signal under a range of physiological conditions further
demonstrates the poor correlation between these two parameters (e.g. Fig. 2.4). To further
illustrate their lack of direct correlation, a typical discrepancy between the two is shown in
625 nm light (that selectively excites the PBS), in which the PQ pool is somewhat more
reduced in high-carbon conditions than it is in low-carbon conditions, while the chlorophyll
a fluorescence signal is much lower in high-carbon conditions (Fig. 2.4). This discrepancy is
most likely caused by up-regulation of cyclic electron flow around PSII which lowers the
electron transfer to the PQ pool and further supports our interpretation that the redox
state of QA and of the PQ pool are not directly correlated to one another. In the redox
midpoint potentials on the acceptor side of PSII a clear gradient is observed: : QA/QA- ≈ - 100
mV [83,84]; QB/QB- ≈ 0 mV [85] and the PQH2/PQ pool = + 80 mV [88]. Hence, it is
understandable that if for some reason kinetics of electron transfer in the initial part of the
Z-scheme are impaired, the correlation between the redox state of QA, QB and the PQ pool
is lost.
Further studies of the effect of additional PSI light on this correlation were
hampered by limitations of our equipment to measure chlorophyll a fluorescence. With a
chlorophyll a extract in 80 % acetone, with added milk powder to introduce light scatter, we
confirmed that the initial drop that we observe in the PAM signal (Fig. 2.4B) after the
addition of 730 nm light is an artefact in the form of an offset of the PAM measuring system
(data not shown).
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We expected the PQ pool to be more oxidized in the presence of PSI-specific
illumination because this light should enable PSI to oxidize the PQ pool at a higher rate.
However, this was not observed (Fig. 2.4A). The dynamically variable connection of the PBS
antenna to either PSII, PSI, or to neither of these two, was considered as a possible cause.
We therefore analyzed fluorescence excitation- and emission spectra recorded at 77K.
These confirm that PSI-specific light triggers a state 1 transition (Fig. 2.5). Especially in low
carbon conditions, the light to dark state transition in Synechocystis is small (Fig. 2.5),
compared to the corresponding transition in other species such as Synechococcus [120].
Species in which state transitions, and therefore energy redistribution, are more
pronounced may also display stronger variations in PQ pool redox state. Mullineaux and
Allen [111] have proposed that state transitions in cyanobacteria are triggered by changes
in the redox state of the PQ pool, or of a closely associated electron carrier, but later others
have ascribed this trigger function to the plastoquinone in the QO site of the b6f complex
[144,154]. Here we see that cells which are in state 1 have a more reduced PQ pool – rather
than a more oxidized one - than cells that are in state 2. I.e. regardless of whether redox
related triggers sense the redox state of PQ, or the occupation of the QO and/or the QA site,
this sensing mechanisms cannot respond to the steady state redox level of the PQ pool.
Conditions such as low-carbon availability and high light intensities induce many protective
mechanisms to limit the amount of electrons liberated from water, such as nonphotochemical quenching of PSII [155], state transitions [111], cyclic electron flow around
both photosystems [114,156] and energy quenching mechanisms such as those facilitated
by the orange carotenoid protein (OCP, [122]) and the flavodiiron proteins 2 and 4
[152,153]. This means that despite the high excitation pressure in low-carbon conditions,
the cells in high carbon conditions are at a greater risk of over-reduction of the PQ pool if
PBS binding to PSII is increased. This may explain the difference in the mechanism
underlying the state transitions: The state 1, observed in high-carbon conditions, is
achieved mainly by uncoupling of PBS from PSI, while the state 1, observed in low-carbon
conditions, is based on coupling of PBS to PSII (Fig. 2.5 C, D), for an overview see figure S2.3.
Further studies with sodium fluoride (a phosphatase inhibitor [157]) or the use of mutants
impaired in state transitions may help to disclose in greater detail this versatility in relative
PBS binding to the two photosystems in Synechocystis.
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Although the occurrence of a state 1 transition may not be convincing from the
77K data alone, the oxygen evolution experiments (Fig. 2.6) show the strong contribution
from low intensity 730 nm light. While carbon limitation represses oxygen evolution from
PSII, addition of low intensity 730 nm light completely abolishes this effect; lifting the
oxygen evolution (rate) up to the same level as in carbon replete conditions. Addition of
730 nm light will accelerate PSI activity and may increase the rate of cyclic electron flow
around PSI. Via increased ATP synthesis this will lower the NADPH:ATP ratio, and make
extra ATP available for active HCO3- uptake [158]. The increased PSI activity and, possibly,
higher availability of CO2 for carbon fixation will increase the turnover rate of PSII, in
combination with the increased PBS coupling, induced by the state 1 transition, explain the
benefit of additional PSI light to cultures in low-carbon conditions, and possibly under ATPstress in general. Finally, the oxygen uptake rates of Synechocystis in the light are higher
than the respiration rates in the dark. An often-made assumption holds that the rate of
oxygen uptake in the light never will exceed the corresponding dark respiration (see e.g.
[159]), although there have been previous reports that this assumption does not always
hold [8,160,161]. To maintain a fairly oxidized PQ-pool redox state, it may be necessary for
the cell to dissipate quite a lot of redox energy (i.e. transfer electrons to oxygen) to prevent
over-reduction of the electron transfer system. By using respiratory enzymes for this the
cell can still use the free energy of these electrons for the production of ATP. Moreover,
Helman et al. [109] have shown that up to 40 % of the electrons extracted from water by
PSII are directly transferred back to oxygen (to re-form water) via a flavoprotein- catalyzed
Mehler-like reaction. Allahverdiyeva et al. [8] further stress the importance of this reaction
in cyanobacteria. In this way, a customized combination of linear- and cyclic electron flow
and respiration allows the cell to balance its ATP and NADPH supply, according to the needs
dictated by its physiology and its environment.
The largest variation in the redox state of the PQ-pool observed in this study was in
the different stages of growth (Fig. 2.2). With a non-limiting supply of light and nutrients,
photosynthesis can run at its highest capacity (and indeed cellular growth is exponential)
during the first one or two days. This very rapid electron flow through the Z-scheme
apparently leads to a highly oxidized PQ pool. When light and/or nutrients start to become
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limiting the flow through the system will slow down, and the homeostatic regulatory
mechanisms kick in.
It appears that for cyanobacteria the ability to homeostatically regulate the redox
state of its PQ pool is more important than preserving maximum amounts of free energy in
the form of NADPH and ATP. Since cyanobacteria thrive in open water columns, in which
mixing can suddenly expose them to high light intensities and/or nutrient limitation, this
mode of regulation may very well be an important survival strategy.

Materials and Methods
Strains and culture conditions
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was grown in a continuous culture photo-bioreactor [162] with
a volume of 1.8 liter and a light-penetration of 5 cm at a temperature of 30 °C. Growth was
in continuous red LED-light (650 nm, 60 µmol photons m-2 s-1 incident light) in BG-11
mineral medium [163] complemented with 15 mM Na2CO3. Mixing was established with a
stream of sparged air, enriched with 2 % CO2 at a rate of 30 L h-1. The dilution rate was set
to 0.015 h-1, and a light-limited steady state with a final culture density of 8·107 cells ml-1, an
OD730 of 0.8 and 2 mg chlorophyll (chl) a L-1 was reached.
For experiments in which the PQ pool redox state was manipulated aliquots of the
culture (between 50 and 300 ml) were taken and centrifuged (5 min, 1500g), washed once
in BG-11 complemented with 0.5 or 50 mM NaHCO3 (referred to as low- and high-carbon
medium, respectively) and resuspended in the same medium to a chl a concentration of 2
mg L-1.
To study the PQ pool redox state during growth, batch cultures were inoculated at
an OD730 of 0.1 in BG-11 medium complemented with 25 mM NaHCO3. The cells were
grown at 30 ˚C in a shaking incubator at 200 rpm under 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of plantspecific fluorescent light (Sylvania Gro-Lux).
Sampling under varying light conditions
Synechocystis cultures in low- or high-carbon medium with a chl a concentration of 2 mg L-1
were placed in a 300 ml flat panel culture vessel with a light-path of 3 cm. The vessel was
placed in between two LED light sources to ensure a constant light climate inside the vessel.
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The monitoring optical fiber of the PAM was placed against the side of the vessel,
perpendicular to the light sources. The vessel was equipped with a rapid sampler, used for
PQ redox state determination, as well as a long needle connected to a 1 ml syringe for
sampling for 77K fluorescence emission spectroscopy (further detail see below). At the start
of the experiments the cultures were dark-adapted for 30 minutes, after which samples for
77K spectroscopy, PQ redox state analysis and optical density measurements were taken
and the F0 and FM of the PAM signal were determined with a saturating pulse generated by
the LED lamps (for further detail: see below). The cultures were then exposed to 625 nm
(phycobilisome) light, which preferentially excites PSII, at an intensity of 100 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 and after 10 min samples for 77K spectroscopy and for PQ-pool extraction were
taken. After 25 minutes in 625 nm light only, 25 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of 730 nm LED light
for excitation of PSI was added to the 625 nm light and after another 10 minutes 77K- and
PQ samples were collected again. The PAM signal was monitored continuously.
Chemical agents used for modulation of the redox state of the PQ-pool
The effect of addition of various chemicals has been tested in aliquots of cultures incubated
in the light, and samples were taken 5 minutes after each addition. Final concentrations
were; 2 mg ml-1 sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Sigma), 10 µM 2,6-dichloro-p-benzoquinone
(DCBQ, Kodak) with addition of 1 mM potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6) to allow reoxidation of DCBQ, 20 µM 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU, Sigma) and 0.5
µM 2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropyl-p-benzoquinone (DBMIB, Sigma).
Plastoquinol detection by HPLC
By use of a rapid sampling device [164] two ml cell culture was rapidly sampled (within 0.5
s), directly into the extraction agent, which consists of a 12 ml ice-cold (4 °C) 1:1 (v/v)
mixture of methanol and petroleum ether (PE, bp range 40-60 °C).This ensured not only
reproducible and quantitative sampling but most importantly freezing of the in vivo redox
state of the cells. Then the sample was thoroughly mixed in capped glass tubes (vortex) for
1 minute. The mixture was then immediately centrifuged (900 g, 1 min, 4 °C), and the upper
petroleum ether phase was transferred to a N2 flushed glass tube. To the remaining lower
phase 3 ml petroleum ether was added for a second extraction, and the mixing and
centrifugation steps were repeated. The collected PE upper phases were combined and the
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PE was evaporated to dryness under a flow of N2 at room temperature. The dried extract
was re-suspended in 100 µl hexanol and stored at -20 °C until analysis by HPLC, using a
Pharmacia LKB gradient pump 2249 system. The instrument was equipped with a
fluorescence detector (Agilent 1260 infinity FLD) and a reverse-phase Lichrosorb
(Chrompack) 10 RP 18 column (4.6 mm i.d., 250 mm length). The column was equilibrated
with pure methanol which was also used as the mobile phase. The flow rate was set at 2 ml
min-1. Fluorescence excitation/emission was at 290/330 nm. Methanol (Sigma), hexanol
(Sigma) and petroleum ether (Biosolve) were of analytical grade. The presence of
plastoquinol was confirmed with a plastoquinone-9 standard kindly provided to us by Dr.
Jersey Kruk. Plastoquinone was reduced with NaBH4 prior to HPLC analysis.
PQ reduction
In order to determine the redox state of the PQ pool, the total amount of PQ (i.e. sum of
plastoquinol + plastoquinone in the sample) for each condition was determined by fully
reducing 2 ml of the cell culture at the end of each experiment with 5 mg ml-1 NaBH4, 1
minute before rapid extraction, and subsequent HPLC analysis. The redox state of the PQ
pool was then determined from the difference between the area of the peaks obtained
from physiologically reduced (A) cells and fully (i.e. NaBH4) reduced (AM) cells; (A/AM). In this
approach we assume that - due to rapid disproportionation - any plastosemiquinone
formed in the non-protein bound PQ pool will instantaneously be converted into a
combination of PQ and PQH2. The redox state of the PQ pool is presented as % reduced (i.e.
PQH2) of the total PQ pool.
Fluorescence measurements
Measurements of PSII fluorescence were performed with a PAM-100/103 instrument (Walz,
Germany). F0 and FM were determined directly on the sample vessel after a dark incubation
of 30 minutes using the light source of the photobioreactor switched on at maximum
intensity (6000 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Steady state fluorescence (i.e. Ft) was recorded under
a range of different illumination conditions.
77K fluorescence analysis
For 77K fluorescence analysis samples were taken from different illumination conditions
and diluted 4 times in ice-cold medium with glycerol (final concentration 30 % (v/v)) and
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immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. The samples were analyzed in an OLIS 500
spectrofluorimeter, equipped with a Dewar cell. PBS-specific excitation light was used at
590 nm, and fluorescence emission spectra were recorded between 600 and 750 nm, a
wavelength domain in which the PBS (655 nm), PSII (685 nm), and PSI (720) show wellseparated emission peaks. Skewed Gaussian de-convolution was performed on the different
peaks in order to assay the degree of coupling of the PBS to PSII and PSI.
MIMS measurements
Membrane inlet mass spectrometry measurements were performed using a HPR-40 system
(Hiden Analytical Ltd, Warrington, England) in a 10 ml air tight cuvette (a modified DW3
cuvette from Hansatech Instruments Ltd) containing a Synechocystis culture in low- or highcarbon medium, with a density of 2 mg ml-1 chl a. The high-vacuum membrane inlet sensor
of the mass spectrometry analyzer was placed in the liquid culture. A thin medical grade
silicon tubing serving as membrane secured continuous passage of small amounts of gasses
from the liquid phase into the sensor tube of the mass spectrometer. Prior to the
experiment the sample was dark adapted for 30 minutes, and then briefly (± 10 sec)
sparged with N2 to reduce the prevalent O2 concentration to about 20 % of the value in airequilibrated incubation buffer, with the aim to prevent O2 saturation during the
experiment. After sparging, the cuvette was closed and 1 ppm of

18

O2 (95-98 % pure,

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc) was added in the head space which, while stirring,
equilibrated with the liquid. An up-sloping mass spectrometer signal denoted the dissolving
18

O2, until a plateau was reached. When the desired concentration was reached (10-15 % of

the total O2-concentration), the chamber was sealed after removing the

18

O2 bubble. In

order to minimize noise the signals were normalized to Argon as suggested by Kana et al.
[165]. For more information on the calculation procedure see [166]. The cultures were
subjected to increasing 625 nm light intensities, ranging from 10 to 300 µmol photons m-2 s1

in steps of 20 µmol photons m-2 s-1 below 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 and steps of 50 µmol

photons m-2 s-1 above 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1, aimed to excite PSII via its attached
phycobilisomes. This illumination was combined with (or without) addition of 25 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 of 730 nm light, which typically only excites PSI. The lowest light intensity at
the start of the experiment was on for a period of 10 minutes, to secure light adaptation,
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and all subsequent light intensities were kept on for 3 minutes. After the incubation in the
light, dark respiration was monitored for 10 minutes.
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Abstract
The societal importance of renewable carbon-based commodities and energy carriers has
elicited a particular interest for high performance phototrophic microorganisms. Selection
of optimal strains is often based on direct comparison under laboratory conditions of
maximal growth rate or additional valued features such as lipid content. Instead of
reporting growth rate in culture, estimation of photosynthetic efficiency (quantum yield of
PSII) by pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) fluorimetry is an often applied alternative
method. Here we compared the quantum yield of PSII and the photonic yield on biomass
for the green alga Chlorella sorokiniana 211-8K and the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803. Our data demonstrate that the PAM technique inherently underestimates the
photosynthetic efficiency of cyanobacteria by rendering a high F0 and a low FM, specifically
after the commonly practiced dark pre-incubation before a yield measurement. Yet when
comparing the calculated biomass yield on light in continuous culture experiments, we
obtained nearly equal values for both species. Using mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803,
we analyzed the factors that compromise its PAM-based quantum yield measurements. We
will discuss the role of dark respiratory activity, fluorescence emission from the
phycobilisomes, and the Mehler-like reaction. Based on the above observations we
recommend that PAM measurements in cyanobacteria are interpreted only qualitatively.

Keywords:
PAM fluorimetry, quantum yield, photosynthetic yield, continuous culture, cyanobacteria,
green algae, photosynthesis, respiration, phycobilisomes, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803,
Chlorella sorokiniana 211-8k
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Introduction
A wide range of sustainability applications underline the important role of oxyphototrophic
microorganisms (in particular cyanobacteria and green algae) in today’s research in
biotechnology and synthetic biology [2,4]. For such applications, organisms are desired that
convert solar energy into chemical free energy with the highest possible efficiency. In case
of direct application of solar energy for algal culturing, a range of variables need to be taken
into account, such as temperature, gas exchange, algal density, layer thickness and mixing
regimes [167,168]. Also, the solar lighting as such is highly variable in several ways:
sinusoidal day/night rhythms, plus superimposed changes in light intensity due to cloudy
skies and (self-) shading [169]. Combined, all these variables present a large technological
challenge to determine the phototropic growth yield on light under relevant conditions. In
most ‘algal’ biotechnology literature, biomass yields on light are described as biomass per
total cumulated daily light dose [167,170,171]. However, optimal exploitation of an
organisms’ growth potential relies very much on how the inherent properties of bioreactors
can be adjusted to accommodate it optimally. A commonly used alternative approach for
determination of the growth efficiency on light is the pulse amplitude modulated
fluorimetry technique, which estimates photosystem II (PSII) quantum yield [169,172-174].
In reviewing a range of publications, quite different apparent quantum yield values emerge
when comparing plants (as high as 0.8 [175-177]), green algae (around 0.7 [178,179]), and
cyanobacteria (around 0.4 [8,180]). These quite large differences in apparent quantum yield
between clades of oxygenic phototrophs have previously been studied and the low values
in cyanobacteria have been attributed mainly to interfering fluorescence emitted by the
phycobilisome light harvesting antennae [120,181,182]. Accordingly, we argue that PSII
quantum yield values as such are not a correct measure for comparison of the overall
photosynthetic efficiency of different oxygenic phototrophs. Indeed, cyanobacteria risk to
be incorrectly marked as less efficient [183]. Despite of this, usage of the PAM method may
serve algal and cyanobacterial mass culture management very well, provided that data is
used for qualitative comparison of growth performance for each single strain individually.
With that restraint, detailed analyses of the PAM signal (and its dynamics) can be
used as a qualitative reporter technique for a host of physiological characteristics of
chlorophyll-based oxygenic photosynthesis. Examples are: the level of photochemical and
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non-photochemical quenching [118], the rates of linear and cyclic electron transfer around
PSI [104,184] and the maximal efficiency of photochemistry/charge separation in PSII,
referred to as the quantum yield of PSII; φPSII [185]. A generally accepted protocol for PAM
measurements has been established, in combination with an associated nomenclature
[186]. Here the variable fluorescence of PSII is determined via comparison of the minimal
fluorescence after dark incubation (F0), reflecting a state in which all PSII centers are open,
the maximal fluorescence as observed when PSII is saturated with an intense pulse of light
(FM), reflecting a state in which all PSII centers are closed, and the modulated fluorescence
signal in the presence of actinic light (F) which ranges in between both limits.
For chloroplasts from plants and green alga the assumptions inherent to this
technique are generally accepted, and have been widely applied [118,173,187,188].
However, in cyanobacteria similar straightforward measurement of the signals originating
from variable PSII-derived fluorescence is hampered by the presence of: 1) interfering nonvariable background fluorescence from the specific phycobilisome antenna systems of
cyanobacteria [120,182]; 2) respiratory electron flow that overlaps with the photosynthetic
electron flow in the thylakoid membrane, generating a more reduced PQ-pool in the dark as
compared to plants and algal chloroplasts [99,134,189]; and 3) a substantially higher
PSI/PSII expression ratio, resulting in an increased contribution of non-variable PSI
fluorescence to the dark F0 fluorescence level [181,182]. Although at wavelengths shorter
than 700 nm the PSI contribution is negligible, for λ > 700 nm it contributes between 30 and
50 % of the total fluorescence emission (F0) in C3- and C4–plants, respectively [190,191]. In
PAM measurements, the chl a fluorescence signal is recorded with cut-off filters that allow
light to pass with λ > 696 nm and by consequence a higher PSI/PSII ratio intrinsically raises
the level of non-variable fluorescence. Hence, using the standard data interpretation and
calculus procedures, a lower apparent PSII quantum yield will be attributed to
cyanobacteria.
Measuring the rate of oxygen evolution also provides an indication of how well PSII
is functioning and how many electrons are being released into the Z-scheme at a particular
light intensity. Such measurements are often conducted using a Clark-type oxygen
electrode or an optode but this does not provide information on simultaneous oxygen
production and consumption [7,8]. In attempts to overcome this limitation it is often
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assumed that the rate of respiration that is measured in the dark will not be exceeded by
the rate of oxygen consumption in the light, or even that this rate of respiration will stay
constant, independent of the light intensity. Oxygen evolution rates measured in the light
are therefore often ‘corrected’, via addition of the rate of oxygen consumption that is
measured in the dark [192,193]. However, previous studies have already shown that oxygen
consumption in the light can inhibit respiratory electron flow under low light conditions
[194,195] and under moderate to high light conditions oxygen consumption extends to
much above the dark rate [109,196,197].
In the present work we elaborate on two analysis techniques used to estimate the
relative efficiency of oxygenic phototropic growth on light; PAM based PSII yield estimation
and oxygen exchange. The data presented demonstrate that the absolute PAM derived PSII
yield does not permit direct comparison between different phototrophic taxa. The
mechanistic reasons behind the aberrantly low photosynthetic yield estimation by PAM in
cyanobacteria or the low oxygen production in high light have been analyzed using
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Synechocystis) mutants deficient in the respiratory terminal
oxidases, the main NADPH dehydrogenase, the Mehler-like flavodiiron proteins and the
phycobilisome light harvesting antenna. The results clarify why the convenient instrumental
PAM and oxygen optode analysis techniques renders very different insight into growth
efficiency for the species compared, whereas the actual measurement of growth efficiency
on light in continuous culture results in very similar values for biomass conversion between
Synechocystis and Chlorella sorokiniana 211-8K (Chlorella). It is concluded that the PAM
technique cannot be used for direct comparison between different clades of oxygenic
phototrophs.

Results
Chl a fluorescence traces were recorded with a PAM fluorimeter from batch cultures in the
linear phase of growth (i.e. the light limited phase) of Synechocystis, its various mutants,
and Chlorella (see Material and Methods and Fig. S3.1 for more details), as shown in Fig.
3.1. The PSII quantum yield was calculated as φPSII = (FM-F0)/FM, variable fluorescence as FV
= FM-F0, photochemical quenching (qP) as qP = (FM'-F)/ (FM'-F0') and the non-photochemical
quenching (qN) as qN = 1-((FM'-F0')/ (FM-F0)) [186]. For F0 the chl a fluorescence emission
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intensity after dark adaptation was used and for F0' the lowest intensity after illumination.
For FM, the highest value after a saturation pulse in the dark or after addition of DCMU was
used.
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Figure 3.1. Variable chl a fluorescence as measured with a pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM)
fluorescence in wild type Synechocystis, three of its mutant derivatives, and the green alga Chlorella.
Batch cultures of wild type Synechocystis, the ndhB deletion mutant M55, the triple terminal oxidase
deletion mutant ΔOx, the phycobilisome-free PAL mutant and the green alga Chlorella were grown in
blue/red fluorescent light (see Materials and Methods). Cells for chl a fluorescence recordings were
harvested in the linear phase of growth and incubated in a flat-panel flask. Prior to the experiment the
cultures were dark adapted for 30 minutes and exposed to 2 minute illumination periods with red
(655 nm) light with increasing light intensity ranging from 30-400 µmol photons m-2 s-1, as indicated by
the shaded bar. Light intensities used were 30, 60 and 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 followed by 50 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 increases at each step until 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1. The asterisk indicates the
growth light intensity of the pre-culture. In the middle of each period (i.e. after 1 min) the cells were
subjected to a strong ‘white’ light pulse (2000 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Following the actinic light series,
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the cells were left in darkness for 5 minutes. The + marks when DCMU was added at a final
concentration of 20 µM together with strong red light at an intensity of 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1.

Variations in chl a fluorescence traces and parameters
The minimal fluorescence recorded in this study is reached for Chlorella and for the PAL
mutant (Synechocystis without phycobilisomes) after dark adaptation (F0). Interestingly, for
WT Synechocystis and the NADPH dehydrogenase deletion mutant M55, the lowest value of
fluorescence emission was recorded after the actinic light application (F0') was completed,
and in the terminal respiratory oxidase deletion mutant ΔOx it is recorded at the onset of
the actinic illumination (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1). Additionally, the FM value of ΔOx was lower
after dark adaptation than when measured at an actinic light intensity comparable to the
growth light intensity (* in Fig. 3.1). The other strains do not display this trend.

WT
M55
ΔOx
PAL
Chlorella

chl a

F0

F0'

FM

FV

φPSII max

φPSII GL

2.95 ±
0.025
1.63 ±
0.005
2.71 ±
0.046
3.18 ±
0.009
3.61 ±
0.093

601 ± 2

585 ± 1

1098 ± 17

474 ± 15

471 ± 18

740 ± 45

357 ± 12

494 ± 9

402 ±
14
494 ± 3

883 ± 2*

49 ± 1

46 ± 1

129 ± 3*

356 ±
10*
80 ± 3*

255 ± 20

277 ±
19

1045 ± 66

780 ± 47

0.45 ±
0.006
0.36 ±
0.015
0.44 ±
0.008*
0.62 ±
0.014*
0.76 ±
0.004

0.37 ±
0.004
0.27 ±
0.014
0.36 ±
0.014
0.46 ±
0.016
0.49 ±
0.008

Table 3.1. The respiratory chain and the phycobilisomes affect chl a parameters. Values shown were
derived from the experiments as depicted and described in Fig. 3.1. All values were normalized to
OD730. chl a, chlorophyll a concentration in mg L-1; F0, level of fluorescence in the dark; FM,
fluorescence measured by applying a strong light pulse (2,000 µmol photons m-2 s-1) in the dark; FV,
variable fluorescence (FM-F0); φPSII, quantum yield of PSII ((FM-F0)/FM) calculated using F0 and FM
(max) or F0' and FM' under growth light conditions (GL). *, derived using FM values after addition of 20
µM DCMU in the light (400 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Values are averages of duplicate measurements
with standard deviation.

The PSII yield values derived from data acquired from dark-adapted cells differ
widely between Synechocystis, its mutants, and Chlorella. The highest yield values were
recorded for Chlorella and the PAL mutant of Synechocystis, even though the PAL mutant
has a much lower total fluorescence signal and a very small variable fluorescence (FV).
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Markedly lower yield values were obtained for Synechocystis WT and the respiratory M55
and ΔOx mutants (Table 3.1). However, when comparing the data acquired in the presence
of actinic illumination of an intensity comparable to growth light intensity, the differences
are much smaller (Table 3.1).
At the addition of increasing amounts of actinic light, the photochemical quenching
(qP, Fig. 3.2) declines more sharply in Chlorella at low actinic light intensities than it does in
the Synechocystis strains. This is also directly visible in Fig. 3.1: the increase in fluorescence
when the light is first switched on is much stronger for Chlorella than it is in Synechocystis.
A similar trend is observed for non-photochemical quenching (qN, Fig. 3.2); a big increase for
Chlorella and a much more modest change for Synechocystis. In the absence of the terminal
oxidases, the chl a fluorescence response of Synechocystis to increasing intensities of actinic
illumination rises much more steeply (Fig. 3.1), and is accompanied by a steeper decrease in
qP and increase in qN (Fig. 3.2, ΔOx). Without the NDH-1 complex, the chl a fluorescence
response of Synechocystis becomes even more gradual than in the WT (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2,
M55). Because of the small dynamic range in the signal recorded from the PAL mutant and
the large difference between light and DCMU derived signals, the PAL mutant was deemed
to have unreliable values for FM' and was not included in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Light-intensity dependence of the photochemical and non-photochemical quenching in
wild type Synechocystis, its mutant derivatives M55 and ΔOx, and the green alga Chlorella. Lightintensity dependent levels of photochemical (♦, qP) and non-photochemical quenching (●, qN). Values
were derived from the data described and depicted in figure 3.1. QP was calculated as (FM'-F)/(FM'-F0')
and qN as 1-((FM'-F0')/(FM-F0)) with: F0, lowest level of fluorescence after dark adaptation; F0' lowest
level of fluorescence after light incubation; F, steady-state fluorescence in the presence of actinic
light; FM, fluorescence upon a strong light pulse on dark adapted cells or after addition of DCMU (ΔOx
mutant only). FM', fluorescence upon a saturation pulse in the presence of actinic light. Data are the
average from duplicate measurements, standard deviation was between 1 and 5 %.

Photosynthetic efficiency in terms of biomass production
Next, the photosynthetic efficiency of growth of Chlorella and two of the Synechocystis
strains (WT and PAL mutant) was determined in continuous culture by determining the
number of absorbed photons for the production of 1 g of biomass. The two wild type
organisms, i.e. Synechocystis and Chlorella, were grown in a flat panel chemostat [162] at a
fixed growth rate (about 0.07 h-1) as set by the dilution rate. We chose to use the same
wavelength (655 nm) both for growth in the chemostat and for actinic illumination in the
PAM experiments. By determining the amount of light absorbed by the culture and its
biomass content in steady state, the photosynthetic efficiency was calculated, expressed as
the number of photons absorbed per gram of dry weight formed. The two strains were
grown with nitrate as their nitrogen source. Because nitrate assimilation requires a
considerable amount of reducing equivalents and cyanobacteria tend to contain a higher
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percentage of nitrogen than green algae, we also calculated the photon yield for generating
electron pairs for CO2 fixation and nitrate assimilation. For this we used the elemental
compositions from three published studies per strain. The data presented in Table 3.2
indicate that Chlorella, with the significantly higher PSII quantum yield according to the
PAM measurements, has a similar photonic yield on biomass and a slightly lower yield on
electron pair generation than Synechocystis.

Species

Iin

Iout

OD730

G DW L-1

μ h-1

Synechocystis
WT
Chlorella

76.3

71.1

0.49 ±
0.01
0.59 ±
0.01
0.65 ±
0.05

0.091 ±
0.004
0.080 ±
0.005
0.161 ±
0.006

0.071

Synechocystis
PAL

24 ±
0.8
21.4
± 0.7
17.1
± 1.5

65.9

0.070
0.023

Mol hv
g DW-1
0.58 ±
0.019
0.57 ±
0.027
1.04 ±
0.038

hv/ 2e4.9 ±
0.23
6.0 ±
0.49
n.a.

Table 3.2: Comparison of the efficiency of photosynthesis in a pro- and a eukaryotic oxyphototroph in
terms of moles of photons required for biomass production and electron pair generation at moderate
light intensities. Biomass yield on photons for Synechocystis WT, Chlorella and Synechocystis PAL. Cells
were growing in red (655 nm) light or red and blue (447 nm) light. Iin, light intensity in µmol m-2 s-1
passing through the culture vessel containing only medium; Iout, light intensity in µmol m-2 s-1 passing
through the culture vessel containing cell culture; OD730, optical density at 730 nm; g DW L-1, biomass
density in gram dry weight per liter; µ h-1, growth rate per hour; mol hν g DW-1, growth yield in mol
photons absorbed per g biomass. hν/2e-, # of photons absorbed per electron pair for nitrogen and
carbon incorporation. The elemental composition of the cells was taken from literature: for
Synechocystis [198-200] and for Chlorella [201-203] and averaged. The values shown are averages of
three measurements with standard deviation.

Oxygen exchange rates
The PAL mutant, which has a much higher apparent PSII quantum yield than WT
Synechocystis, as indicated by the PAM measurements (Table 3.1), was subjected to the
same analysis. However, as this mutant does not, or only very poorly, grow with red light
only, we had to add blue light to achieve an acceptable growth rate (> 0.02 h-1; see Table
3.2 and Materials and Methods). Under these assay conditions the PAL mutant of
Synechocystis turned out to be much less efficient than the wild type Synechocystis grown
in moderate red light intensities: around 1 mole photons were needed by the PAL mutant
to produce 1 gram of biomass versus 0.58 mol photons for the WT (Table 3.2).
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Membrane-inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS) was used to determine quantitatively the
extent of interference of oxygen consumption with the net rate of light-dependent oxygen
evolution. We analyzed oxygen uptake and evolution rates in Chlorella, wild type
Synechocystis, in the triple oxidase mutant ΔOx, and in a mutant deficient in the Mehler-like
reaction (Δflv1-3; see Materials and Methods for details). Fig. 3.3 shows that in
Synechocystis under very low actinic light conditions there is a low rate of oxygen uptake via
the respiratory oxidases, and that this rate is much lower than dark respiration which is 0.22
and 0.19 µmol O2 min-1 mg chl a-1 in the WT and the Δflv1-3 mutant, respectively.
Furthermore, in the presence of functional oxidases, dark respiration is fully inhibited
already at very low light intensities (i.e. 10 to 20 µmol photons m-2 s-1, Fig. 3.3). Starting at
around 150 µmol photons m-2 s-1, the oxygen uptake rate starts to exceed the rate of dark
respiration. This coincides with the point where the increase in the rate of 32O2 evolution
changes from a linear increase to saturation behavior with respect to light intensity (Fig.
3.3). In the ΔOx mutant the increase in oxygen uptake rate shows a trend similar to the WT,
while in the Δflv1-3 mutant oxygen uptake during illumination is fully abolished (Fig. 3.3). In
Chlorella, oxygen uptake is only lower than dark respiration at the lowest light intensity;
with increasing light intensity oxygen uptake increases and stabilizes around 150 µmol
photons m-2 s-1, which is at a higher light intensity than the point where 32O2 evolution starts
to show saturation behavior (around 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Due to circumstance the
oxygen evolution/consumption rates of Chlorella were measured in a slightly different setup and a different temperature (30 vs 18 °C) than those of Synechocystis and its mutant
derivatives. As a control Synechocystis WT was also tested in the alternative set-up. The
shape of the curve at 30 °C was similar to the ones recorded at 18 °C, and the maximal net
rate of photosynthesis of Synechocystis WT at 30 °C was 7.8 ± 0.3 µmol O2 min-1 mg chl a-1.
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Figure 3.3. Light-intensity dependence of net oxygen production and consumption, as measured with
a membrane-inlet mass spectrometer (MIMS), of wild type Synechocystis, its ΔOx and ΔFlv1-3 mutant
derivatives and Chlorella. Oxygen exchange was measured with MIMS as a function of increasing red
light (655 nm) intensity in wild type Synechocystis (WT), the terminal-oxidase deletion mutant (ΔOx),
the Mehler-like reaction deletion mutant (Δflv1-3) and Chlorella sorokiniana (Chlorella). Cells were
grown in batch with 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 blue/red fluorescent light (see Materials and Methods) in
BG-11 medium complemented with 25 mM NaHCO3. Prior to measurements, the cells were washed
once and re-suspended in fresh BG-11 medium with 50 mM NaHCO3. Cells were dark adapted for 30
minutes prior to the experiment. Experiments with Synechocystis and its mutant derivatives were
conducted at 18 °C and Chlorella at 30 °C. ●, oxygen evolution measured as an increase in the
concentration of 32O2; ◊, oxygen uptake measured as a decrease in the concentration of 36O2; Δ, net
rate of photosynthesis (i.e. rate of net oxygen evolution + rate of oxygen uptake). Values shown are
the average of duplicate measurements with standard deviation.

Discussion
Not all photons harvested by the photosynthetic pigment complexes are productively used
for NADPH and ATP synthesis via electron transfer by the components of the Z-scheme.
Excess light energy can be non-photochemically quenched via specific dissipation reactions
and released as heat. Based on well-established knowledge, largely acquired in plant
photosynthesis research, a non-invasive method was developed for monitoring such
processes [118]. The PAM technique permits us to distinguish which portion of the light
that PSII receives is used productively for linear photosynthetic electron flow (qP), and
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which portion is lost non-photochemically (qN). Most protocols for the use of the PAM
technique include a dark pre-incubation of the cells to determine the minimal (F0) and
maximal fluorescence (FM) emission, from which the amount of energy available for linear
electron flow can be calculated as the maximal quantum yield of PSII [185,204]. The
underlying assumption is that in darkness the primary quinone of PSII (QA) slowly oxidizes,
which in turn triggers photosynthetic antennae to associate with PSII to not only result in a
low fluorescence dark state, identified as F0, but also to provide a full antenna complement
for PSII (state I) so that maximal fluorescence (FM) can be derived from PSII upon exposure
to an intense short flash of light.
However, these assumptions are incorrect with respect to cyanobacteria, where
respiratory pathways intersect with photosynthetic electron flow in the same thylakoid
membranes and both flows of electrons share the plastoquinone pool [99]. Through the
moderating actions of respiratory dehydrogenase enzymes for electron input, and the
terminal oxidases for electron efflux (from the plastoquinone pool), the photosynthetic
electron transport chain, and the QA of PSII does not become fully oxidized in the dark (see
also [189] and Fig. 3.4), which leads to a higher apparent F0 as attested by the lower F0'
values for Synechocystis WT and M55 after actinic illumination. Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the
ability of the respiratory chain to moderate the redox potential of the PQ-pool with a more
gradual increase in fluorescence (F) with increasing light intensity for the M55 strain and a
more intense increase in the ΔOx strain. Fig. 3.2 also shows some unlikely and even nonphysical values for photochemical and non-photochemical quenching with the standard
data evaluation protocol (see above): In the ΔOx strain, at low light intensities qP is > 1.0
and for the M55 mutant the calculated qN is negative up to 200 µmol photons m-2 s-1 (Fig.
3.2). These apparent artifacts are caused by the fact that F0' is lower than F0 in the M55
strain, and in the case of the ΔOx strain, that FM in the dark is not yielding the maximal level
of fluorescence emission. Lower levels of FM compared to FM' at low light intensities in
cyanobacteria are not uncommon because cyanobacteria are believed to be in state II in the
dark [205-207] with antenna association to PSI and not PSII. This small antenna state of PSII
often results in lower levels of FM fluorescence emission upon a strong light pulse [208].
However, in Synechocystis PCC 6803 this phenomenon is not always visible and it has even
been proposed that Synechocystis is an exception and does not enter state II in the dark at
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all [120]. The fact that this phenomenon occurs in the ΔOx strain may be an argument
against calling Synechocystis an exception, but it may explain why it is not visible in the WT
and M55 strains, possibly caused by a less stringent state II due to a less reduced PQ-pool.
Campbell et al. [120] advises the use of DCMU for FM determination in cyanobacteria. The
electron transfer inhibitor DCMU prevents oxidation of QA- by QB, resulting in fully reduced
QA in the light, and therefore in maximal chl a fluorescence. Nevertheless, we observed that
the fluorescence emission intensity is not always highest in the presence of DCMU (Fig. 3.1).
This may be caused by the high intensity of the actinic light used, that in combination with
DCMU, may cause accelerated photo-bleaching and lower levels of fluorescence [209].

Figure 3.4. Schematic overview of the redox state of the components of the photosynthetic electron
transport chain in dark (left) and light (right) for Synechocystis (top) and Chlorella (bottom). The grey
color indicates the level of reduction (the darker the more reduced) of the different intermediates or,
in case of P680, P700 and NADP(H), the predominant species.

Additionally, an increased contribution of PSI to the measured (broad-band)
fluorescence emission, due to higher numbers of PSI reaction centers and increased
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excitation due to antenna association with PSI [182] increases the F0 value even further.
Considering all of this, it is evident that cyanobacteria emit higher levels of F0 and lower
levels of FM fluorescence with standard dark adaptation protocols than green algae and
plants. When the quantum yield of PSII is calculated as (FM-F0)/FM then the absolute values
of F0 and FM matter and higher levels of overall fluorescence emission will give rise to lower
calculated PSII quantum yields. A clear example of this is shown in Table 3.1 where the
Synechocystis strain with the smallest variable fluorescence (FM-F0) has the highest PSII
quantum yield (i.e. the PAL mutant). The high yield values of the PAL mutant have already
been described in previous work and the PAL mutant has been considered as a model for
interpretation of PSII fluorescence data in cyanobacteria without the interference of the
phycobilisomes background fluorescence [210]. Also, it has been reported that the PAL
mutant compensates for the loss of phycobilisomes by increasing its PSII content [211].
In the presence of increasing actinic light intensities QA becomes more and more
reduced, which increases the basal level of fluorescence (F) and lowers the apparent
quantum yield of PSII. In addition, non-photochemical quenching further reduces the rate
of exciton flow into PSII [212] and lowers qP. Subtraction of these two losses from the
highest quantum yield in dark adapted cells results in the ‘active PSII quantum yield’. At
growth light intensity qN is very low; in cyanobacteria it is generally even at its lowest point
and this information can be used to derive to which light condition the cells are adapted
[120]. In figure 3.2 only the ΔOx strain follows this behavior, probably caused by the lack of
a visible dark state II in the other strains causing qN to be lowest in the dark adapted state.
Also under growth light conditions the active PSII yield or qP give a good measure for
oxygen evolution and CO2 fixation rates [120], this is then distorted by qN at higher light
intensities. Even though Chlorella maintains a higher active quantum yield under growthlight conditions than Synechocystis (φPSII GL in Table 3.1), the difference is much smaller
than the difference between their maximal quantum yield in the dark; the qP value at
growth light intensities is even lowest for the green alga and the value for qN is the highest
at growth light intensity (Fig. 3.2). Although we must note that these experiments were
conducted in red light only, which may bypass one of the major exciton-energy dissipating
mechanisms in cyanobacteria and thus possibly underestimate the level of qN that may
occur in white light. This mechanism is referred to as exciton quenching by the orange
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carotenoid protein (OCP) and is activated by strong blue light [122]. Nonetheless, direct
comparison of the performance of both species as measured with the PAM technique gives
much closer values if the yield is determined in the presence of actinic light. In fact, when
comparing the PAL mutant of Synechocystis with Chlorella, the PSII quantum yield is almost
equal (Table 3.1). This implies that one could attribute the lower apparent quantum yield of
PSII in Synechocystis WT predominantly to PBS background fluorescence. Recently Acuña et
al [207] have modelled the chl a fluorescence signal in cyanobacteria and found evidence
that suggests that without the PBS component the PSII quantum yield values for green
algae and cyanobacteria are indeed equal. In the future, such a model could be used to
extract the different components that make up the PAM signal, to provide reliable
information on PSII function and the influence of various non-photochemical quenching
mechanisms. However, currently the model described by Acuña et al [207] only includes a
parameter for OCP which was most likely not activated in the experiments described here.
Use of an alternative method for photosynthetic yield determination, i.e.
measurement of the number of photons required to produce biomass or to generate
electron pairs from water, also leads to the conclusion that Chlorella and Synechocystis
have a similar efficiency in light-energy conversion when growing at approximately the
same growth rate in steady state continuous culture (Table 3.2). Chlorella and Synechocystis
have a somewhat different biomass composition, especially when it comes to their nitrogen
content. Although both strains contain approximately 50% of biomass in carbon, Chlorella
contains only around 6.5 % nitrogen when grown under replete conditions [201-203] while
Synechocystis contains around 11.5 % nitrogen [198-200]. The cultures in this study were
grown on nitrate and CO2, which require 8 and 4 electrons for incorporation into biomass,
respectively. When taking this difference in biomass composition into account,
Synechocystis is slightly more efficient than Chlorella in the liberation of electrons from
water. Consistent with this, in direct growth competition experiments cyanobacteria have
generally been reported to out-compete green algae under light-limited growth conditions
[213-215]. One of these studies even demonstrated that Synechocystis has a (slight)
competitive advantage over Chlorella vulgaris [214]. In our experiments the PAL mutant
could not be directly compared with the WT because it cannot sustain sufficiently high
growth rates under conditions of moderate light intensities. However, recent publications
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[193,216] have shown that truncation of phycobilisome antennae in cyanobacteria can
improve biomass production in dense cell cultures, but only under high light conditions.
Measuring the rate of oxygen evolution also provides an indication of how well PSII
is functioning and at what rate electrons are being released into the Z-scheme at a
particular light intensity. The decrease in the rate of respiration at low light intensities (Fig.
3.3) compared to the rate in the dark is known as the Kok-effect [195] and is likely caused
by interference of light-driven linear electron transfer; PSI may withdraw electrons from the
PQ pool more efficiently than the respiratory oxidases [217]. Back pressure of light-driven
electron flow on respiratory electron flow through the common high-energy intermediate,
the proton motive force, however, may play a role as well [218]. Previous studies using the
MIMS technique have already indicated the Mehler-like reaction to be the main culprit in
light-dependent oxygen uptake [7,219]. In this study we further confirm these results by
revealing differences in the rate of oxygen consumption in the light, of mutants deficient in
respiration and in the Mehler-like reaction (Fig. 3.3). We observed that the Synechocystis
WT consumes up to 34 % of the total rate of oxygen evolution at PSII via the Mehler-like
reaction at the highest light intensity (Fig. 3.3). Chlorella on the other hand consumes
around 36 % of the total rate of oxygen evolution at all light intensities tested, except for
the lowest one (10 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Although in this setting we cannot determine
which fraction of this oxygen consumption can be attributed to the true Mehler reaction, it
does seem that oxygen consumption in the light has a different function or origin in green
algae compared to cyanobacteria because it appears to be a constant factor, and not to be
subject to light saturation. This finding does not put cyanobacteria at a perceived
disadvantage of lower maximal oxygen evolution rates (Pmax), because the percentage of
oxygen consumed is similar in both organisms at maximal oxygen evolution rates. The net
oxygen exchange, as measured with an electrode or optode, is more indicative for growth
rate and CO2 fixation rates and this parameter will therefore most likely be sufficient for a
meaningful estimate. However, it is important to keep this in mind when determining
oxygen production based Pmax values as an indicator of PSII activity and (linear) electron
transport rates, because the Mehler(-like) activity, and possibly other forms of oxygen
consumption will lead to an underestimation of these parameters.
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We conclude that PAM signals in cyanobacteria are moderated by the respiratory
electron transfer chain, leading to a dark state II, and an artificially heightened F0 by
background fluorescence from the PBS and PSI. Together these factors cause the PAM
method to grossly underestimate the photosynthetic potential of PSII of cyanobacteria.
Further complications due to changing levels of spillover of PBS fluorescence and additional
moderating activity of the intertwined respiratory pathway [99,220,221] and a wide array of
cyclic electron flow pathways [104,222] even further complicate the matter. Nevertheless,
the PAM technique can still be useful when used on a single organism to monitor relative
changes in PSII yield and (non-)photochemical quenching [178,223], and perhaps to
estimate other photosynthetic parameters such as O2 evolution and CO2 fixation rates,
provided they are calculated at growth light intensity [120]. As long as no importance is
attached to absolute values of calculated PSII efficiencies, especially from dark adapted
samples, PAM signals from cyanobacteria can be very informative to quickly detect stressful
conditions and monitor adaptation responses to, for instance, changing light conditions
during the day.
Still, we emphasize that use of the PAM signal to compare photosynthetic yields
between organisms can give rise to absolutely false predictions on light energy conversion
efficiency and provides little solid information regarding the quantitative potential of
cyanobacteria and algae in the upcoming bio-based economy. Determining the photonic
yield of biomass formation (or CO2 fixation) under relevant growth conditions, will be more
appropriate and informative instead.

Materials and Methods
Strains and culture conditions
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was kindly provided by Devaki Bhaya, Carnegie Institution for
Science, Stanford, USA. The Synechocystis ΔOx strain that lacks all three endogenous
cytochrome oxidases [224] was provided by Wim Vermaas, Arizona State University,
Arizona USA. The ndhB deletion mutant M55, deficient in the NDH-1 complex [225] was
provided by Teruo Ogawa, Nagoya University, Chikusa, Nagoya, Japan. The Δflv1/flv3
mutant deficient in the Mehler-like reaction [226] was provided by Eva-Marie Aro,
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University of Turku, Turku, Finland. The PAL mutant, lacking all phycobilisome pigments
[227] was provided by Ghada Ajlani, Institut de Biologie et de Technologie de Saclay, Gifsur-Yvette, France. Chlorella sorokiniana 211-8k was ordered from the Göttingen culture
collection.
Chlorella sorokiniana 211-8k, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, and its mutant
derivatives, were pre-cultured in batch in BG-11 [163] medium at 30 ˚C in a shaking
incubator at 120 rpm. Growth-light was provided by Sylvania Grolux T8 fluorescent tubes
(havells-sylvania.com); these tubes provide mainly blue and red light. The M55 strain was
grown in the presence of 2 % (v/v) CO2, and the other strains were grown with 25 mM
sodium bicarbonate added to the medium. The ΔOx strain was grown at 60 µmol photons
m-2 s-1, and all other strains were grown at 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1.

PAM measurements
Cells were collected in the linear, light-limited, phase of growth, except for the PAL mutant
which was collected in the early stationary phase, and transferred directly to a flat panel
tissue culture flask (Sarstedt). The culture flask was placed in between two LED light panels
(design LED 2, custom manufactured LED lamps in a cooperation between Philips Lighting
Eindhoven, the Netherlands and the Technology Center of the University of Amsterdam).
The optical fiber of the PAM fluorimeter was placed against the side of the vessel,
perpendicular to the illuminating LED lamps; see Fig. S3.1 for details of the set-up. PAM
signals were recorded with a PAM 101 device (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany; excitation, 655
nm; emission, >696 nm). Prior to each experiment the cell culture was dark adapted for 30
minutes, the last 5 of which was recorded with the PAM sensor for F0 determination. Next,
red (655 nm, half width 16.3 nm) light was used which increased in intensity every two
minutes. The first two light intensities used were the growth-light intensity of the different
strains; i.e. 30 and 60 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Next the light intensity was increased to 100
µmol photons m-2 s-1 and further increased in steps of 50 µmol photons m-2 s-1 to a final
intensity of 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Two minutes before the actinic light was switched on
and one minute after each change in light intensity, a strong light pulse was given (white
light, 2,000 µmol photons m-2 s-1). This pulse is comprised of the different actinic LED
channels set to maximal intensity; 800 µmol photons m-2 s-1 at 655 nm, 800 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 at 620 nm and 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1 at 447 nm. After the light period the cells
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were returned to darkness for 5 minutes. Two minutes after onset of the dark period,
samples for OD680/OD730 measurements were taken. Following the recommendation of
Campbell et al. [120] the light was switched on again at 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1 and DCMU
was added at a final concentration of 20 µM, and the DCMU response was followed for 7
minutes. From the obtained traces the values for F0 in the dark after dark adaptation, F0' in
the dark after illumination, FM after a strong white light pulse in the dark and FM after
addition of DCMU were determined. With the F0 and the highest FM values variable
fluorescence; FV = FM-F0, the quantum yield of PSII; φPSII = FV/FM, photochemical quenching;
qP = (FM'-F)/ (FM'-F0') and non-photochemical quenching; qN = 1-((FM'-F0')/ (FM-F0)) were
calculated [185,186].

Chl a content
For an estimate of the biomass-specific chl a content, the optical density of the culture was
determined at 680 and 730 nm. The chl a content was then derived from the difference
between OD680 and OD730 based on a baseline of extracted chlorophyll in 80 % (v/v)
acetone/5 % (v/v) DMSO (Synechocystis) or 90 % (v/v) methanol/0.1 % (w/v) magnesium
bicarbonate (Chlorella). The chl a concentration in acetone was calculated as 12.7*OD665
(Synechocystis does not contain chl b, so OD645 was not included in the equation), and chl a
concentration in methanol was calculated as (13.9*OD665)-(2.16*OD645).

Determination of the photon requirement of biomass formation and of electron pair
generation for carbon and nitrogen incorporation into biomass
All strains used were grown in a 2L flat panel chemostat [162] in BG-11 with 10 mM Na2CO3,
the culture was bubbled with air + 1% CO2 at a rate of 10 L h-1 for Synechocystis and 60 L h-1
for Chlorella. The culture was kept at 30 °C and illuminated with LED light boards (Philips)
set at an output intensity of 105 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of red (655 nm, half width 16.3 nm)
light for Synechocystis WT and Chlorella or 75 + 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of red (655 nm) and
blue (447 nm, half width 15.3 nm) light for Synechocystis PAL. The dilution rate was set at
0.071 h-1 and 0.070 h-1 for Synechocystis WT and Chlorella respectively and 0.023 h-1 for
Synechocystis PAL. In the steady state the light passing through the culture (Iout) was
measured at 10 different spots on the chemostat vessel and samples for OD730 and dry
weight (DW) measurement were taken. The light available to the culture (Iin) was measured
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at the same 10 spots, as the amount of light passing through the chemostat vessel
containing only medium. The photosynthetic efficiency was then calculated as mol photons
absorbed per gram biomass formed or as photons absorbed/electron pairs generated. To
arrive at these numbers we used the Iin and Iout values to calculate how much light was
absorbed in 1 cm2 in 1 hour and we used the growth rate and dry weight values to calculate
how much biomass was produced in this square centimeter times the 5 cm depth of the
culture for the actual volume in one hour. To convert biomass to the amount of CO2 fixed
and nitrate assimilated, we averaged the carbon/nitrogen contents of 49.38/10.74% [198],
51.38/11.29% [199] and 49.8/12.5% [200] for Synechocystis and 47.54/6.73% [201],
42.54/6.64% [202] and 52.8/5.7% [203] for Chlorella. To arrive at the amount of electron
pairs generated per gram of biomass formed, we used an electron requirement of 8
electrons per nitrate and 4 electrons per CO2.

MIMS measurements
Membrane-inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS) makes use of two stable oxygen isotopes 16O
and

18

O, to measure oxygen release (via splitting of H216O at PSII) and uptake of

36

O2 by

respiration, respectively. Abundance of these two oxygen isotopes is then analyzed via highvacuum-supported diffusive equilibration through a gas permeable membrane, coupled to a
mass spectrometer [109,165]. MIMS measurements were performed in a 10 ml air-tight
cuvette containing a Synechocystis culture, with a density of 2 mg L-1 chlorophyll a. The
high-vacuum membrane inlet sensor of the mass spectrometry analyzer was placed in the
liquid culture. A thin Teflon membrane secured continuous passage of small amounts of
gasses out of the liquid phase into the sensor tube of the mass spectrometer. Prior to the
experiment, the sample was dark adapted for 30 minutes and then briefly (~ 10 sec)
sparged with N2 to reduce the prevalent O2 concentration to about 20 % of the value in airequilibrated incubation buffer, with the aim to prevent O2 saturation during the
experiment. After sparging, the cuvette was closed and 36O2 was added in the head space
which, while stirring, equilibrated with the liquid. An up-sloping mass spectrometer signal
denoted the 36O2 gas entering the solution until a plateau was reached at about 1 ppm. The
cultures were subjected to increasing 655 nm light intensities ranging from 10 to 400 µmol
photons m-2 s-1. The lowest light intensity at the start of the experiment was on for 10
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minutes to secure light adaptation and all subsequent light intensities were on for 3
minutes. After the light incubation, dark respiration was followed for 10 minutes.
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Figure S3.1. Schematic representation of the set-up for PAM fluorimetry measurements. Schematic
representation of the PAM fluorimetry set-up. 1, air supply (10 L h-1 air + 1 % CO2); 2, hollow glass rod;
3, flat panel tissue culture flask (Sarstedt); 4, syringe for sampling; 5, PAM fluorimeter with a glass
fiber rod for excitation/detection pressed to the side of the flask; 6, stir bean; 7, LED panels for actinic
illumination and strong light pulses.
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Abstract
Phototrophic micro-organisms like cyanobacteria show growth curves in batch culture that
differ from the corresponding growth curves of chemotrophic bacteria. Instead of the usual
three, i.e. lag-, log- and stationary phase, phototrophs display four distinct phases. The
extra growth phase is a phase of linear, light-limited growth that follows the exponential
phase and is often ignored as being different. Results of this study demonstrate marked
growth-phase dependent alterations in the photo-physiology of the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 between cells harvested from the exponential and the linear
growth phase. Notable differences are a gradual shift in the binding of the light harvesting
phycobilisomes to the photosystems and a distinct change in the redox state of the
plastoquinone pool. These differences will likely affect the result of physiological studies
and the efficiency of product formation of Synechocystis in biotechnological applications.
Our study also demonstrates that the length of the period of exponential growth can be
extended by a gradually stronger incident light intensity that matches the increase of the
cell density of the culture.

Key words:
Batch culture, Biotechnology, Cyanobacteria, Molecular physiology, PSI/PSII ratio

Abbreviations:
PSI, photosystem 1; PSII, photosystem 2; PBS, phycobilisomes; PC, phycocyanin; PQ,
plastoquinone; DCMU, 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea; OD, optical density
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Introduction
Successful genetic engineering of cyanobacteria for the synthesis of defined (commodity)
products in biotechnological applications, has been amply demonstrated during the past
few years [15,17,18,25]. These achievements call for mass cultivation of cyanobacteria; they
also initiated this study on the potential growth-phase dependency of the photophysiological properties of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter
Synechocystis). Different from the general growth pattern of chemoheterotrophic bacteria
in batch culture, which is characterized by three successive phases: the lag-phase,
exponential growth and stationary phase, respectively, batch growth of phototrophs shows
an additional distinctive phase change, i.e. from exponential growth to linear growth. Cell
cultures of a phototroph transition from the exponential to the linear phase as soon as the
light supply to the culture becomes limiting due to light shading by the increasing number
of cells. The typical rate at which photons can be absorbed and processed by the cells (in
the sub-ms timescale) is much faster than the half-time of mixing of the culture. Hence,
while growing, the cells in a culture are continuously exposed to transitions from light
saturation to increasing light limitation. This causes the growth rate to decrease which
results in linear growth as soon as cell density increases to values at which all the incident
light is absorbed. Finally, additional limitation(s) will kick in, which will cause the cells to
enter the stationary phase.
Though, some studies do refer to the phenomenon of a linear growth phase in
batch cultures of phototrophic (micro)organisms [228-231], more often the combined
period of exponential and linear growth is referred to as cells in the culture being in the log
phase, while a linear plot of the increasing OD against time is almost perfectly straight
[232].
For cells harvested in the exponential- and in the linear growth phase, differences
in mRNA transcript level and protein expression have been reported for genes related to
photosynthesis and respiration [233-235]. Significantly, also biofuel production in
transgenic cyanobacteria shows variation in product yields during batch growth, with some
degree of growth phase dependency [18,236,237]. None of these studies, however, report
comparative data on changes in the physiological properties of cells harvested in the
exponential and linear phase of growth.
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In oxygenic photosynthesis light energy is harvested by antenna pigments and used
by photosystem II (PSII) to extract electrons from water; these electrons are transferred
through the plastoquinone (PQ) pool via the cytochrome b6f complex to photosystem I
(PSI), which uses a second quantum of photon energy to allow an electron to reduce NADP+.
Coupled to the light-driven electron flow, a proton gradient is generated for ATP
production. Respiration, which can drive ATP production in the dark, makes use of the same
PQ pool in cyanobacteria [99,220]. The largest metabolic sink of the high-free-energy
carriers ATP and NADPH is formed by the enzymes of the Calvin Cycle, which jointly catalyze
the process of carbon fixation. This requires the light reactions and the so-called ‘dark
reactions’ of photosynthesis (i.e. carbon fixation) to display mutually adjusted rates for
optimal supply of ATP and NADPH. To secure sufficient CO2 availability, cyanobacteria
possess an array of CO2 and bicarbonate transporters [238,239]. When in spite of their
presence carbon limitation kicks in, surplus light energy will be wasted as heat and/or
fluorescence, which in cyanobacteria involves a range of dedicated proteins associated with
the two photosystems, like the orange carotenoid protein (OCP), the flavodiiron proteins
and IsiA [122,226,240,241]. Analysis of the dynamical changes in the expression level of the
cyanobacterial components involved in energy generation and carbon fixation can give
insight into the tuning of both functionally coupled processes.
Light harvesting in cyanobacteria is conducted by membrane bound, non-motile
chlorophyll a (chl a) containing protein complexes coupled to the PSII- and PSI reaction
centers, and by the loosely membrane attached and motile phycobilisome antennae
complexes (PBS). The PBS can migrate rapidly over the thylakoid membrane surface and
transfer energy to either PSII or PSI, or to neither. In the latter case excitation energy is lost
as heat and/or emitted as PBS fluorescence [122]. The PBS localization can be monitored by
flash freezing of the cells and analysis of the fluorescence emission spectra after specific
PBS excitation at 77 K.
PSII-derived fluorescence can be recorded with the non-invasive PAM fluorimetry
technique. With low-intensity actinic illumination minimal fluorescence is recorded, while
addition of the electron-transfer inhibitor DCMU elicits maximal fluorescence emission. The
actually emitted fluorescence from cells incubated under physiological conditions is an
indicator for the physiological performance of the cells: The lower the fluorescence the
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better [118,204]. The redox state of the photosynthetic machinery can also be determined
via rapid extraction of the PQ pool [189]. Regulation of the efficiency of photosynthesis
involves both re-distribution of existing light harvesting capacity over the two photosystems
through state transitions [242], presumably under control of the redox state of the
plastoquinone pool, and by differential gene expression.
In this study we reveal several growth-phase dependent changes of the photophysiology of Synechocystis, harvested in the exponential- and the linear phase of growth.
These growth phase dependent adjustments are mostly the result of short-term
physiological flexibility, dependent on adaptation mechanisms such as state transitions.
Furthermore, the linear growth phase can be prevented or postponed by gradually
increasing the incident light intensity, in parallel with the cell density in the growing culture.

Results
Typical growth curve of a batch culture
A typical growth curve of a batch culture of a phototrophic bacterium like Synechocystis is
schematically depicted in figure 4.1. The figure highlights the transition of exponential
growth to linear growth and the slow approach to the stationary phase. Note that the
transition to stationary phase can also be more abrupt, and that the data in the left frame is
displayed on a log scale, while the right-hand frame has OD on a linear ordinate. These
different ways of plotting the data show that the linear growth phase is most clearly
displayed in the right-hand frame.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a typical batch culture experiment with Synechocystis. Growth
conditions: BG-11 medium and moderate incident light intensity. The culture displays an exponential
growth phase (exp.), which gradually transits into a linear growth phase, followed by the late- or
stationary growth phase.

Gradual changes in chl a fluorescence during batch culturing
The effect of the gradually increasing light limitation during batch culturing on the photophysiology of Synechocystis cells was studied by recording several parameters in samples
collected during the subsequent growth phases. A representative growth curve is displayed
in figure S4.1. For PAM fluorimetry recordings (Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1) and measurements of
the redox state of the plastoquinone pool (Fig. 4.3), samples were dark adapted for 30
minutes, followed by exposure to growth light (GL; 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1) and then to
high light (HL; 300 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Cells were then returned to darkness, followed by
addition of DCMU (20 µM) and renewed exposure to growth light. Samples were either
used directly from the culture (Fig. 4.2A) or diluted to the uniform OD730 of 0.45 (Fig. 4.2B;
see Materials and Methods Fig. S4.2 and Fig. S4.3 for further detail). Chl a fluorescence
recorded from samples that were taken directly from the culture showed a high level of
fluorescence quenching at higher cell densities, yielding low fluorescence intensity after a
saturation pulse, compared to the values recorded in the presence of DCMU (Fig. 4.2A). To
acquire a more informative fluorimeter signal therefore pre-dilution of denser culture
samples to OD730 = 0.45 was used. This protocol, in which cell density was equalized,
permitted comparison of chl a fluorescence parameters in all samples regardless of the
(cell) density in the culture. Interesting differences can be noticed in the derived numerical
data shown in Table 4.1. Cyanobacteria have been reported to emit more fluorescence after
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a saturating pulse in the presence of low intensities of actinic light than in darkness [120].
This does not hold for samples taken from the exponential growth phase (OD 0.25 and
0.45); it only becomes apparent in the linear- (OD = 0.8, 1.2 and 1.7) and in the late- (OD =
2.0) growth phase (Fig. 4.2A,B). Also, the calculated apparent photosynthetic quantum yield
of PSII (φPSII, Table 4.1) appears to increase somewhat with progressing growth phases,
and correlates with a decreasing F0. The PAM recordings for exponentially growing cells
show a weaker response to the light treatments than cells from the linear and late growth
phases (Fig. 4.2B). Measured in the presence of an actinic light intensity comparable to
incident growth light intensity, the fluorescence increase is stronger, no relaxation response
is observed at high light intensities and the dark re-oxidation rate is much lower.

OD730
0.25
0.45
0.8
1.2
1.7
2.0

F0

FM (dark)

FM (GL)

FM (DCMU

ΦPSII (max)

As is

At 0.45

As is

At 0.45

As is

At 0.45

As is

At 0.45

As is

At 0.45

159
213
312
342
393
512

262
213
204
191
189
195

304
438
601
653
761
854

501
438
440
417
419
410

297
438
628
699
759
870

489
438
426
418
435
439

299
450
685
752
914
1197

492
450
437
417
423
433

0.48
0.53
0.55
0.55
0.57
0.57

0.48
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.57
0.56

Table 4.1. Growth-phase dependent changes in chl a fluorescence parameters of Synechocycstis.
Variable fluorescence parameters were calculated from duplicate PAM fluorimetry traces as shown in
figure 2. The error between traces was < 5 %. Values from both undiluted (as is) and diluted or
corrected (at 0.45) PAM recordings are shown. OD730, optical density at 730 nm; F0, minimal
fluorescence after dark adaptation; FM, fluorescence after a saturating pulse in the dark or in growth
light intensity (dark, GL), or after addition of DCMU; ΦPSII, yield on PSII ((FM-F0)/FM). Values for ΦPSII
are calculated with F0 and the highest recorded values for FM (marked in bold).
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Figure 4.2. Growth-phase dependent changes in chl a fluorescence of Synechocystis. A. PAM
fluorimetry recordings of cells harvested at different growth phases. B. PAM fluorimetry recordings of
cells harvested at the same growth phase as in A, but with cells diluted to a standard OD730 = 0.45; at
OD730 = 0.25 the recording was recalculated to 0.45. GL, growth-light intensity (30 µmol photons m-2 s90
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655 nm LED light); HL, high-light intensity (300 µmol photons m-2 s-1 655 nm LED light); GL + DCMU,
growth light intensity + 20 µM DCMU; asterisk, saturation pulse (2,000 µmol photons m-2 s-1 LED
light); A.U., arbitrary units. Data displayed are representative recordings.
1

The plastoquinone (PQ) pool is more reduced in the linear- and late phase of growth
For measurements of the redox state of the PQ pool samples were taken during PAM
measurements after dark adaptation and during light treatment in undiluted cultures (see
Figs. S4.2 and S4.3 for further detail). At OD730 = 0.25 the cell density proved too low for
proper redox state analysis. As shown in figure 4.3, the redox state of the PQ pool shifts
abruptly from almost fully oxidized in the dark and <20 % reduced in the light in the
exponential phase, to about 20 % reduced in the dark and up to 60 % reduced in the light in
the linear growth phase. Surprisingly, in the stationary growth phase the redox state
appears slightly more oxidized than in the linear growth phase.
100

% PQH2

80

0.45

60

0.8

40

1.2

20

2.0

0

dark

GL

HL

Figure 4.3. Growth-phase dependent changes in the redox state of the PQ pool of Synechocystis.
Values are in % reduced. GL: growth light intensity (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 655 nm LED light); HL:
high light intensity (300 µmol photons m-2 s-1 of 655 nm LED light). The legend specifies the OD730 of
the culture at the time of sampling. Samples were taken alongside the chl a fluorescence recordings
depicted in figure 4.2. Error bars indicate the range of variation of a series of duplicate
measurements.

Increased binding of PBS to both photosystems in the linear- and the late growth phase
Samples for 77K fluorescence emission analysis were taken directly from the cell culture
under growth light intensity (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1) and high light intensity (300 µmol
photons m-2 s-1). For the latter samples the culture was exposed to this high light intensity
for 5 minutes. Fluorescence spectra were recorded at 77K with the excitation wavelength
set at 590 nm. Figure 4.4 shows that cells collected from the phase of exponential growth
display high levels of phycocyanin- (pc, 655 nm) and allophycocyanin (apc, 665 nm)
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fluorescence. Furthermore, one can see that as the culture grows more and more dense,
PBS fluorescence decreases and PSII- (696 nm) and PSI fluorescence (720 nm) increase. This
indicates higher levels of PBS coupling to the two photosystems in the linear and late
growth phases. The ratio of the intensity of the different fluorescence signals shows these
dynamics in some more detail (Fig. 4.4C,D). The binding of PBS to the two photosystems
increases significantly (pc/PSII) in the transition from the exponential- to the linear growth
phase, with a slight preference for PSII, as reflected by the slight increase in the PSII to PSI
fluorescence ratio. Though the total PBS fluorescence decreases, the ratio between pc and
apc fluorescence remains stable (pc/apc). On the high-energy side of PSII an additional peak
(at 686 nm) is visible. In literature this peak has been attributed to three different proteins:
The iron inducible IsiA [243], the PSII subunit CP43 [244] and the PBS terminal emitter Lcm
[245]. The peak at 685 nm shows a similar pattern as the fluorescence peaks for the other
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Figure 4.4. Growth-phase dependent changes in light adaptation, as demonstrated with 77K
fluorescence emission spectra of Synechocystis with 590 nm excitation. Samples were taken alongside
the chl a fluorescence recordings depicted in figure 4.2. Shown are fluorescence emission spectra at
different optical densities taken in growth light (GL, A) and high light (HL, B) conditions, normalized to
the area under the curve and the ratios between several peaks at GL (C) and HL (D). Peak area was
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http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/software/eXPFit.htm on raw data. Peak at: 620 nm, measurement
artefact (see Materials and Methods); 655 nm, pc; 665 nm, apc; 686 nm, lcm; 696 nm, PSII; 720 nm,
PSI. Data was derived from biological duplicates and technical triplicates; shown is the average with
standard deviation.

Protein expression levels of the two photosystems and of the Rubisco enzyme
To test if the physiological changes observed in the photo-physiology of Synechocystis could
be caused by changes in the level of protein expression of the components of the
photosynthetic machinery and/or Rubisco, quantitative Western blotting was used. Cell
samples were taken directly from the cell culture and lysed using a French press. Cell-free
extracts were analyzed by Western blotting with specific antibodies elicited against PsbA
(D1 subunit of PSII), PsaC (a subunit of PSI) and RbcL (large subunit of Rubisco). As an
internal standard the levels of AtpB were determined. The levels of the tested proteins
barely change in these samples (Fig. 4.5A). In figure 4.5B the average stain density of three
separate blots is shown, and from this data a slight downward trend may be observed along
with the transition from exponential- to linear growth.
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Figure 4.5. Western blots showing expression levels of selected proteins involved in photosynthesis at
different growth phases in Synechocystis. Samples were taken prior to the chl a fluorescence
recordings depicted in figure 4.2 at growth light intensity (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1) and the legends
indicate the optical density at the time of sampling. A. Protein immunoblots showing the content of
PsbA, PsaC, RbcL and AtpB in Synechocystis. Ten micrograms of total protein were loaded in each lane.
B. Pixel intensity of protein immunoblots normalized to AtpB levels. Three individual blots for each
protein were analysed with ImageJ; values shown are averages with standard deviation.

Onset and cause of the phase of linear growth
To provide evidence that the linear phase of growth is caused by light limitation only, a
batch culture was exposed to light that increased in intensity in parallel to the increasing
cell density, to extend the length of the exponential phase (Fig. 4.6, black dots). Diminishing
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the decrease in light intensity perceived per cells in this way significantly extends the length
of the exponential growth period, to the extent that under the selected conditions the
exponential growth phase fully replaces the linear growth phase. By changing the gas-phase
of the cultures from CO2 enriched air to nitrogen only (via bubbling with nitrogen gas)
cultures can rapidly be brought to carbon limitation, independent of the light supply. Figure
4.6 shows that cells then instantaneously enter the stationary phase. This experiment
shows that the observed transition from exponential to linear growth indeed is caused
solely by light limitation.
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Figure 4.6. Growth curve of Synechocystis in BG-11 medium in two illumination regimes with 10 mM
TES-KOH pH 8 and air + 1 % CO2 bubbling. White dots: cultures growing at 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1.
Black dots: cultures growing under increasing incident light intensity conditions as indicated by the
vertical grey lines and the light intensity marked at the top in µmol photons m-2 s-1. Grey dotted line,
CO2 supply stop for all cultures. Shown is the average of four individual batch cultures, the standard
deviation was too small to be visible. The numbers in the figure refer to the sampling points at which
cells were analysed with qPCR (see Fig. 4.7).

Lower levels of mRNA for carbon uptake systems in the linear growth phase
Here the level of transcription of several carbon uptake systems was investigated, since
faster growth will be supported by higher rates of carbon fixation. We chose to test the low
Ci inducible ATP-dependent bicarbonate and carbonic acid transporter cmpA, the low Ci
inducible Na+ dependent bicarbonate transporter sbtA and ndhF4, an NADPH
dehydrogenase involved in constitutive CO2 uptake. For this experiment samples were
taken for qPCR from the experiment depicted in figure 4.6. The order of sampling is
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depicted in this figure: (#1) before the light intensity was increased, i.e. when all parallel
cultures were still subject to the same regime; these samples were used as the reference.
Next samples were taken in each illumination condition, just before the conditions were
changed (#2, 3 and 4), followed by one last sample in the (intentionally induced) carbonlimited stationary phase (#5). The qPCR results show that the cultures that were enabled to
continue exponential growth by raising of the incident light intensity, show little to no
(downward) change in the expression levels of the different carbon uptake systems; taking
away the CO2 supply gives rise to a sharp response: Less transcript for the constitutive
transporter NdhF4 and more of the inducible transporter CmpA (Fig. 4.7A). In contrast, in
the control culture where the light intensity was kept constant and the culture transitioned
to linear growth, a consistent decrease in the expression level of the tested carbon uptake
systems was revealed (Fig. 4.7B).
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Figure 4.7. Fold change in expression levels of three Ci transporters at different stages of growth in
Synechocystis, analysed with qPCR. A, changes in expression in cultures growing exponentially at
increasing light intensities (black dots in Fig. 4.6) relative to expression levels at the lowest light
intensity (#1 in Fig. 6). B, changes in expression in linearly growing cultures at low light intensity (open
dots in Fig. 6) relative to the expression levels when growth was still exponential (#1 in Fig. 4.6).
cmpA, encodes sub-unit of the ATP-dependent HCO3- transporter; sbtA, Na+ dependent HCO3transporter; ndhF4, subunit of the NADPH dependent CO2 transporter. Expression levels were
normalized to the expression of the housekeeping gene rnpB. Shown are averages of biological
duplicates with the relevant error range.
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Discussion
Heterotrophic microorganisms that are grown in batch culture have three distinct growth
phases: An optional lag phase, a log phase (also known as the exponential growth phase) in
which there is no nutrient limitation, and a nutrient-limited stationary phase in which cells
do not or barely grow. Photoautotrophic microorganisms on the other hand display an
additional phase known as the linear growth phase, marked by limited and inhomogeneous
availability of the substrate light. Proof that decreased light availability is the effector for
the transition of the exponential- to the linear growth phase is provided here in an
experiment in which, along with cell density, the light intensity was raised, which prolonged
the duration of the exponential growth phase and even prevented the transition because
those cells directly entered the stationary phase.
Growth-phase dependent changes of gene expression for the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 were earlier reported by Foster et al. [235], who observed in a
microarray study that the transcript level of almost all genes related to photosynthesis
decreases in the linear growth phase. A year earlier it was found that expression level of the
isiA and psbA genes fluctuate during growth with high expression levels in the exponential
phase [234]. The present study adds to this that transitions between subsequent phases of
growth are actually accompanied by physiological changes affecting photosynthesis. Chl a
fluorescence, recorded by PAM fluorimetry, showed increased levels of emitted
fluorescence in response to light, as growth progressed, accompanied by a decrease in the
dark re-oxidation rate of PSII. This indicates slightly higher PSII activity relative to
respiratory- and PSI-activity (the two fluxes that oxidize the plastoquinone pool). The
question then arises whether the recorded changes resulted from adaptation at the level of
transcription or translation rather than that they were based on regulation at the posttranslational level. To answer this question we used various analytical techniques: Firstly,
77K fluorescence emission spectroscopy, which provided insight into the positioning of the
phycobilisome light harvesting antenna relative to the two photosystems. The data
obtained show that functional antenna binding to PSII increased when cell density
increased, which connects well to the observed shift of the plastoquinone pool to a more
reduced state in the linear growth phase.
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Additional insight into possible changes in the expression level of photosynthesisrelated proteins was obtained via quantification of some key proteins by quantitative
Western blotting analysis, using PsbA for PSII, PsaC for PSI, and RbcL for RuBisCO to survey
possible changes in carbon fixation. Though Western blotting revealed that a slight
downward trend occurred for the expression level of all proteins tested as growth
progresses, their relative decrease was comparable, indicating that there was no change in
PSI to PSII reaction center ratio, which could have provided an alternative explanation of
the observed reduction of the redox components of the PSII-acceptor side and of the PQ
pool.
Analysis of the transcript abundance of several inorganic carbon transporters, i.e.
the low Ci inducible cmpA [246] and sbtA [247] and the constitutive Ci concentration
insensitive ndhF4 [248] revealed that compared to cells in the exponential phase of growth
(that do have a higher carbon demand), cells that show linear growth show a decrease in
transcript abundance. This implies that a high carbon demand at high growth rates gives
rise to a different regulation than the response to low Ci conditions of both inducible and
constitutive Ci transporters. Under the carbon-limiting conditions induced here, the
expression level of almost all tested carbon uptake systems is lower than in exponentially
growing cells. This demonstrates that a higher carbon demand can also have a stronger
inducing effect on gene transcription of these uptake systems than under carbon limitation.
An interesting trend in the chl a fluorescence parameters is the increasing
apparent photosynthetic yield (φPSII, Table 4.1) as growth progresses. Cultures in the
exponential phase have a somewhat higher F0 value compared to cells from the linear and
late growth phase in diluted cultures. 77K fluorescence emission spectra show high levels of
PBS fluorescence in the exponential phase, which strongly and continuously decreases in
the linear and late growth phases. PAM fluorimetry on cyanobacteria is compromised by
several aspects intrinsic to the photosynthetic machinery of cyanobacteria, making PAM
data more difficult to interpret in these organisms [249]. The most influential one of these
aspects is PBS background fluorescence which causes underestimation of the φPSII by
artificially increasing perceived F0 values [120,249]. The change in φPSII observed here is
most likely another example of PBS background fluorescence interference rather than an
actual increase in φPSII with decreasing growth rate. A second point of interest is that
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cyanobacteria are described to be in state II in the dark, with little binding of the PBS to PSII
[120]. In ambient (growth) light the cells then go to state I, with strong binding of the PBS to
PSII. As a result of this, saturation pulses given in growth light result in higher levels of chl a
fluorescence, due to better energy transfer to PSII, than saturation pulses given in the dark
[120,182]. Yet in this study we only observe this behavior in the linear and late growth
phases (OD730 ≥ 1.2). From 77K fluorescence emission spectra it appears that the proposed
state I transition in the light only occurs in the linear and late growth phases, where PBS
binding to PSII is strong, while cells in the exponential phase remain in state II, with low
levels of PBS binding to PSII and therefore no increase in energy transfer to this
photosystem.
The changes in the photo-physiology that are observed in this study appear to be
mainly based on adaptation of the antenna to photosystem connectivity. In the exponential
phase plentiful light gives rise to photon-energy dissipation as antenna fluorescence,
without signs of lesser transcription or expression of phycobilisome proteins. This confirms
the expression studies conducted by Singh et al. [234] and Foster et al. [235]. The changes
observed in this study in the chl a fluorescence response can be explained by the changes in
antenna binding and the redox state of the plastoquinone pool, but it does not explain why
these changes occur. Cells in the exponential phase are, by definition, light saturated and
the rate-limiting step of photosynthesis will then be on the acceptor side of the PQ pool at
the point of carbon fixation [250,251]. This means that the rate of input of electrons into
the PQ pool should exceed the rate of output, leading to a net reduction of the PQ pool. Yet
this does not happen; instead energy transfer to PSII, and therefor PSII activity, is lowered
to prevent strong reduction of the plastoquinone pool, and to retain balance between
energy production and consumption. This is consistent with our earlier findings that, under
carbon limiting conditions, the plastoquinone pool is more oxidized than under carbon
replete conditions [189]. But this does not explain why the PQ pool becomes more reduced
under light-limited conditions than under light-saturated conditions: One would expect that
if ATP and NADPH production are limiting, the PQ pool would remain oxidized. These
findings indicate that the conditions on the acceptor side of the PQ pool, such as ATP and
NADPH consumption are dominant in determining the rate of energy transfer to PSII, and as
a result, the PQ pool redox state.
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In recent years the interest in phototrophic microorganisms for biotechnological
applications has increased strongly [4,222,252]. Their independence from arable land and
the higher photosynthetic yield on light compared to plants, make algae and cyanobacteria
ideal candidates for CO2-based biomass and biofuel production [253]. Improving growth
and biomass- or product formation in large scale cultures is a main priority in this field of
research. One way to improve growth is to alleviate rate-limiting steps, for instance by
increasing the rate of carbon fixation. Work along such lines was reported by Durão et al.
[254] via mutagenesis of Rubisco, which indeed led to an increase in the rate of oxygen
evolution in the transgenic strains. However, no effect on the maximal growth rate of the
engineered cells was observed. Yet the growth curve provided as the basis for this
conclusion shows no more than two data points from the exponential phase of growth; the
rest of the curve shows linear growth in which light supply rather than carbon fixation was
limiting growth. Therefore, it remains to be seen whether this strain, when studied under
light-saturated- and nutrient replete conditions, will demonstrate a higher maximal growth
rate. This is another illustration that in many studies the exact growth phase of a cell culture
matters, both in fundamental and applied research. Several studies with transgenic biofuelproducing cyanobacteria have already shown that product yields and carbon partitioning to
product can differ between growth phases [18,236,237]. The variations in product yield
over the course of growth in batch can also differ between different products of interest
[18,236] and determining the optimal growth phase for harvesting of any particular product
could be very helpful in optimizing production and product yield.

Materials and Methods
Strains and culture conditions
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was grown as a batch culture in a photobioreactor [255] at a
temperature of 30°C. Growth was in continuous white fluorescent light (30 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 incident light) in BG-11 mineral medium [163] with 10 mM Na2CO3. Mixing was
established with a stream of sparged air, enriched with 1 % CO2 at a rate of 20 L h-1. In the
experiment where the exponential phase was extended Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was
grown as a batch culture in a multicultivator (PSI) in BG-11 mineral medium with 10 mM
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TES-KOH pH 8; the culture was bubbled with 1 % CO2 enriched air. Growth was in
continuous white fluorescent light which was increased manually in parallel to increasing
cell density.

PAM fluorimetry
100 ml aliquots of the Synechocystis cultures were taken at different times during growth,
thus covering different growth phases. At higher cell densities chl a fluorescence was
recorded from samples as is and from samples that were diluted to an OD730 = 0.45 prior to
recording. At cell densities below OD730 = 0.45, chl a fluorescence was recorded as is and
recalculated to OD730 = 0.45 for the comparison in figure 4.2B. Collected samples were
placed in a small flat panel vessel with a light-path of 3 cm. The vessel was placed in
between two 660 nm LED light sources to ensure a constant light climate inside the vessel.
The culture was mixed by a stream of sparged air, enriched with 1 % CO2 at a rate of 10 L h-1
and by a magnetic stirring device. The monitoring optical fiber of the PAM-100/103
fluorescence monitoring instrument (Walz, Germany) was placed against the side of the
vessel, perpendicular to the light sources. The vessel was equipped with a rapid sampler,
used for PQ redox state determination, as well as a syringe with a long needle for rapid
DCMU addition (see Fig. S4.2 for a schematic of this set-up). At the start of the experiments
the cultures were dark-adapted for 30 minutes, after which the cultures were exposed to 3
minutes of illumination at growth light intensity (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1), followed by 3
minutes of illumination at high light intensity (300 µmol photons m-2 s-1). At 1.5 minutes
before the light conditions changed a saturation pulse (2,000 µmol photons m-2 s-1),
generated by the same LED lamps that secured the actinic light, was applied to determine
FM. After the light treatments the culture was incubated in the dark for 3 minutes followed
by a final treatment with 20 µM 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU, Sigma) at
growth light intensity (see Fig. S4.3 for a schematic representation of this regime).

PQ pool redox state measurements
Samples for the determination of the PQ pool redox state were taken during the PAM
fluorimetry experiment, as described above and indicated in figure S4.3. Samples were
taken shortly before application of the saturating pulse in the dark-adapted state and
during growth-light- and high-light illumination. During dark adaptation, before chl a
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fluorescence measurements, samples were taken and fully reduced with NaBH4 to
determine the size of the PQ pool. For plastoquinol (PQH2) extraction, detection and
subsequent PQ pool redox state analysis the method as described earlier in Schuurmans et
al. [189] was used. In short, samples were quenched in an ice-cold mixture of 1:1 (v/v)
methanol/petroleum ether (PE), followed by vortexing and centrifugation. The top PE phase
was transferred to an N2-flushed glass tube and the PE extraction was repeated. PE phases
were pooled and dried under a continuous stream of N2 gas. Dried samples were resuspended in hexanol and the PQH2 was detected using HPLC with fluorescence detection
(excitation/emission was set at 290/330 nm). The PQ pool redox state was calculated using
the PQH2 values obtained from fully (NaBH4) reduced samples as a 100 % reference.

77K fluorescence emission analysis
For 77K fluorescence analysis samples were taken at different growth phases and diluted to
a final OD730 of 0.15 in BG-11 medium with glycerol (final concentration 30 % (v/v)) and
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. The samples were analyzed in an OLIS 500
spectrofluorimeter, equipped with a Dewar cell. This fluorimeter always generates a peak
within the first 50 nm of the recorded emission spectra, irrelevant of the excitation
wavelength or the start of emission spectra acquisition. Because this phenomenon is
consistent and independent of the sample conditions it has been deemed an artifact, in this
study the artifact is visible at 620 nm. PBS-specific excitation light was used at 590 nm, and
fluorescence emission spectra were recorded between 600 and 750 nm, a wavelength
domain in which the phycobilisomes (655 nm, pc and 665 nm, apc), PSII (696 nm), and PSI
(720 nm) show well-separated emission peaks. Peak de-convolution was performed using
the

peak

fitting

add-in

for

excel

from

the

site:

http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/software/eXPFit.htm on the different peaks, in order to assay
the degree of coupling of the PBS to PSII and PSI.

Western blotting
Cell samples were taken from the Synechocystis culture at different growth phases to a final
OD730 of 60 in 1 ml. Samples were spun down (10 min, 3500 g) and resuspended in 50 mM
MES buffer, pH 6.5. The cells were broken by four passages through a French pressure cell
at 12,000 p.s.i. The protein concentration of the cell free extracts was determined with a
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Pierce BCA assay and 10 µg of protein was loaded onto 15 % SDS-PAGE gels. Gels were run
for 2 hours at 10 mA per gel and proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes by
wet blotting at 50 mA overnight. Blots were stained with antibodies elicited against AtpB
and PsbA or PsaC. Blots with antibodies against RbcL were conducted without AtpB because
these proteins are of approximately the same size. For each antibody at least 3 blots were
made. GARPO (goat-anti-rabbit-peroxidase) was used as the secondary antibody.
Visualization was achieved using a supersensitive chemo-luminescence kit (Thermo) and a
LiCor Odyssey FC Imager. Band intensity was determined in triplicate using ImageJ software.
Band intensities of the different proteins were normalized to the band intensity of AtpB.
RbcL band intensity was normalized to AtpB from AtpB-PsbA blots which were conducted
simultaneously.

Transcript analysis by qRT-PCR
Synechocystis cells were harvested at the different time points indicated in figure 4.6, and
rapidly concentrated to a uniform final OD730 = 3.3 in 1 ml and opened by bead-beating with
intervals for cooling, cell debris was removed by centrifugation. Prior to use, the glass beads
were washed in 4N HCl and ethanol and autoclaved twice. RNA was isolated using the
RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) and further used to prepare cDNA with the RevertAid First Strand
cDNA 13 Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific). RNA quantity was determined on a Nanodrop
1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and quality assessed on a 1 % agarose gel to
confirm RNA integrity. For cDNA formation the RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Thermo Scientific) was used with the M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase and random hexamer
primers. The cDNA yield was analyzed by qRT-PCR in an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real Time
PCR system using the Power SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies) employing
gene specific primers. Gene specific primers were designed with Primer3 software (Life
Technologies) (Table S4.1) for the ATP dependent HCO3 transporter sub-unit cmpA, the Na+
dependent HCO3 transporter sbtA, the NADPH dependent CO2 transporter sub-unit ndhF4
and the housekeeping gene rnpB [256]. The relative abundance was calculated and
normalized to rnpB which is used as a housekeeping control [256] in samples from different
conditions or different mutant strains.
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Figure S4.1: Batch culture sampling scheme. Growth curve of Synechocystis WT growing in batch with
incident white light at 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 in BG-11 medium with 10 mM Na2CO3, bubbled with air
+ 1 % CO2 at 30 °C. The open circles indicate the time points at which samples were taken for further
measurements, at the closed circles only the optical density was measured.
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Figure S4.2: schematic representation of the PAM-set-up. A: front view; B: side view. 1, inlet for 1 %
CO2 enriched Air supply (10 L.h-1); 2, Syringe; 3, Rapid sampler; 4, Flat panel vessel; 5, Hollow glass
rods; 6, location of the PAM light guide fiber; 7, Stirring magnet; 8, LED panels.
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Figure S4.3: Schematic representation of results of measurement of variable chl a fluorescence.
Typical example of a chl a fluorescence trace of Synechocystis as acquired in this study. SP, saturating
pulse; GL, growth intensity actinic red light (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1); HL, high actinic red light (300
µmol photons m-2 s-1); Loff, actinic light is switched off; GL+DCMU, 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 red light +
20 µM DCMU. Ft, fluorescence level at any given time; F0, fluorescence level in the dark; FM, level of
fluorescence acquired with a saturating pulse in the dark; FM’, level of fluorescence acquired with a
saturating pulse in the light; FMD, level of fluorescence acquired in the presence of DCMU and GL. FV,
variable fluorescence (FM-F0); FVD, variable fluorescence (FMD-F0); npq, non-photochemical quenching.
Stars, sampling points for determination of the PQ redox state.

Name
cmpA
sbtA
ndhF4

Sequence 5' - 3', forward primer
ATCCTGACACCGATATTGACCTACT
CCGGAAGATAATCGGGTCAA
CCCCCATTTCAGTGATATTTTGA

Sequence 5' - 3', reverse primer
CGCATGCCCTGGACTGTT
GGCAGGGCCTTGTAAACTTTCT
TGTTATTTATGAGCATTGGTTCGATT

Table S4.1. Primers used for qPCR analysis.
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Abstract
Cellulose has a great potential as a macromolecular biofuel or biofuel precursor. Consisting
entirely of polymerized glucose molecules and deposited extracellularly and in a highly pure
form by a wide array of bacteria, cellulose provides a non-soluble high-energy compound
for a variety of biotechnological applications. One of the earliest accounts on cellulose
production in a cyanobacterium describes the filamentous biofilm forming cyanobacteria
Crinalium epipsammum, which can accumulate ~20 % of its dry weight as cellulose. In this
study we aimed to improve this figure by exposing C. epipsammum to a variety of
physiological conditions and stresses. By a combination of several conditions, which on
their own showed only minor improvements, the cellulose content of C. epipsammum was
raised to 40 % of dry weight. C. epipsammum was also evaluated for its potential for largescale cultivation.

Key words:
Crinalium epipsammum, cyanobacteria, cellulose, biofuel, physiology
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Introduction
Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on Earth and it is produced by many different
organisms, ranging from α- and γ proteobacteria, cyanobacteria, firmicutes, to plants and
even some animals [65]. As a macromolecular biofuel and/or a precursor of liquid biofuel,
cellulose is an interesting candidate. In bacteria it is deposited just outside the cell
envelope. In this way the production of cellulose does not depend on intracellular storage
capacity and the cells do not have to be destroyed in order to enable harvesting. Although
much is known about cellulose production in plants and heterotrophic bacteria, little
research has been conducted on cellulose production in cyanobacteria. In recent years this
subject has gained attention, mainly because of the increased interest in cyanobacteria for
sustainability applications. Yet most of the studies on cellulose production focus on genetic
modification of an organism for heterologous expression of cellulose biosynthesis genes
[25,26,28]. However, one of the first detailed reports on cellulose production in
cyanobacteria describes a cyanobacterial isolate, Crinalium epipsammum that accumulates
cellulose to ~20 % of its dry weight [23]. This is still higher than currently described for
transgenic organisms, with the highest cellulose content reported to be ~13 % of dry weight
[28]. Therefore, in order to maximize cellulose production in C. epipsammum, the cellulose
producing capacity was tested in this study by altering physiological conditions and the
nutrient composition of the growth medium. We will also explore the potential of C.
epipsammum for industrial-scale production.
C. epipsammum was isolated in 1990 from algal crusts that grow on the sand
surface of blow-out dunes near The Hague, The Netherlands [23]. These algal crusts are
characterized by harsh growth conditions, especially with respect to water availability, large
temperature fluctuations, and low nutrient availability. Survival in such environments
requires specific adaptations. While C. epipsammum cannot fix nitrogen from the air this
organism has adapted to a lifestyle with low nitrogen supply - the most important nutrient
after carbon. This is, for instance, reflected in the cells’ low phycobiliprotein content and
the absence of phycoerythrin. C. epipsammum also has a thick cell wall, which allows for its
unusual morphology of flat rectangular cells (see further below). This cell wall presumably
aids in the cells’ ability to withstand desiccation [257]. The sub-cellular location of the
cellulose in C. epipsammum is uncertain. While in other bacteria cellulose is exuded outside
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the cell, this was reported not to be the case in C. epipsammum. It was hypothesized that
the cellulose might be an integral part of the cell envelope [23]. An exopolysaccharide
matrix, which may include cellulose, is important for terrestrial algae and cyanobacteria
such as C. epipsammum for various reasons: It allows cells to adhere to a surface and it
facilitates biofilm formation and increases the water-retaining capacity of the cells that
helps to overcome periods of drought [40]. This also implies that cellulose production
should be common in algal crusts. Therefore, we returned to the original habitat from
which C. epipsammum has been isolated in order to attempt to re-isolate this
cyanobacterium, as well as other cellulose-producing phototrophic organisms.
The cellulose biosynthesis process itself has also received a great deal of attention
throughout the years. The focus in this work, however, has mostly been on the cellulose
synthase protein itself, which is also the only protein known as indispensable for the
production of this polymer, and not all of the supportive proteins and their function are
known. Cellulose synthases and some related enzymes such as chitin synthases and class I
and II hyaluronan synthases (HAS) are processive β-glycosyltransferases (PGBTs); members
of the 2-glycosyltransferase family [65]. These enzymes are integral membrane proteins
with multiple transmembrane domains, sharing the conserved D,D,D,QXXRW motif, with
spaced aspartic acid residues, followed by the QXXRW core, within a cytosolic catalytic
region [56,60]. Their catalytic domain is the only part of the protein that shows amino acid
sequence conservation between related species. To allow for a quick analysis of newly
identified strains it would be most convenient when they could be screened for the
presence of a cellulose synthase gene. For this purpose we designed DNA primers based on
the conserved regions of the cellulose synthase genes of various cyanobacteria. In 2013, C.
epipsammum PCC 9333 was sequenced as a part of an extensive study [258]. C.
epipsammum PCC 9333 and C. epipsammum SAG22.89, the latter which was used in this
study, both originate from the isolate described by de Winder et al. [23]. Analysis of the PCC
9333 sequence, which was deposited at the NCBI, revealed that C. epipsammum possibly
contains three cellulose synthase genes, one with a plant-like cellulose synthase catalytic
domain plus a regulatory domain, and two with a bacterial cellulose synthase domain (see
General Introduction of this thesis for details on the characteristics of these domains).
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Based in part on these Crinalium sequences, primers were designed that should be able to
identify cellulose synthase genes in other organisms.

Results
Optimization of the enzymatic assay for quantitation of the cellular amount of cellulose
In the literature several protocols have been published for cellulose detection and
quantification in cyanobacteria, using an enzymatic method. We selected two different
protocols and tested their suitability and efficiency. The protocol from Nobles and Brown
[25] uses an aqueous solution of cellulase from Trichoderma reesei ATCC 26921, named
Celluclast (Sigma-Aldrich) in order to degrade the extracellular cellulose of whole-cell
samples overnight at 50 °C in a sodium acetate buffer at pH 5. This protocol prescribes the
inclusion of a negative control without cellulose. The second, a protocol published by
Kawano et al. [41] is based on partial lysis of the producing cells by lysozyme treatment and
sonication, followed by overnight treatment with proteinase K. Subsequently, glycogen is
degraded by glucoamylase overnight at 37 °C and finally cellulose is hydrolyzed with
chromatographically purified cellulase derived from Trichoderma reesei for 96 hours at 37
°C in a sodium acetate buffer at pH 5.2. This latter protocol assumes that the glucose
liberated after the two enzyme treatments originates from glycogen and cellulose, in that
order. Both protocols use a glucose assay kit to determine the liberated glucose.
In order to select the best protocol for our purpose, we tested them using a
homemade

solution

of

cellulase

from

Trichoderma

viride

(Sigma-Aldrich,

not

-1

chromatographically purified) at 1 mg ml final concentration as well as the commercial
Celluclast solution (Sigma-Aldrich) with a final concentration of 5 µl ml-1, which corresponds
to the concentrations used in the literature. We compared the yield of glucose obtained
with the two different protocols on known amounts of crystalline cellulose over time and
on C. epipsammum cell cultures, after 24 and 96 hours, respectively (Fig. 5.1A). From this
comparison we concluded that the simple assay conditions from Nobles and Brown [25]
gave the best results, and hence we proceeded with this assay. Next we tested the rate of
cellulose degradation by the different enzymes on pure crystalline cellulose in known
concentrations, the glucose background signal of the cellulase enzymes and liberation of
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cellulose from C. epipsammum over time (Fig. 5.1B,C). We found that degradation of pure
cellulose by these enzymes was always incomplete, but the amount of liberated glucose
hardly increased between 48 and 96 hours with the use of Celluclast (Fig. 5.1B). Addition of
more cellulase after 24 hours did not increase the amount of cellulose degradation (data
not shown). Furthermore, the cellulase enzyme from Trichoderma viride [41] performed
better on the crystalline cellulose (Fig. 5.1C), possibly because it was added in much higher
concentrations (6 U/ml vs 0.005 U/ml), however, the background signal of this latter
cellulase solution was also significantly higher than with the use of Celluclast, while the
amount of liberated glucose from C. epipsammum cell cultures was similar. We decided to
continue with the assay based on Nobles and Brown [25] (i.e. the Celluclast enzyme) at an
incubation time of 48 hours.
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Figure 5.1. Glucose liberated from cellulose using different assays and enzymes. A, comparison of the
Nobles and Brown [25] and Kawano et al. [41] protocols on 200 µg of crystalline cellulose; samples
were taken 24, 48 and 96 hours after addition of cellulase. Cell pellets of C. epipsammum were also
tested and samples were taken 24 (Nobles) or 96 (Kawano) hours after addition of cellulase, as
prescribed by the respective assays. B and C, degradation (rate) and background signals of Celluclast
(Nobles and Brown), and cellulase (Kawano), respectively, on 0.5 and 1 mg of crystalline cellulose and
cell pellets of C. epipsammum after 24, 48 and 96 hours. Ce, C. epipsammum, data is displayed as µg
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glucose per mg dry weight; bg, background. Data were derived from triplicate measurements; error
bars show standard deviation.

Optimization of cellulose production in C. epipsammum
C. epipsammum can grow both in liquid medium and on a solid substrate. To test under
which condition most cellulose is produced, the growth of C. epipsammum was followed in
liquid culture and the cellulose content was determined in the different growth phases in
cells harvested from liquid medium and after a week of incubation on a solid substrate.
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Figure 5.2. A: growth curve of C. epipsammum in liquid 0.5 BG-11 medium containing 2 mM sodium
nitrate (see Methods section). Black arrows indicate sampling times for cellulose determination. B:
Cellulose content of C. epipsammum during different stages of growth in liquid medium and after
incubation on a solid substrate. For this latter experiment 0.5 mg DW of cells was deposited on a
nylon membrane filter, which was placed on solid agar medium with the same nutrient composition
as the liquid medium used in A, and was incubated for 7 days. All experiments were conducted in
triplicate.

Figure 5.2A shows the growth curve of C. epipsammum displaying a classical
cyanobacterial growth curve with a lag phase, an exponential phase with a growth rate of
0.017 h-1 and a long light-limited phase of linear growth, which gradually transitions into the
nutrient-limited stationary phase. Figure 5.2B shows that the cellulose content of the cell
increases from around 10 % of dry weight in the early stages of growth to a little over 30 %
of the cell dry weight in the very late linear or early stationary growth phase. This cellulose
content is 1.5 times higher than previously reported [23]. Incubation of the cells on a solid
substrate showed that the cells formed intermediate cellulose contents of about 20 % of
dry weight. When grown in liquid culture, C. epipsammum tends to aggregate during the
later stages of growth, causing it to stick to the side of the shake flask and form clumps (Fig.
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5.3A). This may be caused by shear stress, generated by shaking, because aggregation is
stronger in larger flasks in which shaking occurs with larger amplitude than in small flasks.
The different aggregates were tested for their cellulose content. Samples were taken from
the spent medium, of clumps that were ‘fished’ out and of attached cells that were scraped
from the glass wall of the Erlenmeyer. Cellulose was mostly produced and/or accumulated
in the free-floating aggregates (Fig. 5.3B).
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wall growth
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300

200

100

0

liquid wall growth clump
Figure 5.3: A: Liquid culture of C. epipsammum in stationary phase with aggregated cells. B: cellulose
content of the different types of aggregate in the C. epipsammum culture shown in panel A.

To further increase the cellulose content of the cells and optimize growth
conditions for C. epipsammum we tested different growth concentrations with respect to
the nutrients from the BG-11 nutrient mix, the pH and inorganic carbon conditions. Also, we
applied and tested several stress conditions (Table 5.1).
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BG-11 (times)

pH

NaHCO3 (mM)

K2HPO4 (µM)

NaNO3 (mM)

NaCl (mM)

end OD730

µmax

µaverage

0.2

1.51 ± 0.22

0.032 ± 0.006

0.018 ± 0.008

cellulose
content (mg g-1)
22 ± 1.0

0.5

1.53 ± 0.37

0.029 ± 0.001

0.018 ± 0.007

18 ± 1.7

1

1.04 ± 0.25

0.025 ± 0.002

0.015 ± 0.006

27 ± 0.6

7

1.80 ± 0.18

0.047 ± 0.005

0.028 ± 0.011

16 ± 1.9

7.5

2.42 ± 0.16

0.047 ± 0.005

0.024 ± 0.013

12 ± 0.9

8

2.25 ± 0.24

0.043 ± 0.002

0.023 ± 0.010

13 ± 1.9

0

1.28 ± 0.44

0.034 ± 0.002

0.023 ± 0.009

26 ± 9.3

10

0.94 ± 0.04

0.023 ± 0.001

0.011 ± 0.007

25 ± 1.1

20

0.40 ± 0.10

0.016 ± 0.001

0.007 ± 0.005

62 ± 21

0

0.20 ± 0.01

0.019 ± 0.002

0.008 ± 0.006

97 ± 11

100

1.25 ± 0.12

0.029 ± 0.003

0.019 ± 0.005

18 ± 1.6

200

1.32 ± 0.10

0.027 ± 0.003

0.021 ± 0.004

18 ± 2.1

0

0.16 ± 0.02

0.014 ± 0.005

0.003 ± 0.005

234 ± 9

0.1

0.47 ± 0.05

0.022 ± 0.001

0.009 ± 0.007

41 ± 13

1

1.31 ± 0.07

0.033 ± 0.002

0.015 ± 0.010

29 ± 1.8

2

1.28 ± 0.11

0.025 ± 0.003

0.016 ± 0.004

18 ± 1.4

5

1.24 ± 0.19

0.025 ± 0.001

0.015 ± 0.007

24 ± 3

10

0.85 ± 0.08

0.032 ± 0.005

0.018 ± 0.008

31 ± 0.4

30

0.53 ± 0.18

0.030 ± 0.002

0.018 ± 0.010

42 ± 3.3

50

0.69 ± 0.08

0.034 ± 0.006

0.014 ± 0.008

1±3

100

0.10 ± 0.01

0.009 ± 0.001

0.001 ± 0.005

3 ± 0.32

Table 5.1. Growth and cellulose content of C. epipsammum under various nutrient conditions. The
growth experiments ran for 7 ± 0.7 days and were performed in triplicate. By default the growth
medium contained 0.5 times BG-11 with 2 mM NaNO3, 5 mM NaHCO3 and a starting pH of 7.5. Values
in the table indicate the final concentration of the varied nutrient. Shown are final optical density,
maximal growth rate, growth rate over 7 days and the cellulose content at the end of the experiment
expressed in mg cellulose per gram dry weight.

Cellulose content of the cells in all these experiments with varying nutrient
conditions and applied stresses were lower than the cellulose content of stationary
‘clumpy’ cultures. For logistic reasons, experiments with different nutrient conditions were
conducted in 100 ml shake flasks while the other experiments were done in 300 ml shake
flasks. The gentler shaking in the smaller flasks may explain the lower levels of cellulose.
When looking at table 5.1 in closer detail it can be concluded that C. epipsammum grows
best at low BG-11 concentrations, at a pH of around 7.5 and without the addition of
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NaHCO3. In fact, a bicarbonate concentration higher than 5 mM has a negative effect on
growth. This negative effect on growth is not solely caused by the increased concentration
of sodium ions, because addition of sodium chloride at these concentrations lowers the
final density of the culture but does not affect the growth rate. When dissolved,
bicarbonate equilibrates with the ambient air and the CO2 escapes, leaving hydroxide ions
behind, resulting in alkalization of the medium. Alkalization of the medium in combination
with an increase in sodium ion concentration may be the cause of the impaired growth at
high bicarbonate concentrations. Table 5.1 also shows that nutrient deprivation increases
the cellulose content relative to nutrient replete conditions. However, it should be taken
into account that nutrient deprivation prevents growth and will lead to a low cell density in
the culture.
To test the effect of humidity and drought stress, cells from late linear phase liquid
cultures were filtered on small (25 mm diameter) nylon filter disks, washed with nitratefree BG-11, and placed on a 0.5 % (w/v) agarose substrate, containing a number of
variations of the BG-11 medium in order to combine different stress conditions. The cells
were grown for 1 week in an illuminated desiccator (30 µmol photons m-2 s-1) containing
saturated aqueous solutions of CaCl2 (to impose a humidity of 29 %) or CuSO4 · 5 H2O (98 %
humidity) (Table 5.2). In these experiments low humidity did not affect cellulose content of
the cells. The agar substrate on which the filters were placed dried out more at 29 %
humidity than at 98 % humidity but did not fully desiccate. In order, however, to test the
conditions of desiccation more thoroughly the filters may need to be placed on a thinner
agar layer to achieve complete dehydration. In contrast, nitrogen deprivation resulted in a
marked increase of cellulose content of up to 40 % of the dry weight (Table 5.2), which is
higher than achieved through shear stress (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). The cells for the humidity
experiment were harvested from stationary phase cultures that were grown in large shake
flasks. These cultures have been exposed to shear stress during cultivation and should
already have a high cellulose content at the start of the desiccation experiment. The high
cellulose content observed should therefore be interpreted as a result of combination of
shear stress, nitrogen deprivation and low humidity. However, addition of extra carbon in
the form of bicarbonate had a negative effect on the cellulose content. Since high
bicarbonate and sodium ion concentrations have a negative effect on growth and only a
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minimal effect on cellulose content (Table 5.1). The presence of high concentrations of
bicarbonate may have caused damage and stress to the cells without stimulating cellulose
production.

BG-11 composition

29 %

98 %

standard

145 ± 4

219 ± 62

0 mM NaNO3

413 ± 39

392 ± 88

20 mM NaHCO3

48 ± 13

49 ± 13

0 mM NaNO3, 20 mM NaHCO3

247 ± 27

232 ± 2

Table 5.2. Cellulose content (mg cellulose per gram dry weight) of C. epipsammum grown on solid
medium at 29 and 98 % humidity under various nutrient conditions. Standard: 0.5 times BG-11 with 2
mM NaNO3 and no NaHCO3.

At yields of ~30 % cellulose per gram DW C. epipsammum would be an interesting
candidate for industrial application, even though it grows slower than other cyanobacterial
lab strains such as Synechocystis, which has a doubling time of ~8 h versus ~15 h for C.
epipsammum. In order to test the potential of C. epipsammum as a commercial cellulose
producing strain the culture was scaled up to 20 L with stirring and air bubbling and
subsequently to 300 L in a horizontal tubular photobioreactor. In the latter case 0.5 x BG-11
medium was used with 4.25 mM NaNO3 and 2.5 mM NaHCO3. The 20 L culture of C.
epipsammum grew slowly (doubling time of 45 h) to a final OD730 of ~1. This was probably
due to light limitation caused by self-shading in the large culture flask. The trichomes of C.
epipsammum were much longer than those in the shake flasks, which was probably due to
the low shear stress. The lack of shear stress was also reflected in the cellulose content (~70
mg (g DW)-1) of the cells grown in the 20 L culture flask. In the tubular photobioreactor C.
epipsammum grew well and reached a final OD730 of ~5.5 in only 2 weeks. However, at the
end of the experiment the culture became contaminated by a green alga. This contaminant
increased in number and finally replaced C. epipsammum. The contaminant was identified
as Haematococcus, a green alga that produces large quantities of the antioxidant
astaxanthin, and is cultivated on large scale because of this property.

Identifying novel cellulose producing strains
After isolation and identification of C. epipsammum from the dune blowouts near The
Hague, The Netherlands in 1990, the isolated strain was deposited in the Göttingen algae
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collection (SAG22.89) [23]. In an attempt to re-isolate C. epipsammum from that
environment, as well as other potentially cellulose-producing phototrophic microorganisms,
we returned to the site in 2012. While we were unable to re-isolate C. epipsammum, 4 new
strains were isolated and obtained in culture (Fig. 5.4). These strains were named dune
strain (DS) 1-4. Their absorption spectra revealed that all isolated dune strains have an
absorption spectrum that is similar to that of green algae, which shows peaks for
chlorophyll a (chl a; 435 and 680 nm) and chlorophyll b (chl b; 450 and 660 nm) while C.
epipsammum shows peaks for chlorophyll a and phycocyanin (630 nm), with a shoulder
caused by the presence of carotenoids around 500 nm. The isolated strains did all produce
cellulose, but not nearly as much as C. epipsammum (Table 5.3). The isolated strains were
identified by BaseClear (Leiden, The Netherlands) based on the ribosomal ITS region. DS1
was identified as Coccomyxa subellipsoidea, DS3 as Coccomyxa chodatii and DS4 as
Pseudococcomyxa simplex. For DS2 no ITS amplification product was formed and the strain
could not be identified.
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DS 1

C. epipsammum
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Figure 5.4. Bright field microscope images of the different strains used in this study. Magnification:
100-fold. The spectra show the room temperature absorption spectra of the dune strains and C.
epipsammum.
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DS1
DS2
DS3
DS4

Standard

20 mM NaHCO3

0 mM NaNO3

100 mM NaCl

end
OD730

end
OD730

end
OD730

end
OD730

1.61 ±
0.22
2.39 ±
0.23
1.88 ±
0.18
1.30 ±
0.16

cellulose
content
(mg g-1)
46 ± 4
67 ± 1
38 ± 4
44 ± 5

0.10 ±
0.03
2.00 ±
0.24
0.34 ±
0.03
0.33 ±
0.08

cellulose
content
(mg g-1)
17 ± 3
76 ± 9
77 ± 6
89 ± 18

0.82 ±
0.07
0.90 ±
0.15
0.87 ±
0.06
0.69 ±
0.09

cellulose
content
(mg g-1)
112 ± 3
132 ± 8
140 ± 10
127 ± 74

0.40 ±
0.04
1.84 ±
0.22
1.30 ±
0.08
0.58 ±
0.17

cellulose
content
(mg g-1)
120 ± 15
81 ± 1
48 ± 4
96 ± 10

Table 5.3. Growth and cellulose content of the isolated dune strains under various nutrient conditions.
The growth experiments ran for ~7 days and were performed in triplicate. The standard growth
medium contained 0.5 fold BG-11 with 2 mM NaNO3, 5 mM NaHCO3 and a starting pH of 7.5. The final
optical density and the cellulose content in mg per gram dry weight at the end of the experiment are
shown.

Identifying cellulose synthase genes from cyanobacteria
As a screening method for the presence for cellulose producing strains, the presence of
cellulose synthase genes was screened by PCR using DNA primers based on consensus
sequences. The low overall homology and the small size of the conserved motifs make
screening for cellulose synthase genes difficult in organisms that have not been sequenced
and annotated. Sequence conservation of the gene coding for cellulose synthase among
cyanobacteria and green alga proved to be too low to enable the design of primers.
However, at the amino acid level some small conserved motifs were found (Fig. 5.5). Using
amino acid sequences found through Blast searches, based on CelA4 from Arabidopsis
thaliana and BcsA from Gluconacetobacter xylinus, two sets of degenerate primers were
designed that correspond to consensus sequences of proteins containing a bacterial
cellulose synthase domain (BcsA) and proteins that contain a plant-like cellulose synthase
domain (CelA) (Table 5.4). The first generation of primers that were designed contained a
considerable level of degeneracy (Table 5.4) but yielded virtually no product in any of the
strains tested (data not shown). Hence, the degeneracy was minimized in the second
generation of primers (Table 5.4) and PCR analysis was conducted on the isolated dune
strains and Crinalium epipsammum. As a negative control, samples of Synechocystis sp. PCC
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6803 were used because this organism does not contain cellulose synthase genes. However,
none of the primer pairs gave an amplification product in C. epipsammum, even though the
cellulose synthase gene of this organism was used for the primer design. Amplification
occurred but the size of the amplified bands was often slightly larger than expected and aspecific amplification was frequently observed with the CelA-type primers. Further
optimization of the PCR conditions failed to improve the observed results (data not shown).

Figure 5.5. Alignment logo of part of the catalytic domain of the cellulose synthase of cyanobacteria:
The larger the letter the more conserved the respective amino acid. Regions used for primer design
are marked with yellow boxes. Colors: Black, aliphatic; red, acidic; blue, basic; orange, sulfur
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containing; green, other. This logo is based on the catalytic domain of CelA from 14 different
cyanobacteria.

name

sequence

Degen-

direction

eracy

amino

acid

consensus

pCela1

CAYGCIAARGCIGGIAAYMTNAAY

128

Forward

HAKAGNLN

pCela2

TTYGAYGCIGAYTTYRTICCN

128

Forward

DADFIP

pCela3

CYTGIARIGTICCNYTNSCCC

512

Reverse

WARGTLQ

pCela4

AATGCTAAAGCAGGCAATCTCAAT

0

Forward

HAKAGNLN

pCela5

TTTGATGCTGATTTTATTCC

0

Forward

FDADFIP

pCela6

TTTTAAAGTTCCTTCTGCCC

0

Reverse

WARGTLQ

pBcsa1

GGIGGNAARKCIGGNGCIYTNAAY

1024

Forward

GGKSGALN

pBcsa2

YTIGAYGCIGAYGCICARSTN

128

Forward

FDADAKV

pBcsa3

CYTGIWRICCICCYTCNGCCC

64

Reverse

WAEGGLQ

pBcsa4

GGYGGTAAATCMGGSGCKCTTAAT

16

Forward

GGKSGALN

pBcsa5

TTYGATGCTGATGCTCAACT

2

Forward

FDADAKV

pBcsa6

YTGRTATCCTCCTTCWGCCC

8

Reverse

WAEGGLQ

Table 5.4. First- (1-3) and second- (4-6) generation primers for screening of cellulose synthase
encoding genes from cyanobacteria and green algae. Special nucleotides are marked in grey; N=ACTG,
Y=CT, R=AG, M=AC, S=GC, K=TG, W=AT, I= inosine, which binds C A or T. Degeneracy is the number of
unique oligonucleotides in the primer mixture.

Discussion
Strain selection for industrial production of algal or cyanobacterial products depends largely
on the desired product, whether it is biomass, low molecular weight fuel, fatty acids or high
value products, but some features are generally preferred. The ideal strain should grow
fast, be resistant to shear stress and the growth of contaminating organisms, produce a
valuable product, be tolerant to salt and sediment quickly when left to stand for cheap
harvesting [168,259,260]. C. epipsammum does not meet all these criteria. It is sensitive to
salt and shear stress and grows only in low salt- and low-nutrient medium, in a bubble
column or airlift photobioreactor (i.e. not in photobioreactors that are mechanically stirred
with pumps, R.M. Schuurmans, unpublished). However, C. epipsammum does grow
reasonably fast with an average exponential growth rate of around 0.02 h-1 and a maximum
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of 0.047 h-1 (Table 5.1), corresponding to doubling times of 35 and 15 h, respectively. Also,
the trichomes sink rapidly and the culture sediments within 24 h (R.M. Schuurmans,
unpublished). The culture produces the high-energy extracellular product cellulose up to
levels of 40 % of the cellular dry weight. A major concern in large-scale cultivation of
phototrophic microorganisms is the risk of infection and subsequent consumption of the
product by the invader. In nature, C. epipsammum grows in association with many other
microorganisms yet this does not harm its growth or cellulose production. In fact, the
addition of heterotrophic bacteria to axenic cultures of Microcystis has been reported to
stimulate EPS production and reconstitute colony formation [261]. This implies that the
(minor) presence of heterotrophic bacteria in C. epipsammum cultures may not pose a
threat and an axenic culture is not a strict requirement for large scale cultivation of this
organism, provided that the contamination remains minor and does not outgrow or
consume C. epipsammum. Additionally, C. epipsammum favors low nutrient conditions,
specifically low nitrogen conditions, which is the main constituent of the nutrients of BG-11
medium. This could lower the cost of the medium and the environmental burden for largescale biomass production with this organism. Hence, C. epipsammum could be an
interesting candidate for large-scale cultivation, but for which application would this
organism be most suited?
The most straightforward application would be to grow C. epipsammum biomass
to a high density in a suitable photobioreactor, followed by the optional application of
stress conditions to further increase cellulose production. The biomass could then be
harvested as a whole and the glucose from the cell-bound cellulose of C. epipsammum
biomass can be released via acid hydrolysis, and after pH correction, the hydrolysate can be
used as a feedstock for biofuel fermentation [27]. For biogas production via anaerobic
digestion the nitrogen content of algae and cyanobacteria is often too high, leading to the
production of ammonium and ammonia, which inhibit fermentation [262]. Organisms such
as C. epipsammum that have a naturally high C:N ratio could be interesting for such
feedstock applications. Manipulation of nutrient composition, and especially nutrient
deprivation, can stimulate EPS production in cyanobacteria [263] and perhaps further
optimize C:N ratios for fermentation [262]. In C. epipsammum the effect of nutrient
deprivation on cellulose content was limited (Table 5.1) and the application of (moderate)
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shear stress appeared to be much more effective and probably also easier to apply.
However, a combination of both stresses may be even more effective.
Alternatively, C. epipsammum could be grown directly in a consortium with
fermentative, heterotrophic bacteria. In the field of biofuel production with algae and
cyanobacteria an interest in a consortia-based approach has been developing [264,265] in
which an alga or cyanobacterium provide a carbon and energy source via photosynthesis to
a heterotrophic organism such as E. coli, and the latter then produces the product of
interest. Again the natural ability to exude a glucose polymer makes C. epipsammum an
excellent candidate for the phototroph in such a consortium, provided the heterotrophic
bacterium is capable of degrading cellulose, but this can be achieved – if necessary - by
equipping it with an extracellular cellulase [266,267].
For the production and extraction of cellulose as a final product one will have to
find a way to separate the presumed non-crystalline cellulose [23] from the C. epipsammum
trichomes preferably without lysing the organism. No glucose was released from C.
epipsammum supernatant samples treated with cellulase (data not shown), indicating that
cellulose in C. epipsammum is a capsular (cell bound) polysaccharide (CPS) rather than a
released polysaccharide (RPS) [268]. One could add cellulase to the cells to release the
cellulose polymer, but this would result in free glucose in the medium, which is soluble and
necessitates an expensive extraction procedure. The extracellular glucose will also strongly
increase the risk of contamination of the culture.
An alternative may be to grow C. epipsammum on a solid substrate rather than in
liquid culture. This could be done in a rotating biological contactor where a contact material
on which the biofilm can grow slowly rotate through a liquid medium, alternatingly
exposing the material to water and to air (and light) [269,270]. This type of reactor is
particularly popular in wastewater treatment applications [271,272]. This will decrease the
amount of water required for growth, although it will increase the required surface area.
Growth on a solid substrate may be less interesting for industrial scale production but it
could be interesting for applications closer to its original biological function, such as
inoculation of barren habitats [273,274] or nutrient enhancement of overused farmland
[275,276] or even rooftop gardening. However, there is no information on the growth rate
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of C. epipsammum on a solid substrate and very little information of associated cellulose
production.
As the primary colonizers of dry and exposed environments, cyanobacteria often
initiate biofilm formation and are the first contributors to the synthesis of EPS [263]. C.
epipsammum is such an early colonizer, producing large amounts of EPS to bind the fine
sands of its dune habitat and produces a biofilm matrix that retains moisture in the top
layers of the sand, where light is available. Cellulose has a high water-retention capacity and
this may very well be why C. epipsammum makes so much of it. The newly identified dune
strains were taken from the dunes in May 2012, after the first sunny and relatively warm (≥
15 °C) days of spring. These unicellular green algae could be secondary colonizers, taking
advantage of the water-retaining matrix laid out by the cyanobacteria and producing other
EPS constituents to further build the biofilm. Dune strain 3, for instance, produces visible
amounts of EPS when grown on agar plates but low amounts of cellulose (3.5 % under
normal growth conditions, Table 5.3).
Apart from cellulose it is not known which other sugars are present in the
exopolysaccharide layer of C. epipsammum. Cyanobacteria produce some of the most
complex and diverse mixtures of exopolysaccharides containing a higher variety of
monosaccharides than most other microorganisms [268,277]. These sugars include acid
sugars that are rare in other Gram-negative bacteria under nutrient replete growth
conditions. Additionally, modifications such as methylation, addition of sulfate groups,
acetylation and the ligation of peptide moieties further increase the EPS complexity.
Nevertheless, the main constituent of most EPS layers appears to be glucose [268]. There
are reports of exopolysaccharide exudations constituting of up to 60 % of the dry biomass
[278,279]. Considering that up to 40 % of the biomass of C. epipsammum was cellulose, this
polymer is most likely the main constituent of the C. epipsammum EPS. Although it would
be interesting to further analyze the EPS layer of C. epipsammum, our focus was on
cellulose production for industrial purposes.
In cyanobacteria two types of cellulose synthase genes are present that resemble
cellulose synthase genes from either bacteria or plants. Phylogenetic analysis also shows a
clear split between the bacterial cellulose synthases (e.g. BcsA) and the eukaryotic cellulose
synthases (e.g. CesA; [65]). Cyanobacteria, however, contain both cellulose synthases that
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group within the BcsA clade (referred to as CcsA2 for cyanobacterial cellulose synthase type
2) and cellulose synthases that form a sister clade to the CesA clade from plants (referred to
as CcsA1) [65]. This supports the theory that plant cellulose synthases have a cyanobacterial
origin [24]. Yet, identification of the cellulose synthase genes of the newly identified dune
strains and a few cyanobacterial lab strains by PCR, using primers based on a cellulose
synthase consensus sequence, was not possible. Disregarding that the isolates were green
algae and that we used cyanobacteria-based primers, bands of roughly the expected size
were only found in the dune strains and in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, which does not
contain cellulose synthase genes. No bands were found in C. epipsammum or in
Synechococcus PCC 7942 samples, even though the sequence of the genes from both strains
was used in the primer design. Decreasing the annealing temperature, or using a touchdown PCR, increased the presence of a-specific bands, but did not generate positive results
for C. epipsammum or Synechococcus PCC 7942. Green algae contain cesA-related genes
[280], and although Synechocystis PCC 6803 does not contain cellulose synthase genes, it
encodes other processive β-glycosyl transferases [65]. The obtained PCR products in the
latter strain may very well be from cellulose synthase-like genes, containing the conserved
β-glycosyl transferase motive. But since the technique tested here failed to amplify the
cellulose synthase genes from C. epipsammum and Synechococcus it is clearly not suitable
as a screening method for cellulose synthesis. Whether novel and/or selected strains of
phototrophic microorganisms can produce cellulose therefore will have to be investigated
using a different technique. This can, for instance, be done via the enzymatic assay
described in this chapter or by staining the exopolysaccharides and extracellular cellulose
with various dyes such as Congo Red and Calcofluor White, which bind to specific β-glucans
like cellulose [281,282]. A more advanced technique may be tagging of the cellulose with
lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins that are a part of many biofilms and that have high
specificity to different types of exopolysaccharides [283,284].
The literature describes several different methods that use enzymatic degradation
followed by glucose quantitation, as the method of choice to determine the amount of
cellulose produced [25,26,28,41]. These methods vary in complexity, the time required, and
the necessary control experiments. The simplest of these methods proved to be best suited.
Adding additional steps, especially steps that require removal of certain fractions, may lead
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to the loss of product. Most importantly, it was found that addition of non-purified cellulase
led to large background signals in the subsequent glucose analysis. Further inspection
revealed that Celluclast contains sorbitol as a stabilizer and potassium sorbate as a
preservative, while the cellulase powder from Trichoderma viride contains maltodextrin,
sorbitol and propylene glycol as stabilizers. These additional compounds are most likely the
cause of the high glucose background signal. Although chromatographic purification is an
option, a simple negative control sample containing only buffer and cellulase will also
suffice. However, the background signal should never be ignored, or otherwise the cellulose
production of a strain may be grossly overestimated.

Materials and Methods
Strain and strain isolation
Phototrophic microorganisms were isolated from microbial crusts, collected from so-called
'blow outs' (Aeolian erosional depressions) on south-exposed slopes of sand dunes along
the Dutch North Sea coast [23]. The sandy crust material was spread onto empty Petri
dishes and wetted with 0.2 x BG-11 [163] and incubated at room temperature under
continuous illumination with white light of 20 µmol m-2 s-1. After 5 days green patches were
collected and spread onto agar medium containing 0.2 x BG-11 medium and I % (w/v) agar
(SphaeroQ bacteriological agar). The different strains were isolated through several rounds
of streaking until a unialgal culture was obtained. Each strain originated from a different
crust. In order to minimize the growth of heterotrophic contaminants, a switch was made
to plates containing 0.5 % (w/v) agarose (SphaeroQ D1 agarose) in 0.5x BG-11 medium.
Strains 1, 2 and 4 were streaked until axenic, while strain 3 remained associated with some
heterotrophic contaminants. Agarose plates with the strains were sent to BaseClear, Leiden,
The Netherlands for identification. Based on the pigment composition (Fig. 5.4), the strains
were classified as green algae and identified based on their ribosomal internal transcribed
spacer (ITS) region [285]. In early stages of isolation of microorganisms crust material was
examined under a microscope in an attempt to locate and isolate C. epipsammum through
micromanipulation. However, no visible colonies formed on BG-11 plates after
micromanipulation. Crinalium epipsammum SAG 22.89 was provided by the Culture
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Collection of Algae of the Institute of Plant Physiology of the University of Göttingen,
Germany.

Culturing conditions
C. epipsammum and the newly isolated strains were grown in liquid 0.5 x BG-11 (or 0.2 x
BG-11) medium (i.e. BG-11 diluted 1:1 and 1:4 (v/v) with distilled water, respectively) with 2
mM NaNO3 and 5 mM NaHCO3, unless specified otherwise, at room temperature under
continuous illumination at 35 µmol m-2 s-1. Cultures were also grown and streaked on 0.5 %
(w/v) agarose plates containing 0.5 x BG-11 medium at room temperature under ambient
light conditions.

Humidity stress experiments
Desiccators containing over-saturated solutions of CuSO4·5H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 98 %
humidity) or CaCl2 (Merck, 29 % humidity) [286] were prepared. Cell suspensions were
placed on Nylaflo filter disks (PALL life sciences, 0.45 μm pore size) via filtration to a final
concentration of 0.5 mg DW. The filters were washed with 5 ml of NaNO3-free 0.5x BG-11
medium and placed on 3 mm thick 0.5 % agarose plates containing BG-11 medium with
varying compositions (see Table 5.2). The agarose plates were placed without a lid in the
desiccators and the cells were grown under these conditions for 7 days at room
temperature under continuous illumination at 30 µmol m-2 s-1.

Dry weight determination
50 ml cultures at 6 different optical densities (OD730 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2 and 4) were
harvested by centrifugation (10 min, 3,500 g). Pellets were dried overnight at 90 ˚C and the
weight difference between empty and full tubes was determined on the same precision
scale (Mettler Toledo AB204). The measurements were performed in triplicate and a
calibration curve based on the optical density at 730 nm was constructed. This calibration
curve was then used to determine the dry weight of cell samples in different experiments,
based on optical density measurements. Calibration curves were constructed for C.
epipsammum and the newly isolated strains. At an OD730 of 1 all organisms contain
approximately 120 µg of dry weight per ml.
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Bright field microscopy
A thin layer of 1 % agar containing BG-11 medium was placed on a glass slide and 5 µl of cell
suspension was spotted onto the agar layer. The samples were sealed with a coverslip and
the coverslip was secured with nail polish. The cell samples were examined under a Zeiss
Axiovert 40 CFL microscope equipped with an Axiocam Mrc (Zeiss) photo camera. Pictures
were taken and size bars were added using Axiovision 4 software.

Enzymatic assay for cellulose quantitation
A: Based on Nobles and Brown [25]: 5 ml of culture was harvested by centrifugation (10
min, 3,500 g). To the pellet 1 ml of sodium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 5.0) was added and
the cell suspension was transferred to a 2 ml Eppendorf tube. As a control samples
containing only sodium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 5.0) were also prepared. 5 µl Celluclast
suspension (from Trichoderma reesei, Sigma) was added to the samples and controls. All
tubes were incubated for 24 h on a rotating platform at 50 ˚C. All tubes were centrifuged (5
min, 6,000 g) and the glucose concentration in the supernatant was determined using an
enzymatic glucose assay kit (Megazyme).
B: Based on Kawano et al. [41]: 5 ml of culture was harvested by centrifugation (10 min,
3,500 g) in 15 ml tubes. To the pellet 5 ml of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2, 1mM
EDTA) and 1 mg of lysozyme (Sigma Aldrich) was added. Samples were incubated at 37 ˚C
for 30 min with shaking (200 rpm). SDS was added to a final concentration of 1% (w/v) and
cells were disrupted by sonication for 1 min. Insoluble material was collected by
centrifugation (10 min, 3,350), resuspended in 1 ml of 0.5% (w/v) SDS in TE buffer and
transferred to Eppendorf tubes. Proteinase K (Agilent) was added to a final concentration of
0.5 mg ml-1 and samples were digested overnight at 55 ˚C with shaking (100 rpm). Insoluble
material was collected by centrifugation (10 min, 19,500 g), washed in 0.5 ml of sodium
acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 5.2) and resuspended in 1 ml of the same buffer. Negative
controls containing only sodium acetate buffer were added at this point. Amylo-glucosidase
(Boerhinger Mannheim) was added to a final concentration of 1 mg ml-1 and samples were
incubated overnight at 55 ˚C with shaking (100 rpm). Insoluble material was collected by
centrifugation (10 min, 19,500 g) and the supernatant was stored at -20 °C until analysis,
marked as glycogen sample. The pellet was washed in 0.5 ml of sodium acetate buffer (20
mM, pH 5.0) and resuspended in 1 ml of the same buffer. Cellulase from Trichoderma viride
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(Sigma Aldrich) was added to a final concentration of 1 mg ml-1 and samples were incubated
at 37 ˚C on a rotating platform for 96 h. Samples were spun down (10 min, 19,500 g) and
the glucose concentration of both the glycogen and cellulose samples was determined using
an enzymatic glucose assay kit (Megazyme).

Design of cellulose synthase screening primers
Protein sequences of cyanobacterial cellulose synthases and potential cellulose synthases
were obtained through blast searches in the NCBI database using the BcsA protein from
Gluconacetobacter xylinus and the CelA4 protein from Arabidopsis thaliana as query. 99
unique hits were selected and complemented with the three potential cellulose synthase
enzymes from C. epipsammum. All sequences were aligned and the three regions with the
highest level of conservation were selected (see Fig. 5.5). Comparison of the amino acid
sequences in the three regions resulted in the formation of two groups with different
consensus sequences. Analysis of the protein sequences using the Conserved Domain
Database (CDD) tool on the NCBI website revealed that the grouping corresponded to
proteins that contained a bacterial cellulose synthase catalytic domain (short name;
COG1215, BcsA) and proteins that contained a plant-like cellulose synthase domain (short
name;

TIGR03030,

CelA),

respectively,

while

proteins

that

contained

only

a

glycosyltransferase domain (short name; pfam1364) were found in both groups. Based on
the consensus sequences of the different groups DNA primers with high and low
degeneracy were designed (Table 5.3).

PCR for cellulose synthase screening
Screening PCRs were performed using 2x Taq polymerase mix (My Taq Mix, Bioline). The
reactions contained 10 µl Taq mix, 2 µl of each primer, 6 µl water and one cell colony taken
from plate. PCR protocols ran for 35 reaction cycles and started with 5 minutes at 94 ˚C to
break the cells, denaturation, annealing and elongation times were selected in accordance
with the instructions for the Taq polymerase. The annealing temperature was set at 43 ˚C
for the CelA primers and 47 ˚C for the BcsA primers for 35 reaction cycles. Alternatively, 15
cycles at 43 ˚C or 47 ˚C followed by 20 cycles at 51 ˚C was used. PCR reactions were
analyzed on 1 % agar gels.
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Abstract
The search for renewable energy sources that can replace liquid fuel has generated a wide
variety of biofuel producing strategies. One such strategy focusses on the direct production
of fuel compounds by genetically modified cyanobacteria. Production of small
carbon/hydrogen-rich molecules has so far been the standard for this approach. Although
such compounds can be directly used as biofuel, they are difficult to separate from the
growth medium. Production of extracellular, insoluble high-energy compounds, such as
cellulose, could circumvent the problem of harvesting. In this study the genes encoding
cellulose synthases from Gluconacetobacter xylinus and Crinalium epipsammum were
introduced into Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Additionally, glycogen metabolism was redirected

towards

cellulose

production

by

replacing

the

native

ADP-glucose

pyrophosphorylase, with the UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase from G. xylinus or C.
epipsammum. ADP-glucose is the precursor for glycogen synthesis, while UDP-glucose is the
precursor for cellulose synthesis. Synechocystis single and double transformants failed to
produce quantifiable amounts of cellulose, however a partial rescue of the phenotype of
the ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase knockout was observed in double transformants. Also,
an increase in the fluorescence signal from cells treated with the cellulose-binding
fluorescent dye Calcofluor White was observed in Synechocystis strains containing a
heterologously expressed cellulose synthase.
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Introduction
The energy demand of human society is covered mainly by the oxidation of carbon-based
fossil fuels, a process that leads to the release of CO2 into the atmosphere. Levels of
atmospheric CO2 have been rising steadily since the late nineteenth century with a strong
acceleration starting in the mid-twentieth century. Meanwhile, worldwide energy
consumption is still on the rise, while crude oil reserves are becoming depleted [287,288].
To meet the worlds’ energy demand and to prevent a further rise in atmospheric CO2 levels
a more sustainable alternative to fossil fuels is required. Renewable energy sources such as
wind- hydro- and solar-electricity will play a major role in this [288], but they cannot replace
liquid fuels in specific applications like in aviation. To this end a great deal of effort has been
put into the production of sustainable biofuels, both by scientists, governments and
commercial companies [289,290]. Currently, biofuels produced from biomass contribute
about 10 % of the worlds’ energy demand [291]. Three so-called generations of biofuels are
currently available; (i) biofuels from the edible part of plant biomass, (ii) biofuels from nonedible plant biomass and (iii) biodiesel derived from photosynthetic microorganisms [288].
The first generation of biofuels production systems suffer from several major drawbacks
since they compete with food supply (i), require large amounts of arable land and water for
irrigation, and leave a huge amount of bio-waste [222]. Because third generation biofuels
do not share these drawbacks, they have received a great deal of attention in recent years
and great strides in large-scale production of these biofuels have been made
[29,168,288,292]. Within the third generation of biofuel production systems three
variations can be identified; (i) production of natural strains of cyanobacteria, micro- and
macro-algae for biomass, often as a food or feed source [293-295] or as a feed stock for
fermentation [27,296], (ii) trans-esterification of the lipid fraction of (mostly) green algae
[297,298] and (iii) genetic modification of (mostly) cyanobacteria for the direct conversion
of CO2 into biofuel compounds [16-18]. Cyanobacteria are genetically more accessible and
have a higher photosynthetic efficiency [222] than green algae and plants, making them
more suitable for the latter approach, which is also known as the ‘photanol approach’ [4].
Most of these studies have focused on the production of small carbon/hydrogen-rich
molecules that accumulate in the growth medium outside of the cell (e.g. ethanol and
butanol) [16,299]. This bypasses the internal storage capacity of the cells but it complicates
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the harvesting process because most compounds remain dissolved in a large amount of
water, resulting in dilute and difficult to separate biofuel solutions. Production of highly
volatile or insoluble products could circumvent this problem. A good candidate for an
insoluble product is cellulose.
Cellulose is a β-(1,4) glucan composed entirely of D-glucose molecules and it is a
major component of plant biomass. Combined with considerable amounts of lignin this
plant cellulose is difficult to process, highly resistant to degradation and hardly suitable for
biofuel production. However, cellulose is also produced by various chemotrophic bacteria,
cyanobacteria and algae [22,24]. The cellulose in these organisms is not associated with
lignin and therefore much easier to process. One of the first cyanobacteria that was
identified as a cellulose producer is Crinalium epipsammum, a biofilm forming filamentous
cyanobacterium that, presumably, produces non-crystalline cellulose as a part of its thick
cell wall [23]. By optimization of the physiological conditions C. epipsammum can produce
cellulose to up to 40 % of its dry weight [Chapter 5]. The chemotrophic bacterium
Gluconacetobacter xylinus, one of the most studied cellulose-producing bacteria, produces
up to 50 % of its dry weight as extracellular crystalline cellulose, which can lead to
formation of a thick pellicle in static cultures [22]. The General Introduction of this thesis
gives a more detailed description of biofuels and cellulose production in bacteria.
In this study we introduced the cellulose synthase genes from G. xylinus and C.
epipsammum into the genetically modifiable cyanobacterial model organism Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 (henceforth Synechocystis). Synechocystis is one of the best-characterized
cyanobacteria, it is naturally transformable [300] and its genome has been sequenced [301],
annotated and is publicly available at CyanoBase [302]. The genes encoding the catalytically
active core of the cellulose synthase of G. xylinus, bcsAB [55], have already been
successfully introduced into Synechococcus PCC 7942 [25] and for this study these two
genes were also selected. Much less is known about the genetic make-up of C.
epipsammum, in part because this organism was only recently sequenced [258]. The gene
with the highest homology to known cellulose synthase genes was selected and named ccsA
(for: cyanobacterial cellulose synthase A); significantly, no homologs of bcsB could be
identified in the genome of C. epipsammum. All cloning procedures were carried out using
the “BioBrick” strategy [303].
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The major carbon and energy reserve of Synechocystis is glycogen, a branched
glucose polymer consisting of linear chains of glucose residues with further chains
branching off every 8 to 12 glucose molecules. The glucose monomers are linked linearly by
α-(1,4) glycosidic bonds and at branch-points via α-(1,6) glycosidic bonds. Glycogen is
synthesized from ADP-glucose, while cellulose is synthesized from UDP-glucose. So
knocking out the pathway of photosynthetically fixed carbon to glycogen could be a good
approach to increase cellulose production [29]. In addition to the cellulose synthase genes
we also introduced the UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (UGPase) genes from G. xylinus
(ugpG) and C. epipsammum (ugpC, annotated as UGPase and closest homolog to ugpG in
the C. epipsammum genome) into the genome of Synechocystis so that they replace the
native, deleted, ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) gene (glgC, slr1176).

Results
Construction of cellulose synthase (cs) and UGPase (ugp)-carrying Synechocystis strains
The bcsA and bcsB genes of G. xylinus were introduced into (the genome of) Synechocystis
as two separate operons, each with their own promoter and terminator (bcsAB), as well as
in the form of a single operon (bcsAB1op). The catalytic subunit A of this cellulose synthase
was also introduced separately (as bcsA). The cellulose synthase from C. epipsammum has
only one subunit, which has been introduced in Synechocystis as ccsA. All gene constructs
were placed under the control of the very strong Trc promoter. Ugp genes were introduced
both with a Ptrc (ugp) and without (ugpnT – no Trc), placing the gene under the control of
the native glgC promoter in the latter condition. The BioBrick BBa_B0014 transcriptional
terminator was placed downstream of each gene, or operon, of interest [304]. All genes
were codon-optimized for Synechocystis and synthesized by Genscript. Further cloning
steps were conducted using the ‘BioBrick’ cloning strategy [303]. All artificial gene
constructs under Ptrc control were introduced into Synechocystis on a self-replicating
plasmid via conjugation. Additionally, all genes were cloned into an integration vector, to
achieve stable chromosomal incorporation (Fig. 6.1). For the ugp genes chromosomal
incorporation was combined with the deletion of the native AGPase gene glgC because the
ugp genes were targeted to the glgC gene site in Synechocystis, to fully replace the glgC
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open reading frame. The cellulose synthase genes were introduced into the neutral docking
site slr0168 of Synechocystis.
BioBrick (BB) assembly vector
PTrc

BBa0024 PTrc BBa0024

BB prefix bcsA gene cassette

bcsB gene cassette BB suffix

Insertion
Integration vector
H1

BB compatible MCS

KmR

H2

Double homologous
recombination
slr0168
Neutral site in the Synechocystis genome
BioBrick (BB) assembly vector
PTrc
BB prefix

BBa0024

ugpC gene cassette

BB suffix

Insertion
Integration vector
HUP

BB compatible MCS

CmR

HDN

Double homologous
recombination
slr1176
Site of the glgC gene in the Synechocystis genome
Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the integration strategy of bscAB into the neutral docking site
slr0168 and of ugpC in the slr1176 (glgC) site of the genome of Synechocystis.

Both conjugal transfer and chromosomal integration of the bcs gene constructs has
been successful (Fig 6.2A,B), in contrast, however to the introduction of the ccsA gene from
C. epipsammum. Introduction of the ugp genes into the glgC site was not possible in the
wild-type background. For the generation of ugpC-only mutants (i.e. mutants without a
cellulose synthase gene), a ΔglgC mutant containing a kanamycin resistance cassette, was
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used instead. In this way a strain containing the ugpC gene under control of the native glgC
promoter (ugpCnT) was generated (Fig. 6.2C). Higher transformation frequencies were
obtained when the ugp gene was introduced into strains that already contained a
(heterologous) cellulose synthase; all ugp constructs could be introduced in strains with this
genetic background. However, genome segregation in these strains was very slow and in
many cases still incomplete at the end of this study (Fig 6.2B,D). Table 6.1 provides an
overview of the Synechocystis strains generated in this study, together with the
nomenclature that we have used and their genome-segregation status at the end of the
study.
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Figure 6.2. PCR analysis of partially- and fully segregated single- and double Synechocystis mutants. M,
DNA marker; W, wild type; P, corresponding plasmid; H, H2O. A. fully segregated bcsAB genes; 1,
bcsAB; 2, bcsAB1op. B. Successful introduction of self-replicating plasmids containing bcs gene
cassettes in the wild type and the ugpCnT strain; 1, pVZ-bcsAB; 2, pVZ-bcsAB1op; 3, pVZ-bcsA; 4,
vABCnT; 5, v1opCnT; 6, vACnT. C. successful and unsuccessful introduction of ugp genes in the ΔglgC
strain; 1, ugpG; 2, ugpC; 3, ugpGnT; 4, ugpCnT; 5, ΔglgC. D. partial segregation of ugp genes in bcs
containing Synechocystis strains; 1, ABCnT; 2, ABC; 3, 1opC; 4, AC; 5, vAGnT; 6, vABGnT; 7, v1opGnT; 8,
1opG.
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1. bcsAB
7. ugpG
8. ugpC
9. upgGnT
10. ugpCnT
11. pVZugpG
12. pVZugpC

3. bcsA

13. ABG
14. ABC
15. ABGnT

2. bcsAB1op
17. 1opG
18. 1opC
19. 1opGnT

n.a.

4. pVZbcsAB
25. vABG
26. vABC
27. vABGnT
28. vABCnT
n.a.

5. pVZbcsAB1op
29. v1opG
30. v1opC
31. v1opGnT
32. v1opCnT
n.a.

16. ABCnT

20. 1opCnT

24. ACnT

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

21. AG
22. AC
23. AGnT

6. pVZbcsA
33. vAG
34. vAC
35. vAGnT
36. vACnT
n.a.
n.a.

Table 6.1. Matrix representation of the genetic status of all the Synechocystis single- and double
mutants generated in this study. White, fully segregated; light grey, ugp genes not fully segregated;
dark grey, strains that could not be constructed.

Fluorescence based assay for identification of cellulose-producing Synechocystis strains
Single- and double mutants either fully segregated or not, were first characterized based on
their growth characteristics. Then, the presence of cellulose was analyzed with two
methods: using the enzymatic assay described in Chapter 5, and by staining with Calcofluor
White (CFW). The enzymatic assay used to quantify cellulose in C. epipsammum proved not
sensitive enough to detect cellulose in any of the recombinant Synechocystis strains and
therefore the CFW staining was used as the main assay to determine the presence of
cellulose in this study. CFW is a fluorescent dye that binds β1,3- and β1,4-linked
polysaccharides like cellulose and chitin [305]. It is used commercially as a whitening agent
for paper and textile. In microbiological research it is used in clinical mycology and in
parasitology to stain the cell walls of a variety of fungi, such as Aspergillus sp., Candida
albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [282]. Fungal cell walls are stained very rapidly with
CFW and typical protocols indicate that only a few minutes of incubation suffices to
saturate the CFW binding [282]. This proved to be different for cyanobacteria: For these
Gram-negative bacteria considerably longer incubation times are required (Fig. 6.3A). The
CFW assay was tested and optimized for Crinalium epipsammum cells and a protocol was
developed: Cyanobacterial cells are mixed 1:1 (v/v) with a 0.1 mg ml-1 solution of CFW (10
times more dilute than described in [282]) and incubated in the dark for 2 to 3 hours. The
use of higher concentrations of CFW increases staining only slightly and leads to
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significantly higher background signals (data not shown). After staining, the cells are
washed once with fresh medium to minimize the background fluorescence due to unbound
CFW. The cells are then immobilized by placing them on a thin layer of a solid 1 % (w/v)
agar substrate. Microscope slides and cover slips are cleaned prior to use with a wet, noncellulose containing cloth, to minimize the amount of brightly-stained contamination, such
as paper dust. Samples are analyzed by fluorescence microscopy using the 365/420-470
excitation/emission filter set for CFW fluorescence. CFW absorbs in the range of 300 to 400
nm, with a maximum at 347 nm, and emits fluorescence maximally at 420 nm [282].
Unfortunately, CFW fluorescence bleaches rapidly under the conditions used: Already after
30 seconds up to 75% of the initially observed fluorescence signal in C. epipsammum
samples is lost (Fig. 6.3B). To ensure a reproducible signal, image focusing was carried out
using the cells’ natural fluorescence with a 550-580/590-650 excitation/emission filter set
and a fixed exposure time in the camera setting, so that pictures could be taken
immediately after exposure to the excitation light. The natural fluorescence of the cells was
also used as a live stain to ensure that only living/viable cells were analyzed. For further
detail see Materials & Methods.
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Fluorescence
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Figure 6.3. Development of a fluorescence (Calcofluor White; CFW) based assay for cellulose synthesis
in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. A; Amount of blue fluorescence observed per cell after various times of
incubation with CFW. B and C; Loss of CFW fluorescence over time during exposure to excitation light.
Data in A and B was acquired by ImageJ analysis of 3 individual images and ≥3 cells per image.
Fluorescence intensity was calculated as the corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) = integrated pixel
density of a filament - (area of a filament * background mean pixel density) as described on
http://sciencetechblog.com/2011/05/24/measuring-cell-fluorescence-using-imagej/.

Physiological characterization of bcs and ugp containing Synechocystis strains
Single- and double mutants were grown in BG-11 mineral medium complemented with 25
mM NaHCO3 under ambient air and illuminated with 30 µmol photons m-2 s-1 white
fluorescent light at 30 °C in a shaking incubator at 120 rpm. Growth characteristics of single
mutants containing cellulose synthase genes, or the replicative plasmid pVZ-ugpC, are
indistinguishable from WT (Fig. 6.4A), while the mutant containing ugpCnT grows at a
similar rate as the ΔglgC knockout (Table 6.2), but with a shorter lag phase. Double mutants
on the other hand, that lack the glgC gene or are at least compromised in its expression by
partial segregation, show growth characteristics that are somewhere in between those of
the WT and the ugpCnT/ΔglgC strain. The presence of cellulose was not detected in any of
the transformants and transconjugants, using the enzymatic cellulose assay described in
Chapter 5 (data not shown). However, the Calcofluor White assay showed slightly increased
binding of CFW to transformants containing cellulose synthase genes, and even stronger
binding in transformants containing both a bcs and a ugp gene (Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.4. Growth curves of Synechocystis WT, the ΔglgC mutant, and representative single (A) and
double (B) mutants generated in this study.
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Table 6.2. Growth rate of transgenic Synechocystis strains in the exponential growth phase as
percentage of the WT exponential growth rate derived from experiments as shown in figure 6.5. Data
was derived from biological triplicates; the standard deviation was less than 10 %.
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Figure 6.5. Fluorescence intensity of Calcofluor White-stained Synechocystis cells, derived from
photographs of cells taken at the end of the growth experiments depicted in figure 6.4. The
fluorescence intensity was calculated as described in Materials & Methods (see also Fig. 6.3). The
black line indicates the average level of fluorescence emission from wild-type cells. No fluorescence
was detected from non-stained cells (data not shown).

Application of stress conditions to increase cellulose production
To increase substrate availability for cellulose synthesis, in follow-up experiments the
segregated double mutants (i.e. containing a cellulose synthase and a UGPase) were grown
on a medium containing added glucose (5 mM), and were subjected to nitrogen
deprivation. The ΔglgC mutant accumulates large amounts of the metabolic intermediates
pyruvate and α-keto-glutarate. Because of this, the strain cannot grow in the presence of
glucose [306], and it is impaired in its nitrogen deprivation response, resulting in a nonbleaching phenotype (further detail is given in the Discussion section). The fully segregated
double mutants, however, have an alternative pathway to process the excess metabolic
intermediates via cellulose production, which may repress the ΔglgC phenotype.
After an extended lag phase the 1opc and ABcnT mutants (Table 6.1) started to
grow in the presence of glucose. But, using the enzymatic assay no cellulose was detected
and also no significant change in CFW binding was observed (data not shown). Upon
nitrogen starvation the ugp containing mutants show a bleaching response that lies
somewhere in between the WT and the glgC knockout (Fig 6.6A,B). This implies that at least
the ugp gene is expressed and that the UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase enzyme managed
to funnel a part of the excess intermediates into cellulose synthesis or other pathways.
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Unfortunately, no cellulose was detected in cells from these cultures. In this experiment we
also determined the amount of glycogen per cell, to ensure that no glycogen is produced in
the ΔglgC strains. Figure 6.6C shows that the ABCnT, vABC and 1opC strains still produced
some glycogen. These were strains in which the ugp gene was introduced into Synechocystis
containing a cellulose synthase gene and the glgC gene. Segregation was difficult in the
strains that were generated this way and although the control PCR (Fig. 6.6D) does not
show any visible WT bands for these strains (note that the kanamycin box is almost the
same size as the glgC gene; 1212 vs 1320 bp), the glgC gene may not have been fully
deleted, which would explain the residual production of glycogen.
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Figure 6.6. Nitrogen-deprivation induced chlorosis response of wild type Synechocystis and some of
the fully segregated cellulose producing mutant strains after 96 hour incubation. A, Absorption
spectra of representatives of the different strains studied, showing phycobilisome (630 nm) and chl a
(680 nm) absorption peaks. B, Ratio of phycobilisome (PBS) and chl a absorbance of all strains studied,
based on the absorption spectra shown in panel A. Peak area was determined using the peak fitting
add-in for excel from http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk on the raw data. C, glycogen content of the cells
after nitrogen deprivation. D, gel electrophoresis image of DNA fragments generated by PCR with
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specific glgC flanking primers to test possible reversion of the segregation process. Error bars show
the range of biological duplicates.

Discussion
Genes for cellulose synthesis were introduced into Synechocystis PCC 6803 and correct
chromosomal integration was confirmed by PCR analysis and sequencing of the PCR
products. However, none of the transgenic strains displayed cellulose levels above the
detection limit of the quantitative enzymatic assay for cellulose used in this study and under
any of the conditions tested. The enzymatic assay, as described in Chapter 5, suffers from
high levels of background signal in the glucose quantitation assay. The cellulose that was
potentially produced by Synechocystis was insufficient to exceed this background signal. To
localize the small amount of cellulose that nevertheless might be formed, we used the
fluorescent dye Calcofluor White (CFW), that binds β1,3- and β1,4-linked polysaccharides
like cellulose [282,305]. CFW bound to both transgenic- and to WT Synechocystis cells,
possibly because the extracellular matrix of Synechocystis contains polysaccharides that are
similar to cellulose. Synechocystis contains cellulose synthase like genes and X-ray
diffraction patterns of the EPS of Synechocystis ATCC 27184 indicated the presence of a
crystalline product similar to cellulose [24]. However, Synechocystis strains that contain
cellulose synthase genes showed in general higher levels of fluorescence than strains that
did not contain these genes, indicating that there may have been some (additional)
production of extracellular cellulose. A similar approach to cellulose detection and
quantitation in cyanobacteria can be found in the recent literature [25-28,41], where
cellulose is always quantified using the cellulose hydrolysis - glucose quantitation assay, and
cellulose is localized by either CFW staining [28,41] and/or immunogold labeling [25,28]. In
Zhao et al. [28] both cellulose quantitation and CFW staining are used. A crude comparison
of the CFW figure provided in this article (Fig. 6) with our own CFW images, using the
comparative chl a fluorescence signal as a modulator, shows that the CFW fluorescence
intensity reported in this chapter indicates a cellulose content of 2 % of dry weight on
average for the strains that contain a cellulose synthase, with a maximum nearly 4 %. The
presumably a-specific signal observed in the strains that do not contain a cellulose synthase
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indicates the presence of a cellulose resembling polysaccharide at 1.7 % of dry weight,
assuming a similar CFW-binding capacity of this latter polymer.
Without ADP-glucose synthesis (due to glgC deletion), and the resulting
impairment of glycogen production, the carbon metabolism of Synechocystis is perturbed.
As a consequence, pyruvate and α-keto-glutarate, the end products of glycolysis and of the
incomplete TCA cycle, respectively, accumulate to high levels in the cell, disrupting certain
cellular signaling pathways [306,307]. These compounds can accumulate to such high levels
that they leak into the extracellular medium [306]. Because of the profound effect of
deleting the AGPase gene (glgC), the resulting deletion mutant has a lower growth rate
than WT and often suffers from a long lag phase in batch growth experiments. Additionally,
this mutant is sensitive to addition of glucose to the medium and cannot grow in its
presence. This mutant is also defective in its nitrogen stress response [306]. Replacing the
glgC gene with a gene encoding a UGPase, to increase substrate levels for cellulose
production, proved impossible in the WT Synechocystis strain. Attempts to incorporate the
ugp gene were successful in a ΔglgC strain, but only for the ugp gene from C. epipsammum
when it was expressed under the control of its native promoter (ugpCnT). This strain had
similar growth characteristics as the ΔglgC mutant, but without the extensive lag phase.
However, in the Synechocystis strains already containing cellulose synthase genes,
incorporation of all ugp gene constructs was possible in a WT background and in some
cases full segregation eventually could be demonstrated. These double mutants grew
slower than the WT but faster than the ΔglgC and ΔglgC/ugpCnT strains. This implies that
the combination of UGPase and cellulose synthase partially rescues the ΔglgC phenotype,
most likely by redirecting part of the carbon molecules that were destined for glycogen
synthesis into cellulose, thus potentially lowering the accumulation of pyruvate and α-ketoglutarate. Under nitrogen starvation conditions we see a similar trend: WT Synechocystis
uses its phycobilisome antennae for nitrogen supply, and consequently turns yellow due to
chlorosis, while the ΔglgC strain retains its antennae and its color. The fully segregated
bcs(AB)/ugp strains show an intermediate response, with intermediate PBS/chl a ratios,
again implying a partial rescue of the chlorosis phenotype. The fully segregated double
mutant strains were also cultivated in the presence of glucose. After a long lag phase only
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the 1opC and ABCnT mutants displayed growth, but still no cellulose could be detected with
the enzymatic assay.
The cellulose synthase enzyme of Acetobacter xylinum is activated by binding to
the second messenger compound cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP) [35]. In bacteria c-diGMP is involved in regulation of cell surface-associated traits [74], such as motility [308],
cell aggregation [309] and biofilm formation [310]. More information on the role of c-diGMP can be found in the General Introduction of this thesis. In cyanobacteria c-di-GMP
levels can be influenced by light via cyanobacteriochromes [308,309,311] and in
Synechocystis blue light can increase c-di-GMP levels to inhibit phototaxis towards blue light
[308]. To test whether cellulose synthase can be activated with light in Synechocystis, single
and double mutants were grown predominantly blue light (40 μmol photons m-2 s-1 435 nm
blue LED light + 20 μmol photons m-2 s-1 650 nm red LED light), but no change in the growth
characteristics or cellulose content was observed, compared to white light conditions, for
any of the strains tested (data not shown).
Hence, we are left with several indications that the introduced cellulose synthases
and UGPases do have an effect on the physiology of Synechocystis but it was not possible to
demonstrate the presence of cellulose with the enzymatic assay quantitatively. In celluloseproducing organisms cellulose synthases and auxiliary proteins form highly ordered
membrane-bound structures on the plasma membrane, known as terminal complexes (TCs)
[28,32,34]. These TCs facilitate production and protrusion of the individual cellulose fibrils
through and out of the cell membrane [312,313] and the organized placement of the TCs in
the membrane is necessary for mutual interaction and crystallization of the fibrils [22,32]. A
more elaborate description of cellulose synthesis is given in the General Introduction of this
thesis. WT Synechocystis does not produce cellulose, nor does it contain cellulose synthase
genes. It does possess some cellulose synthase-like genes, and other β-glucosyl transferase
genes, but there is insufficient homology to identify the latter as actual cellulose synthase
genes [24]. This implies that Synechocystis presumably will not possess the auxiliary
proteins required to form TCs nor the regulation required to form structured arrays of TCs
on the plasma membrane. Additionally, Synechocystis PCC 6714 possesses a highly crosslinked and thick cell wall, resembling the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria [314]. Hence,
although the Synechocystis mutants described in this study may be able to make cellulose
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fibrils, they may be of insufficient length and in insufficient quantity to be identifiable as
cellulose, or the fibrils may remain in the periplasmic space or so closely associated with the
cell wall that they cannot be reached by cellulase enzymes.
In recent years, several studies on (enhanced) cellulose production in
cyanobacteria have been published [25-28,41]. Three of these studies describe introduction
of cellulose synthase genes into Synechococcus (PCC 7942 and PCC 7002) [25,27,28].
Synechococcus contains cellulose synthase genes endogenously [24,28] and should
therefore have the machinery to properly produce and export cellulose fibrils. In the initial
study in Synechococcus only the bcsAB genes from G. xylinus were introduced into
Synechococcus PCC 7942 [25] and cellulose production was confirmed and quantified. This
is similar to the work described in this study. In Synechococcus 1.1 mg cellulose g-1 wet
weight could be produced, which was about 4-fold higher than the level of cellulose
produced in the corresponding wild type strain [25]. Production of cellulose in
Synechococcus was subsequently enhanced by introduction of an additional bicarbonate
transport system [27] and, independently, by introduction of most of the cellulose synthase
operon of G. xylinus, including the bcsC and bcsD genes, involved in cellulose fibril extrusion
and crystallization [34,59], in combination with deletion of the native cellulose synthase
gene [28]. In this latter study cellulose levels were observed of up to 13 % of the cells’ dry
weight under hyposaline conditions. With this cellulose content this transgenic
Synechococcus strain is similar to C. epipsammum, which produces around 10 % (w/w)
cellulose under non-stress conditions [Chapter 5].
Introduction of additional genes involved in cellulose synthesis into Synechocystis
could potentially induce (enzyme-assay detectable levels of) cellulose synthesis and may
even lead to overproduction, especially in a ΔglgC background. In Synechococcus the high
production levels reported in [28] could only be achieved after the native cellulose synthase
was removed, demonstrating that a lack of regulation of the cellulose synthesis process
may in this case be beneficial to increase production levels. Furthermore, induction of c-diGMP production by illumination of the cells with blue light, or diguanylate cyclase overexpression, could aid in further increasing cellulose levels. Also general physiological
optimization of the cell in terms of enhancing photosynthetic efficiency [216,315] and/or
carbon fixation [27,316] can contribute to this. Of course all these suggestions can also be
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applied to Synechococcus, an organism in which transgenic cellulose synthesis has already
been demonstrated.
The only remaining question is: Can such a heavily modified organism outcompete
natural strains of cyanobacteria for cellulose production? In C. epipsammum cellulose
production can be increased to around 30 % of dry its weight by manipulation of the culture
conditions [Chapter 5] and with further manipulations, this number may further increase.
The above-mentioned genetic modifications and manipulations of the physiological
conditions may be able to increase cellulose production in Synechococcus to the same, or
even above, the level found in C. epipsammum. However, these manipulations may not
outweigh the (legislative) benefit of working with a natural strain since both Synechococcus
sp. and C. epipsammum are suitable for mass cultivation. Synechococcus does have
significantly higher growth rates and there is more genetic and physiological background
information available for this organism. But for large-scale production, strain selection will
have to depend largely on what is economically and legally more favorable, e.g. a natural or
a transgenic strain.

Materials and Methods
Strains and growth conditions.
All cloning procedures were carried out in Escherichia coli XL-1 (blue) (Stratagene), grown in
liquid LB medium at 37°C in a shaking incubator at 200 rpm or on solidified LB plates
containing 1 % (w/v) agar. When appropriate, media were supplemented with antibiotics
needed for propagation of a specific plasmid(s) or marker(s). Concentrations of antibiotics
used alone or in combination were 50 μg ml-1 kanamycin, 35 μg ml-1 chloramphenicol, and
100 μg ml-1 ampicillin. Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803 (a glucose-tolerant derivative,
obtained from D. Bhaya, University of Stanford, Stanford, CA) was routinely cultivated in
BG-11 medium [163] (Cyanobacteria BG-11 freshwater solution; Sigma) at 30°C in a shaking
incubator at 120 rpm (Innova 43; New Brunswick Scientific) under constant 15 W cool
fluorescent white-light illumination (30 μmol photons m-2 s-1) (F15T8-PL/AQ; General
Electric). Cultures were supplemented with 25 mM NaHCO3 (Sigma). Antibiotic-resistant
mutant strains were grown in medium containing 50 μg ml-1 kanamycin and/or 15 μg ml-1
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chloramphenicol. For plates, BG-11 medium was supplemented with 1 % (w/v) agar, 5 mM
glucose, 0.3% (w/v) sodium thiosulfate [317], and 50 μg/ml kanamycin and/or 35 μg ml-1
chloramphenicol (for resistant strains only). Concentrated stocks of cells were stored at 80°C in BG-11 medium supplemented with 5 % (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide. For growth
experiments cells from stationary phase pre-cultures were diluted to an optical density at
730 nm (OD730) of 0.1 at the start of the experiment. Growth was monitored by recording
the OD730 (Lightwave II spectrophotometer; Biochrom).

Construction of gene cassettes.
Genes of interest were codon optimized according to [318] and at Genscript. The synthetic
gene construct was designed to include BioBrick-compatible restriction sites that were used
for further standard cloning procedures [303,319]. The sequence of the promoter Ptrc was
taken from [320], Ptrc has been successfully used in Synechocystis [321]. The transcriptional
terminator used also was a BioBrick (BBa_B0014), which was obtained from the Registry of
Standard Biological Parts (http://partsregistry.org). Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase
were obtained from Fermentas. The ZR Plasmid Miniprep-Classic kit (Epigenetics) was used
for plasmid preparation, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA fragments were
purified using the MSB Spin PCRapace kit (Invitek) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The plasmids used and constructed in this study are listed in Table S6.1.

Transformation and conjugation of Synechocystis.
Natural transformation of Synechocystis was performed as described in [17,322,323].
Cellulose synthase encoding genes were paired with a cassette conferring kanamycin
resistance and incorporated into the neutral site slr0168. UGPase-encoding genes were
paired with a cassette conferring chloramphenicol resistance and inserted in place of the
glgC (slr1176) reading frame. After full segregation was achieved, mutants were verified
regarding the correct incorporation of the genes of interest with colony PCR, employing
gene specific primers in the flanking regions (Table S6.2) and via sequencing of the PCR
product (Macrogen Europe, The Netherlands) with dedicated primers (Table S6.2).
Conjugation to Synechocystis was performed essentially as described in [18,324]. All
conjugation plasmids conferred kanamycin resistance. The plasmids and strains that were
constructed for this study are listed in Table S6.1.
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Physiological characterization
WT and mutant strains of Synechocystis were inoculated from pre-cultures to a final OD730 =
0.1 into BG-11 medium with 25 mM NaHCO3 and appropriate antibiotics (50 µg ml-1
kanamycine / 17.5 µg ml-1 chloramphenicol) and grown as described above. Growth (via
OD730) was monitored for 9-10 days and at the final time point samples for cellulose
quantitation and Calcofluor White staining were taken. For nitrogen starvation assays precultures with an OD730 of around 0.5 were washed and resuspended in BG-11 medium
without nitrate and incubated for 4 days under the conditions described above. After
nitrogen deprivation treatment the glycogen- and cellulose content were determined, room
temperature UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a SpectroStar Nano UV/Vis spectrometer,
and 1 µl of cell concentrate (cells resuspended at OD730 = 100) was used for PCR analysis to
analyze/exclude WT reversion and loss of the ugp insert.

Calcofluor White (CFW) staining and analysis
A 30 µl cell sample was taken at the end of the growth experiments and mixed with 30 µl of
a CFW working stock (0.1 mg ml-1 CFW in water). This mixture was incubated for 2-3 hours
at room temperature in the dark, followed by centrifugation (3 min, 2,350 g). Pellets were
washed once in fresh BG-11 plus 10 mM TES-KOH pH = 8, and re-suspended in 10 µl of the
same medium. The washed cells were placed on a thin layer of 1 % (w/v) agar in BG-11 on a
microscope slide. A cover slip was placed on top of the sample and fixed. The samples were
analyzed with an Axiovert 40 CFL (Zeiss) microscope, equipped with an Axiocam MRc (Zeiss)
camera. Pictures were taken using the Axiovision 4 software. For CFW the 365/420-470
excitation/emission filter set was used and for the cellular auto-fluorescence the 550580/590-650 excitation/emission filter set was used. Corrected total cell fluorescence
(CTCF) was determined using ImageJ, according to the protocol described on
http://sciencetechblog.com/2011/05/24/measuring-cell-fluorescence-using-imagej/.

In

short, CTCF is the amount of fluorescence emitted by the cell - (the area of the fluorescent
cell * the mean intensity of the background). Of each Synechocystis strain 3-4 photos and at
least 3 cells per photo were analyzed.
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Cellulose and glycogen quantification
For cellulose quantitation 15 ml of a culture was harvested by centrifugation (10 min, 3,500
x g). To the pellet 1 ml of sodium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH = 5.0) was added and the cell
suspension was transferred to a 2 ml Eppendorf tube. As a control, samples containing only
sodium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 5.0) were also prepared. 5 µl celluclast suspension
(Sigma) was added to the samples and controls. All tubes were incubated for 24 hours on a
rotating platform at 50 ˚C. All tubes were spun down (5 min, 6,000 x g) and the glucose
concentration in the supernatant was determined using an NADP+-dependent enzymatic
glucose assay kit (Megazyme).
For glycogen quantitation 5 ml of a culture was harvested by centrifugation (10 min, 3,500 x
g). Cells were resuspended in 1 ml of sodium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH = 5.0) and opened
by bead beating with intervals for cooling. Amyloglucosidase (Boerhinger Mannheim) was
added to a final concentration of 1 mg ml-1 and samples were incubated overnight at 55 ˚C
on a rotating platform. Samples were spun down (5 min, 6,000 x g) and the glucose
concentration in the supernatant was determined using an NADP+-dependent enzymatic
glucose assay kit (Megazyme).
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Supplemental Material
Strain and plasmid
E. coli XL-1 (blue)
E. coli J53 (pRP4)

Description
Cloning host strain
Conjugation helper strain

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803

Wild type, glucose tolerant, natural
transformable
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Δslr1176::Kmr
Mobilizing and self-replicating plasmid for
Synechocystis
Integration vector disrupting slr0168 in the
Synechocystis genome with kanamycin
cassette
Integration vector deleting slr1176 in the
Synechocystis genome with chloramphenicol
cassette
Codon optimized bcsAB of Gluconacetobacter
xylinus ATCC 53582
Codon optimized ccsA of Crinalium
epipsammum PCC 9333
Codon optimized ugpG of Gluconacetobacter
xylinus ATCC 53582
Codon optimized ugpC of Crinalium
epipsammum PCC 9333
self-replicating plasmid with
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus
self-replicating plasmid with
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus
self-replicating plasmid with Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr
bcsA of G. xylinus
self-replicating plasmid with Ptrc::ccsA::Kmr
ccsA of C. epipsammum
self-replicating plasmid with Ptrc::ugpG::Kmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
self-replicating plasmid with Ptrc::ugpC::Kmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Integration vector with G. xylinus bcsAB
cassette, with the genes in separate operons
Integration vector with G. xylinus bcsAB

Syn SAW011
pVZ321
pHKH001

pBSK+_HUPHDNCmBB

pUC57 bcsAB
pUC57 ccsA
pUC57 ugpG
pUC57 ugpC
pVZ321-bcsAB

pVZ321-bcsAB1op

pVZ321-bcsA
pVZ321-ccsA
pVZ321-upgG
pVZ321-upgC
pHKH-bcsAB
pHKH-bcsAB1op
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Origin
Stratagene
Wilde A.
(Giessen)
Bhaya D.
(Stanford)
van der Woude
et al. (2014)
Zinchenko et al.
(1999)
Angermayr et al.
(2012)
van der Woude
et al. (2014)
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

This study

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
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pHKH-bcsA
pHKH-ccsA
pBSK-upgG
pBSK-upgGnT
pBSK-upgC
pBSK-upgCnT
Syn RMS001

Syn RMS002

Syn RMS003
Syn RMS004
Syn RMS005
Syn RMS006
Syn RMS010

Syn RMS012
Syn RMS013

Syn RMS014

Syn RMS015

Syn RMS016

cassette, with both genes in one operon
Integration vector with G. xylinus bcsA
cassette
Integration vector with C. epipsammum ccsA
cassette
Integration vector with G. xylinus ugpG
cassette
Integration vector with G. xylinus ugpG
cassette without a promoter sequence
Integration vector with C. epipsammum ugpC
cassette
Integration vector with C. epipsammum ugpC
cassette without a promoter sequence
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr
bcsA of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB1op
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsA
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Δslr1176::ugpC::Cmr
ugp of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-ugpC
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr - Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
bcsAB and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr - Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr - ugpG::Cmr
bcsAB and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Ptrc::bcsB::Kmr Δslr1176::ugpC::Cmr

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

This study

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

This study
This study

This study

This study

This study
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Syn RMS017

Syn RMS018

Syn RMS019

Syn RMS020

Syn RMS021

Syn RMS022

Syn RMS023

Syn RMS024

Syn RMS025

Syn RMS026

Syn RMS027

Syn RMS028

Syn RMS029

Syn RMS030
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bcsAB of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr - Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
bcsAB and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr Δslr1176::Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr - ugpG::Cmr
bcsAB and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::bcsB::Kmr - ugpC::Cmr
bcsAB of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr - Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
bcsA and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr - Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
bcsA of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr - ugpG::Cmr
bcsA and ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Ptrc::bcsA::Kmr - ugpC::Cmr
bcsA of G. xylinus, ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB - Δslr1176::Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB - Δslr1176::Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB - Δslr1176::ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB - Δslr1176::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB1op - Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB1op - Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study
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Syn RMS031

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB1op - ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Syn RMS032
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsAB1op - Δslr1176::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Syn RMS033
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsA - Ptrc::ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Syn RMS034
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsA - Ptrc::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Syn RMS035
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsA - ugpG::Cmr
ugpG of G. xylinus
Syn RMS036
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
pVZ321-bcsA - Δslr1176::ugpC::Cmr
ugpC of C. epipsammum
Table S6.1. Strains and plasmids used in this study

Name
pVZ321 seq s
pVZ321 seq as
Kan_control_R
H1_seg_F
H2_seg_R
KanF_back_SEQ
HUP-150_F
HUP+140_R
CAM_out_R
bcsA_F
bcsB_R
TRC_F
Bba_R

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

Sequence
TGGAGAAAAAAATCACTG
GCTGCGCAGGGCTTTATT
TCAGCAACACCTTCTTCACG
TGTCGCCGCTAAGTTAGA
CTGTGGGTAGTAAACTGGC
TCCCGTTGAATATGGCTC
GACAACTCAGCTCCGAATCCCAAC
AAGAATGCCCAGGCCGTCCAAT
GCCGATCAACGTCTCATTTT
GCCGATGGTTCCATTATTGTG
CTTTCAAGGTGTAGTTGTGC
CATCCGGCTCGTATAATGTGTG
TATAAACGCAGAAAGGCCCAC

Table S6.2. Primers used in this study
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This thesis describes a range of studies on cyanobacteria and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in
particular. All studies were aimed at optimizing a cyanobacterial cell factory for biofuel
production, but in each chapter a different approach is used. In chapters 2, 3 and 4 aspects
of the photo physiology of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 are explored to further our
understanding of photosynthesis and cell growth and to aid in the optimization of these
processes. Chapters 5 and 6 describe a more direct approach to optimize the production of
cellulose in cyanobacteria, as a potential biofuel precursor by manipulating physiological
conditions and introducing genes for cellulose synthesis. Together this has resulted in a
thesis in which each chapter is a story in its own right. To avoid repetition, this general
discussion only pertains to findings that transcend the individual chapters and which
require further discussion; furthermore, it is combined with some general conclusions from,
and implications of the results presented in this thesis.

The redox state of the PQ pool
With the adaptation of the quinone/quinol detection techniques described by Bekker [124]
and Kruk [123] for the determination of the in vivo redox state of the PQ pool in
cyanobacteria a new piece of the photosynthesis puzzle was revealed. This new information
confirmed that the redox state of the PQ pool cannot directly be inferred from PAM
fluorimetry data and showed that inhibitors of photosynthetic electron transfer and
changes in the light and nutrient conditions have different effects on the overall redox state
of the PQ pool than expected. The data also contradicts the theory that state transitions are
regulated by the redox state of the PQ pool [9,10,144,325]. In fact, the data described in
chapters 2 and 4 show that the PQ pool redox state is set by the state of the light harvesting
antenna and subsequent PSII activity, rather than the other way around: Illumination with
phycobilisome-specific light, carbon limitation and saturating intensities of white light all
resulted in a state II with poor energy transfer to PSII and an oxidized PQ pool.
Concomitantly, preferential excitation of PSI with far-red light, high carbon availability and
light limitation, all resulted in a state I and a more reduced PQ pool. Furthermore, the
photosynthetic inhibitor DBMIB prevents outflow of electrons out of the PQ pool by
blocking the Q0 pocket of the cytochrome b6f complex and accordingly prevents transfer of
electrons to PSI. Because of this, DBMIB was expected to cause a reduction of the PQ pool,
and Mullineaux and Allen showed that this indeed led to a state II transition [9]. However,
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we found that DBMIB results in an oxidation of the PQ pool (Chapter 2), which is most likely
caused by increased quinol oxidase activity [326]. This finding, in combination with the
reported state II transition in the presence of DBMIB further supports the notion that state
transitions are not regulated by the redox state of the PQ pool.
To ensure optimal growth in any given physiological condition and to prevent
accumulation of reduced electron transfer chain intermediates (because of the associated
increased risk of formation of reactive oxygen species), energy production in the form of
ATP and NADPH by photosynthetic electron transfer, and the consumption of these two
cellular free-energy currencies by carbon fixation and metabolism, must remain balanced.
State transitions and other regulatory and/or dissipative mechanisms associated with the
photosynthetic electron transfer chain, for instance modulation of the rate and nature of
cyclic electron transfer, allow cyanobacteria to rapidly and dynamically maintain this (free)
energy balance. To properly regulate these processes the cell would need to detect aspects
of both energy production and energy consumption to maintain the balance. Since the data
described in this thesis show that the redox state of the PQ pool is mainly determined by
PSII activity and therefor energy production, it would be a poor indicator of the cells (free)
energy balance. Many studies in the literature report on the involvement of the cytochrome
b6f complex in the regulation of state transitions in higher plants, algae and cyanobacteria
[154,327-329]. Involvement of this complex is further confirmed since blocking the Q0 site
of the cytochrome b6f complex with DBMIB results in a state II transition [9] without
reducing the PQ pool [Chapter 2]. The fore-mentioned studies show that binding of PQH2 in
the Q0 site of the cytochrome b6f complex triggers a conformational change in the
cytochrome which triggers thylakoid phosphorylation and a state II transition in plants and
algae [154,329]. Because quinol turnover in the Q0 site occurs on a much shorter time scale
than antenna migration [329], a stable state II of the light harvesting antenna requires semipermanent occupation of the Q0 site by PQH2 and a stable state I requires a frequently
vacant Q0 site. This can be achieved both by the supply of plastoquinol molecules and by
the rate of oxidation of the quinol molecules mediated by PSI activity. With the
plastoquinone redox state detection technique described in this thesis fully oxidized PQ
pools were very rarely detected, and presumably only because the amount of PQH2 present
dropped below the detection limit. So even with a relatively oxidized PQ pool, quinol
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molecules will still be available to bind to the cytochrome b6f complex. Since it has been
demonstrated in this thesis that cells in state I have an oxidized PQ pool and cells in state II
have a reduced PQ pool, regulation of the state transitions could be mediated by the
turnover rate of the cytochrome b6f complex rather than the redox state of the system and
this turnover rate will be largely determined by the plastoquinol oxidation rate at the Q0
site, fueled by PSI activity and NADP+ availability rather than by the amount of plastoquinol
molecules present in the PQ pool [Fig. 1].
Alternatively, regulation could occur at the QA binding site of PSII or the Qi binding
site of cytochrome b in the cytochrome b6f complex. These binding sites are located at the
stromal side and semi-quinone formation at these sites could allow for electrostatic
interaction which could directly affect PBS binding. However, addition of DCMU results in
full reduction of QA by preventing PSII turnover and electron transfer from PSII to the PQ
pool. This then results in a state I transition with increased PBS binding to PSII [111]. If
regulation occurred at the level of QA full reduction of this quinone should drive PBS away
from PSII. It has been theorized that under strongly reducing conditions such as DCMU and
high light QA can be reduced twice to form a quinol molecule which could lose its charge
due to protonation [330]. This would then give off an uncharged or oxidized signal, resulting
in a state I transition. This would explain the DCMU response when assuming regulation at
the level of QA, however a state I transition in high light could be quite detrimental for the
cell. In the experiments conducted by Vener et al. [154] on the cytochrome b6f complex of
spinach thylakoids the oxidation rate at the Qi site was described as very rapid causing
cytochrome b to appear oxidized throughout the experiment in which both state I and state
II could be observed and was most likely induced by changes in the plastoquinol occupancy
of the Q0 site. With the current knowledge regulation of state transitions by the turnover
rate of the cytochrome b6f complex at the Q0 site seems most plausible.
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Figure 7.1. Proposed regulation of state transitions. The thickness of the arrows indicates the electron
flow rate from slow (thin arrow) to fast (thick arrow). The state of the PQ binding sites at the
cytochrome and PSII is color coded from white (mostly oxidized) to dark grey (mostly reduced). The
font size depicts the size of the different pools of oxidized and reduced electron carriers, ADP and ATP
and loose and bound PBS. When NADP+ and ADP are readily available (A) turnover of PSI will be fast,
resulting in a rapid oxidation of the Q0 site. The cytochrome complex will signal an oxidized state (go
sign) and trigger a state I with strong PBS binding. This will increase turnover of PSII, resulting in a
relatively reduced (< 50 %) PQ pool. When NADP+ and ADP are limiting (B) turnover of PSI will be slow,
resulting in slow oxidation of the Q0 site. The cytochrome complex will signal a reduced state (stop
sign) and trigger a state II with weak PBS binding. This will decrease turnover of PSII, resulting in an
oxidized, but not fully oxidized, PQ pool.

‘Direct conversion’ and the regulation of CO2 fixation in cyanobacteria
In recent years a large research effort has been spent on introducing fermentative
pathways into cyanobacteria for the direct production of fermentative fuel products.
Increasing the knowledge about the physiology of an organism of interest can help in
optimizing both growth and product formation conditions. Also, it can help explain
unforeseen changes in the physiology of the transgenic strains. For instance, several of
these studies observed an increase in total carbon fixation rate in biofuel producing
cyanobacterial strains, as compared to the corresponding WT under the same growth
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conditions [18,236,237,331]. This can only be explained by the presence of a higher capacity
for CO2 fixation and energy production in the wild-type than is used even when growing at
the maximal growth rate. The study described in Chapter 4 on the photo-physiology of
Synechocystis under light saturated- and light limited growth conditions shows that this

may very well be the case. When growing exponentially under light saturated conditions,
energy consumption by carbon fixation and overall growth is limiting, and the cells are in a
state II, with a large fraction of the phycobilisome light harvesting antennae that are not
transferring their excitation energy to either of the two photosystems. When light became
limiting, so did energy production and the cells gradually shifted to state I and
phycobilisome binding increased, although unbound phycobilisome proteins were still
detected. Under these conditions protein expression of components of the light reactions
and of the light harvesting antenna showed no apparent increase or decrease (see Chapter
4), as was also reported in the literature [234,235]. This indicates that Synechocystis has the
capacity to harvest and utilize more light energy than it does under light saturated
conditions. Presumably this additional capacity exists to allow the cell to rapidly adapt to
changing light conditions. Borirak et al. [332] showed a clear up-regulation of proteins
involved in CO2 fixation in an ethanol producing strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803,
compared to the corresponding wild-type. Together this demonstrates that the bottleneck
for energy harvesting and biomass production is downstream of the light- and dark
reactions of photosynthesis. Behrenfeld et al. [97] discusses the principle of co-limitation, in
which multiple factors can have a minor or major influence on growth (rate). They state
that energy production and consumption is necessary for more than photosynthesis and
carbon fixation, and that nutrient acquisition and reduction, for instance when nitrate is
used as the nitrogen source, and general metabolism such as amino acid and carbohydrate
metabolism also play a major role. Not in the least because all these different processes
require a different ratio of ATP:NADPH for balanced growth, necessitating dynamic changes
in how energy is converted to maintain the energy balance in the cell. By introducing a
pathway that requires carbon and energy in the form of ATP and/or NAD(P)H, the natural
energy balance of the cell is distorted. To obtain a new balance the cell has the capacity to
simply increase energy production by increasing light energy transfer to the photosystems
to accommodate the increase in energy consumption and increase expression of proteins
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involved in CO2 fixation, thus minimizing the effect of the heterologous pathway on overall
growth rate. This can be done throughout all growth phases, so both under light saturatedand light limited conditions. The ratio of supply of ATP over NADPH can be adjusted by
in/decreasing the activity of any of the many pathways for cyclic electron transfer [333].
The different growth phases of phototrophic organisms and their corresponding
physiology also hold implications for product formation. Increasing the available knowledge
on the differences between the different growth phases can help in selecting the
appropriate growth phase for optimal rates of product formation. The rate of production of
lactate and butanediol by Synechocystis showed variation between growth phases, with
higher production rates in the linear phase of growth [18,236]. When light is limiting
growth, more carbon may be available for non-growth related processes such as biofuel
production and/or the change in energy balance and the ATP:NADPH ratio required for
biofuel production may be easier for the cell to accommodate during the linear phase of
growth. Other factors, such as the amount of ATP and NAD(P)H required for any particular
biofuel compound, and any regulatory mechanisms in play, may further influence growthphase dependency of product formation and further research into this could prove very
useful.

Increasing photosynthetic efficiency
To further increase biofuel production, biomass accumulation and even crop yields in
plants, researchers are looking for ways to optimize photosynthesis [334]. Especially under
conditions with saturating amounts of white light, light harvesting in photosynthetic
organisms is highly dissipative. In addition, in dense cultures and canopies, cells close to the
surface capture most of the incoming light and loose it to dissipation, while cells residing at
the bottom reside in the dark. In recent years several attempts have been made to truncate
or decrease expression of light harvesting antenna to reduce exciton dissipation and
increase light penetration depth in an attempt to improve overall efficiency of growth in
dense cultures. These attempts were successful in green algae were cells with truncated
light-harvesting chlorophyll antenna (tla) showed enhanced photosynthetic productivity
and improved light utilization efficiency under mass culture conditions compared to wild
type strains [335,336], be it that tla mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii did not exhibit
higher productivity compared to wild-type in mass culture conditions and instead showed
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decreased fitness and a higher susceptibility to photodamage [337]. This may be due to
changes in photoprotection mechanisms caused by the changes in the antenna system.
These results indicate that antenna truncation may not be such a straightforward way to
increase photosynthetic efficiency. This is also reflected in the efforts made to increase
photosynthetic productivity in cyanobacteria by truncating or even deleting the
phycobilisome (PBS) antenna [192,193,216]. In light saturating conditions large amounts of
harvested light energy are lost via PBS uncoupling (Chapter 4) and other dissipation
pathways that are linked to the phycobilisomes, such as OCP-mediated uncoupling [122]
and the flavodiiron proteins 2 and 4 [338]. Yet cells with truncated PBS antenna only
showed increased productivity in low carbon and high light conditions [193]. Experiments
with different light colors have already shown that Synechocystis grows poorly in chl a
specific blue light, mainly due to the bacterial phytochrome cph2 [339], which inhibits
phototaxis towards blue light [340]. However, experiments with red light with different
spectral properties show that Synechocystis also grows slightly better when illuminated
with PBS specific 635 nm light as opposed to chl a specific 670 nm light (P. van Alphen et al.,
in preparation). This shows the importance of phycobilisome driven light harvesting in
cyanobacteria and more research may be required to develop more effective ways to lower
energy dissipation and simultaneously increase photosynthetic efficiency. In the green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii photosynthetic productivity in dense mass cultures could be

increased by illumination with high intensity, but minimally absorbed, yellow light, which
has a greater penetration depth into the culture and causes much less photodamage [341].
This strategy could be interpreted as an alternative to antenna truncation. Another
alternative could be the introduction of other light harvesting compounds such as
bacteriochlorophyll b and chlorophyll d, which absorb in the far-red region, could provide
an interesting alternative for or supplement to phycobilisomes and increase the bandwidth
of the light that can be used for photosynthesis [334].
Another interesting line of research to increase photosynthetic efficiency is to
increase expression of, or improve turnover capacity, of proteins involved in CO2 fixation.
This can be done by increasing the expression of carbon transporters and carbonic
anhydrases [27], alter Rubisco to increase turnover and/or carboxylation efficiency [254] or
increase expression of Calvin cycle enzymes. Overexpression of fructose-1,6-bisphophatase
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yielded good results in transgenic plants [342] but had detrimental effects on growth in
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [343] demonstrating that increasing expression of Calvin cycle
enzymes can be beneficial, but it can also disturb this crucial pathway by depleting a certain
metabolite in the cycle, like G3P (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate) or DHAP (dihydroxyacetonephosphate) or by creating new bottlenecks elsewhere in the cycle [343]. Mutation of
Rubisco resulted in a ~55 % increase in photosynthesis rate in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803,
as measured by the oxygen exchange rate, but had no significant effect on growth rate
[254]. However, the growth experiment described in the study was of a batch culture with a
short exponential phase and a long light limited growth phase [254]. To fully reveal the
effect of alterations in carbon fixation, the transgenic strains should be studied under
conditions under which carbon fixation is the only rate limiting factor, such as the
exponential phase of growth and ideally in the presence of a carbon sink. As was done in
the study where a carbon transporter and carbonic anhydrase were introduced into
Synechococcus PCC 7942 alongside a cellulose synthase, resulting in increased cellulose

production [27].
A way to avoid biomass formation in direct biofuel production systems is to
uncouple product formation from growth and produce biofuels from static stationary phase
cultures. By producing large amounts of biofuel without significant cell growth, the total
nutrient requirement for biofuel production, especially with regard to nitrogen and
micronutrients, can be lowered. This can be achieved by using inducible promotors [344] or
by making use of existing regulatory mechanisms that are induced in the stationary phase
of growth. One such regulatory mechanism is cyclic diguanylate mono phosphate (c-diGMP). In bacteria the cytoplasmic c-di-GMP concentration regulates cell aggregation,
biofilm formation, motility and virulence [73,308,311] and c-di-GMP signaling may also play
a role in the stationary phase [345]. (Over)production of exopolysaccharides like cellulose,
which is also regulated by c-di-GMP, could be an excellent candidate for growth uncoupled
production by inducing sessility in the stationary growth phase, which in cyanobacteria can
also be achieved by blue light illumination [308,311]. We have already observed this in C.
epipsammum where cellulose content and cell aggregation naturally increased in late

growth phase cultures (Chapter 5).
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Cellulose production
Initially the aim of this project was to produce cellulose as a pure, crystalline product from
cyanobacteria, to be used in the cellulose industry as an alternative for cellulose derived
from wood. This proved to be rather challenging and has not yet been achieved. Most
reports on cellulose production in cyanobacteria do not provide statements on the
crystallinity of the cellulose produced, or they report formation of semi-crystalline or noncrystalline cellulose [23,25,28,41]. Furthermore, cyanobacterial exopolysaccharide layers
are the most complex of all reported EPS structures [263,268] and any cellulose produced in
the EPS will be mixed with a wide variety of other polysaccharide structures. Recently,
methods have been developed to derive cellulose from agricultural waste [346] and biofuel
from the cellulosic biomass of agricultural waste [347]. At current cellulose production rates
from cyanobacteria and because of its non-crystalline form, it is not very likely that
cyanobacteria-derived cellulose will be able to compete economically with cellulose
produced from wood and plant waste.
This, however, does not mean that cellulose produced by cyanobacteria cannot be
economically interesting. Cellulose is structurally one of the simplest polysaccharides,
consisting entirely of glucose monomers. Producing large amounts of poly-glucose shifts the
cells C:N balance towards carbon. Such low nitrogen biomass would be very suitable as a
feedstock for fermentative processes. Cyanobacteria generally have a rather high N
content, and when fermented this will result in formation of considerable amounts of
alkalizing ammonium and toxic ammonia [262]. Cellulose-producing cyanobacteria and/or
algae can be grown to high cell densities, starved for nitrogen to increase the carbohydrate
(cellulose) content and lower the nitrogen content, and then be grinded into a lysate broth
that can be used as a feedstock for fermentative applications [348]. Starvation for nitrogen
can also help make the lysis process easier [262]. C. epipsammum grows in nitrogen poor
environments and as a result has a very low N-content for a cyanobacterium, combined
with cellulose production levels of 20 to 40 % of dry weight. This cyanobacterium would be
an excellent natural (i.e. not genetically engineered) candidate for such a process.
Although C. epipsammum grows very well in liquid culture, its ecological niche is a
biofilm [23]. Cyanobacterial- and algal biofilms are generally held together by the
exopolysaccharides produced by the cyanobacteria and algae from which they are
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composed [263,349]. For the production of cellulose and other exopolysaccharides, large
scale cultivation of biofilms of cyanobacteria may be a viable alternative to growth in liquid
culture. Although such commercial biofilm systems would produce considerably less
biomass, they would also require less water and nutrients per kg of biomass. And by aiming
at products whose formation can be uncoupled from growth, such as cellulose and other
exopolysaccharides, much less biomass formation would be required than for products that
are only produced by growing cells. Biofilms in nature mostly are complex consortia of a
wide array of phototrophic and heterotrophic bacteria. Reports are available that show that
the presence of certain heterotrophic bacteria stimulates biofilm formation and cell
aggregation [261,350]. This suggests that the use of mono-cultures may not be advisable for
this kind of application. For water purification and/or general mixed exopolysaccharide
production one could try to grow naturally occurring biofilms on a larger scale.

Waste water treatment
In waste-water treatment, biofilm forming bacteria are used to purify the water from
excessive nutrients and heavy metals [271,272,351]. To achieve this, these bacteria are
grown in so-called rotating biological contactors [269]. These reactors often contain large
spirals on which the bacteria can grow. These spirals are then suspended just above a water
column. When the spiral rotates the blades containing the biofilm are alternatingly exposed
to water and air [269]. Alternatively, biofilm reactors can be based on a trickle down
system, in which biofilms are grown on large angular or vertically placed surfaces from
which water can trickle down [352,353]. Both of these systems can be designed in such a
way that biofilms would also be exposed to light. For instance, a design based on a
biological contactor that includes a flexible membrane strung around rotating bars allowing
alternate exposure to water and air and light [270]. An application of this system in a
raceway pond photobioreactor is also described and harvesting of the biomass occurs by
scraping the top layer of the biofilm [270]. A combination of the spiral column or flexible
membrane bioreactor with a horizontal tubular photobioreactor [354,355] could also be
very useful and increase productivity and lower the risk of infection compared to the
raceway pond design. The trickle down system could be designed resembling solar panels.
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Transgenic cellulose production
Currently the highest cellulose content in a transgenic cyanobacterium has been recorded
in Synechococcus PCC 7002 at 13 % (w/w) of dry weight [28]. This is still lower than the
amount of cellulose produced by C. epipsammum, but with further physiological and
genetic optimization the cellulose content of the transgenic strains may very well come to
exceed that of C. epipsammum in the future. Although introduction of cellulose synthase
genes in Synechococcus, and in some other cyanobacteria, resulted in the production of
detectable amounts of cellulose [25-28], the efforts described in Chapter 6 on Synechocystis
did not yield similar results, despite taking a similar approach. An explanation for this may
lie in the fact that Synechocystis does not naturally encode the components required for
cellulose synthesis and Synechococcus does. The crystalline nature of the cellulose is
achieved by the collaborative functioning of a wide array of enzymes. In bacteria,
specifically in G. xylinus, the β-1,4-glucan is produced and transported across the
periplasmic space by BcsAB [55], which is activated by the second messenger c-di-GMP
[356]. BcsC and BcsD then facilitate cellulose transport across the outer membrane and play
a role in the crystallization process [57-59]. The cellulose synthase complexes are arranged
in a distinctive manner in cellulose producing organisms. In bacteria they are arranged in
straight, evenly spaced, lines across the membrane. This allows the individual protruding
fibrils to meet and interact with one another in an organized fashion, which then results in a
crystalline structure of the cellulose produced. Because Synechocystis does not encode the
enzymes required for cellulose synthesis itself, it will most likely also not possess the
regulatory mechanisms and auxiliary proteins required to properly produce and export
cellulose fibrils, Synechococcus on the other hand probably does. This would explain why
introducing only the bcsAB genes from G. xylinus into cyanobacteria led to detectable
amounts of extracellular cellulose in Synechococcus, but not in Synechocystis.
This does not mean that cellulose production by Synechocystis is not possible. It
will just require addition of more genes involved in cellulose production. In Synechocystis
increased binding of the fluorescent cellulose-binding dye Calcofluor White was observed in
strains containing the bcsAB genes from G. xylinus in combination with an UDP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase (UGPase) gene. Also, a partial rescue of the ΔglgC (ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) deletion) phenotype was observed [Chapter 6] which suggests
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that cellulose was produced. For cellulose production in Synechococcus it proved beneficial
to delete the native cellulose synthase gene [28]. It appeared that the regulation of
cellulose production was disrupted by deletion of the native cellulose synthase gene. This
led to higher and more uncontrolled production of cellulose by the transgenic cellulose
synthase proteins. Synechocystis should also be unable to regulate cellulose production and
introduction of all genes required for cellulose production may lead to high levels of poorly
controlled production, especially in combination with an UGPAse in a ΔAGPase background.
However, this raises questions of how genetically stable such a construct will be, because
mutants that manage to block the uncontrolled synthesis of cellulose will have a growth
advantage. Also, not all aspects of cellulose synthesis, and all genes involved, are currently
known.
In summary: Continuing this project further, to successfully produce cellulose in
Synechocystis, may be too difficult and consume too much time, especially because

cellulose can already be produced in considerable amounts in Synechococcus. Beyond that,
producing cellulose in C. epipsammum is a competitive alternative.
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Summary
The main aim of this thesis was to contribute to the optimization of the cyanobacterial cell
factory and to increase the production of cellulose as a biofuel (precursor) via a
physiological and a transgenic approach. The research described in the different chapters
focusses on studies on photosynthesis for the purpose of improving photosynthetic
efficiency and on cellulose production by natural or transgenic strains. This resulted in a
versatile thesis with one main goal: optimizing solar biofuel production with cyanobacteria.

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the current state of cyanobacterial biofuel
research with particular focus on the photanol approach and the production of cellulose as
a biofuel. It also contains a detailed description of bacterial cellulose synthesis and
regulation.

Chapter 2 introduces a novel technique to determine the in vivo redox state of the
plastoquinone (PQ) pool. Several aspects of the light reactions of photosynthesis, including
the redox state of the PQ pool, are then analyzed. Analysis occurred under different lightand carbon-limitation conditions and under the influence of several chemicals that inhibit
photosynthesis at different points in the electron transport chain. Results show that,
counterintuitively and in contrast with current theory, reducing conditions, like low carbon
availability and illumination with PSII light, lead to an oxidized PQ pool. Concomitantly
oxidizing conditions such as PSI illumination and high carbon conditions result in a more
reduced PQ pool.
Current theories on PQ pool dynamics are largely based on data acquired with
PAM fluorimetry, which measures PSII bound chl a fluorescence.
In chapter 3 a comparative analysis of the PAM fluorimetry parameters and the
photosynthetic efficiency based on biomass production and oxygen exchange rates of the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and the green alga Chlorella sorokiniana is
given. This analysis revealed a large discrepancy between chl a fluorescence parameters
and photosynthetic efficiency calculations for the cyanobacteria. The strong influence of
respiratory electron flow and phycobilisome fluorescence on the chl a fluorescence signal of
cyanobacteria, which is at the root of this discrepancy, is highlighted by the use of
Synechocystis respiratory mutants and a mutant which lacks the phycobilisome harvesting

antenna entirely.
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Chapter 4 describes the different growth phases of a typical cyanobacterial batch
culture. These are: A lag phase, an exponential growth phase, the often overlooked light
limited linear growth phase and the nutrient limited stationary phase. Analysis of
photosynthetic parameters, such as chl a fluorescence, PQ pool redox state and the energy
transfer distribution from the phycobilisomes, show marked changes in the photophysiology of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. These changes include a clear reduction of the PQ
pool in the linear growth phase, compared to the exponential phase. The importance and
advantages of proper growth phase determination to both fundamental and applied
research are discussed.
In chapter 5 a study is conducted on the optimization of physiological conditions
for cellulose production in the natural cellulose producing cyanobacteria Crinalium
epipsammum. A maximal cellulose content of 40 % was achieved, using a combination of

stress conditions. This is twice as high as the cellulose content previously reported for this
strain. Additionally, growth of C. epipsammum was scaled up in a 300 L photobioreactor.
The strain grew well in this device, proving that it is suitable for large scale biofuel
production. Pros and cons for using natural strains like C. epipsammum, in particular for
large scale biofuel production, are discussed.
In chapter 6 genes for cellulose synthesis were introduced into Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803 with the aim of generating a cellulose overproducing strain. Although no cellulose
was detected in the transgenic strains using a quantitative enzymatic assay, a change in
phenotype indicative of the production of cellulose and its pre-cursor UDP-glucose is
described. Also, analysis of fluorescence microscopy images of the different strains stained
with the cellulose binding fluorescent dye Calcofluor White further implied low levels of
cellulose production. Reasons why high-level cellulose overproduction in Synechocystis was
not achieved are discussed.

Chapter 7 discusses and combines conclusions and implications raised in the
different chapters and places them in a broader context of both each other and of current
scientific literature. Chapters 2 and 4 strongly indicate that the redox state of the PQ pool is
not responsible for the regulation of energy transfer from the phycobilisomes to the
different photosystems, in the processes also known as state transitions. While chapters 5
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and 6 raise questions on how best to produce cellulose as a biofuel and whether to use
transgenic
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Samenvatting
Het hoofddoel van dit promotieonderzoek was om bij te dragen aan de optimalisatie van de
cyanobacteriële cel fabriek en om de productie van cellulose as biobrandstof te verhogen
via zowel een fysiologische als transgene aanpak. De focus van het onderzoek beschreven in
de verschillende hoofdstukken wordt of op de fotosynthese geplaatst, met als doel om de
fotosynthetische efficiëntie te verbeteren, of op cellulose productie door natuurlijke of
transgene stammen. Dit heeft geleid tot een diverse thesis, maar met één gericht doel: het
optimaliseren van biobrandstof productie in cyanobacteriën.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de huidige staat van het onderzoek naar
biobrandstof productie in cyanobacteriën met specifieke aandacht voor de ‘photanol
approach’ en de productie van cellulose als biobrandstof. Het hoofdstuk bevat ook een
gedetailleerde beschrijving van cellulose synthese en haar regulatie in bacteriën.

Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert een nieuwe techniek om de in vivo redox staat van de
plastochinon (PQ) pool te bepalen. Verschillende aspecten van de licht reacties van de
fotosynthese, waaronder de PQ pool redox staat, zijn vervolgens geanalyseerd. Deze
analyse vond plaats onder verschillende licht- en koolstof-limitatie condities en onder
invloed van chemicaliën die de fotosynthese inhiberen op verschillende punten in de
elektron transport keten. De resultaten laten zien dat, hoewel contra-intuïtief en in strijd
met de huidige theorie, reducerende condities, zoals koolstof limitatie en belichting met
PSII specifiek licht, leiden tot een geoxideerde PQ pool. Gelijktijdig leiden oxiderende
condities, zoals belichting met PSI specifiek licht en hoge beschikbaarheid van koolstof, tot
een meer gereduceerde PQ pool.
De huidige theorie over de dynamiek van de PQ pool is grotendeels gebaseerd op
PAM fluorimetrie metingen. Deze techniek bepaalt specifiek de chlorofyl a fluorescentie
van PSII gebonden chlorofyl.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een vergelijkende analyse gegeven van PAM fluorimetrie
metingen en bepalingen van de fotosynthetische efficiëntie gebaseerd op biomassa
productie en zuurstof uitwisseling. Deze vergelijking wordt gemaakt voor de cyanobacterie
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 en de groene alg Chlorella sorokiniana. De analyse laat een

grote discrepantie zien tussen chl a fluorescentie parameters en de fotosynthetische
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efficiency bij de cyanobacterie. De grote invloed van de ademhalingsketen en fycobilisoom
fluorescentie, die grotendeels verantwoordelijk is voor de beschreven discrepantie, wordt
verder uitgelicht door middel van Synechocystis mutanten in de ademhalingsketen en de
fycobilisoom antennes.

Hoofdstuk

4

beschrijft

de

verschillende

groeifases

van

een

typische

cyanobacteriële batch cultuur. Die bestaat uit een lag fase, de exponentiele fase, de vaak
over het hoofd geziene, licht gelimiteerde, lineaire fase en de nutriënt gelimiteerde
stationaire fase. Analyse van fotosynthese parameters, zoals chl a fluorescentie, de PQ pool
redox staat en de distributie van energieoverdracht van de fycobilisomen naar de beide
fotosystemen, laten zien dat de foto-fysiologie van Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 duidelijk
anders is in de verschillende groeifases. Deze veranderingen omvatten onder anderen een
duidelijke reductie van de PQ pool in de lineaire fase, in vergelijking met de exponentiele
fase. Het belang en de voordelen van een goede groeifase aanduiding in zowel
fundamenteel als toegepast onderzoek worden besproken.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt onderzoek gedaan naar de optimalisatie van de fysiologische
condities voor cellulose productie in de van nature cellulose producerende cyanobacterie
Crinalium epipsammum. Een maximaal cellulose gehalte van 40 % is behaald door het

toepassen van een combinatie van stress condities. Dit cellulose gehalte is twee keer zo
hoog als voorheen beschreven voor deze stam. Daarnaast is de kweek van C. epipsammum
opgeschaald naar een 300 liter fotobioreactor. De stam groeide goed in deze bioreactor wat
in principe aantoont dat deze stam geschikt is voor biobrandstof productie op grote schaal.
De voor- en nadelen van het gebruik van ongemodificeerde stammen, en met name C.
epipsammum voor biobrandstof productie op grote schaal worden besproken.

In hoofdstuk 6 zijn, om een cellulose over producerende stam te genereren, de
genen die essentieel zijn voor cellulose synthese geïntroduceerd in Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803. Hoewel de aanwezigheid van cellulose niet gedetecteerd kon worden in de transgene
stammen met een kwantitatieve enzymatische assay, is er wel een verandering in het
fenotype zichtbaar die indicatief is voor de productie van cellulose en zijn precursor UDPglucose. Daarnaast impliceert de binding van de cellulose bindende fluorescente stof
Calcofluor White aan de verschillende stammen ook de productie van kleine hoeveelheden
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cellulose. Verder wordt besproken waarom de overproductie van cellulose in Synechocystis
niet meer succesvol was.

Hoofdstuk 7 combineert en bediscussieert de conclusies en implicaties die voort
zijn gekomen uit de verschillende hoofdstukken en plaatst deze in de bredere context van
zowel elkaar als de huidige literatuur. Hoofdstuk 2 en 4 bevatten sterke indicaties dat de
redox staat van de PQ pool niet verantwoordelijk is voor de regulatie van energieoverdracht
van de fycobilisomen naar de verschillende fotosystemen, ook wel bekend als ‘state
transitions’. Daarnaast roepen hoofdstukken 5 en 6 vragen op over hoe cellulose het best
geproduceerd kan worden als een biobrandstof en of het gebruik van transgene stammen
wel nuttig is als er natuurlijke stammen met een hoog cellulose gehalte beschikbaar zijn.
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